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Case IPR2016—00908

Patent 5,796,183

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

c/o Office of the General Counsel

Madison Building East, 10B20

600 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314-5793

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to 37 CPR. § 90.2(a), that Petitioner

Samsung Electronics Company, Ltd. (“Petitioner”) appeals to the United States

Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit from the Final Written Decision entered

on October 18, 2017 (Paper 35) (the “Final Written Decision”) by the United

States Patent and Trademark Office, Patent Trial and Appeal Board (the “Board”),

and from all underlying orders, decisions, rulings, and opinions. A copy of the

Final Written Decision is attached.

In accordance with 37 CPR. § 90.2(a)(3)(ii), Petitioner indicates that the.

issues on appeal include, but are not limited to, the Board’s ruling. that Petitioner

has not demonstrated, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the claims ofUS.

Patent No. 5,796,183 (“the ’ 183 patent”) are unpatentable over the prior art, and

any findings or determinations supporting or related to that ruling including,

Without limitation, the Board’s interpretation of the claims and prior art, reasons to

combine and expectation of success, and the Board’s interpretation of expert

evidence.
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Simultaneous with this submission, a copy of this Notice of Appeal is being

filed with the Board. In addition, the Notice of Appeal and the required fee are

being filed electronically with the Clerk of Court for the United States Court of

Appeals, for the Federal Circuit.

Respectfully submitted this 18th day of December, 2017.

By: /Naveen Modi/
Naveen Modi

Registration No. 46,224

Paul Hastings LLP

875 15th Street, NW.

Washington, DC 20005

(202) 551—1700

naveenmodi@paulhastings.com

 

Counselfor Petitioner
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Case IPR2016-00908_

Patent 5,796,183

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that, in addition to being filed electronically

through Patent Trial and Appeal Board End to End (PTAB E2E), the original

version of this Notice of Appeal was filed by express overnight mail on December

18, 2017 with the Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, at the

following address:

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

c/o Office of the General Counsel

Madison Building East, 10B20

600 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314—5793

The undersigned also certifies that a true and correct copy of this Notice of

Appeal and the required fee were filed electronically via CM/ECF on December

18, 2017, with the Clerk of Court for the United States Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit.

The undersigned also certifies that a true and correct copy of this Notice of

Appeal was served on December 18, 2017, on counsel of record for Patent Owner

UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron by electronic mail (by agreement of the parties) at the

following address:

Jay Kesan (jay@keyiplaw.com)

Teresa M. Summer (teresa@keyiplaw.com)

DiMuro Ginsberg PC—DGKeyIP Group,

1101 King Street, Ste. 610

Alexandria, VA 22314
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Case IPR2016-00908

Patent 5,796,183

Date: December 18, 2017 By: /Naveen Modi/

Naveen Modi

Registration No. 46,224

Paul Hastings LLP

875 15th Street, NW.

Washington, DC 20005

(202) 551-1700

naveenmodi@pau1hastings.com

Counselfor Petitioner
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Trials@uspt0.gov Paper 35
571-272—7822 Entered: October 18, 2017

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD,

Petitioner,

V.

UUSI, LLC d/b/a NARTRON,
Patent Owner.

Case lPR2016—00908

Patent 5,796,183 ~

Before THOMAS L. GIANNETTI, CARL M. DEFRANCO, and

KAMRAN JIVANT, Administrative Patent Judges.

JTVANI, Administrative Patent Judge.

FINAL WRITTEN DECISION

35 US. C. § 318{a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42. 73
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I. INTRODUCTION

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. (“Petitioner”) sought interpartes

review of claims 37-41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96,

97, 99, 101, and 102 ofU.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 (Ex. 1001, “the ’183

paten ”), owned by UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron (“Patent Owner”). Paper 2

(“Petition” or “Pet.”). Patent Owner filed a Preliminary Response. Paper 10

(“Prelim Resp”). Upon consideration of the Petition and Preliminary

Response, we instituted an inter partes review of claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47,

48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 (the

“Instituted Claims”) pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314. Paper 12 (“Decision on

Institution” or “Dec. on Inst”). We did not institute, however, review of

claims 37—39 because we determined Petitioner had not established a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail with respect to those claims. Id.

During the trial, Patent Owner filed a Patent Owner Response

(Paper 21, “PO Resp”), and Petitioner filed a Reply thereto (Paper 24,

“Reply”). An oral hearing was conducted on June 22, 2017 . The record

contains a transcript of the hearing (Paper 34, “Tr.”).

We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 6. The evidentiary standard is

preponderance of the evidence. See 35 U.S.C. § 316(c); see also 37 C.F.R.

§ 42.1(d). This Final Written Decision is entered pursuant to 35 U.S.C.

§ 318(a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.73. For the reasons discussed below, Petitioner

has not shown by a preponderance of the evidence that any of the Instituted

Claims are unpatentable.

A. Related Proceedings

The ’183 patent has been subject to two reexaminations: Ex Parte

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/012,439, certificate issued April 29, 2013
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(“Reexam 1”) and 90/013,106, certificate issued June 27, 2014

(“Reexam 2’”). The Instituted Claims were added during Reexam 2. See

generally Ex. 1006.

The ’183 patent is the subject of ongoing litigation between the parties

in the Western District of Michigan: UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron v. Samsung

Electronics Ca, Ltd. and Samsung Electronics America, Inc., Case No.

1:15-cv—00146-JTN, originally filed on February 13, 2015 (W.D. Mich.)

(the “District Court litigation”). Pet. 1. The District Court litigation is

stayed and administratively closed until resolution of the instant interpartes

review. Order, Case No. 1:15-cv-00146-JTN, Dkt. No. 62 (filed 05/02/16).

B. The ’J 83 patent (Ex. 1001)

The ’183 patent relates to a “capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit used to make possible a ‘zero force’ manual electronic

switch.” Ex. 1001, 1:6—9. According to the ’183 patent, zero force touch

switches have no moving parts and no contact surfaces that directly switch

loads. Id. at 1:40—41. Instead, such switches detect an operator’s touch and

use solid state electronics to switch loads or activate mechanical relays. Id.

at 1:42—44. “A common solution used to achieve a zero force touch switch

has been to make use of the capacitance of the human operator.” Id. at 3:12—

14. The ’ 183 patent recites three methods used by capacitive touch switches

to detect an operator’s touch, one of which relies on the change in capacitive

coupling between a touch terminal and ground. Id. at 3:14—15, 3:44—46. In

this method, “[t]he touch of an operator then provides a capacitive short to

ground via the operator’s own body capacitance that lowers the amplitude of

oscillator voltage seen at the touch termina .” Id. at 3:52—56. Significantly,

the operator of a capacitive touch switch using this method need not come in
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conductive contact with the touch terminal. Id. at 3:57—59. Rather, the

operator needs only to come into close proximity of the switch. Id.

Figure 11 of the ’ 183 patent is reproduced below.
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Figure 11 depicts a “multiple touch pad circuit” including “an array of

touch circuits.” Id. at 18:34—46. The ’183 patent recognizes that placing

capacitive touch switches in dense arrays can result in unintended actuations.

Id. at 3:65—423. One method of addressing this problem known in the ‘art

involves placing guard rings around each touch pad. Id. at 4:4—10. Another

known method of addressing this problem is to adjust the sensitivity of the

touch pad such that the operator’s finger must entirely overlap a touch

terminal. Id. at 4:10—14. “Although these methods (guard rings and

sensitivity adjustment) have gone a considerable way in allowing touch

switches to be spaced in comparatively close proximity, a susceptibility to

surface contamination remains as a problem.” Id. at 4:14—18.

10
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The ’183 patent seeks to overcome the problem of unintended

actuation of small capacitive touch switches “by using the method of sensing

body capacitance to ground in conjunction with redundant detection

circuits.” Id. at 5:33—35. Specifically, the ’183 patent’s toUch detection

circuit operates at frequencies at or above 50 kHz, and preferably at or above

800 kHz, in order to minimize the effects of surface contamination on the

touch pads. Operating at these frequencies also improves sensitivity,

allowing close control of the proximity required for actuation of small—sized

touch terminals in a close array, such as a keyboard. Id. at 5:48—57.

C. ' Illustrative Claim

Independent claim 40 illustrates the claimed subject matter and is

reproduced below.

40. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a

predefined frequency; ' '

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from

the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal

output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal

output frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining

adjacent areas on a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving

said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and coupled to

said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals fi'om said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when

11
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proximal or touched by the operator to provide a control output

signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator and

said signal output frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path

on said dielectric substrate between said adjacent areas defined

by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate an input touch terminal

to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the

control output signal.

D. Cited References

Petitioner relies on the following references:

1. Ingraham, U.S. Patent No. 5,087,825, issued Feb. 11, 1992,

(Ex. 1007, “Ingraham I”) along with portions of Ingraham, U.S.

Patent No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15, 1988 (EX. 1008, “Ingraham

II”) incorporated by reference.

2. Caldwell, U.S. Patent No. 5,594,222, issued Jan. 14, 1997

(EX. 1009, “Caldwell”).

3. Gerpheide et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,565,658, issued Oct. 15, 1996

(Ex. 1012, “Gerpheide”).

4. Wheeler et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,341,036, issued Aug. 23, 1994

(EX. 1015, “Wheeler”).

E. Instituted Grounds of Unpatentabilizy

We instituted trial based on two grounds of unpatentability under 9

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) (Dec. on Inst. 31):

12
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Ingraham I, Caldwell, 40, 41, 43, 45, 61, 64—67, 69,

Gerpheide 83, 85, 86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96,

97, 99,101, and 102

Ingraham I, Caldwell,

Gerpheide, Wheeler

 

 

  
 

 

 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84

F. Testimony

Petitioner supports its challenges with a declaration ofDr. Vivek

Subramanian (Ex. 1002), filed contemporaneously with the Petition, and a

rebuttal declaration of Dr. Subramanian (Ex. 1017), filed contemporaneously

with the Reply. Dr. Subramanian testified further by deposition on

. February 3, 2017, and a transcript of his testimony has been entered into

evidence. Ex. 2009.

Patent Owner rebuts Petitioner’s challenges with a declaration of

Dr. Darran Cairns (Ex. 2002), filed contemporaneously with the Preliminary

Response, and an additional declaration of Dr. Cairns (Ex. 2010), filed

contemporaneously with the Patent Owner Response. Dr. Cairns testified

'further by deposition on April 21, 2017, and a transcript of his testimony has

been entered into evidence. Ex. 1018.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Principles ofLaw

To prevail in its challenges to the Instituted Claims, Petitioner must

demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the claims are

unpatentable. 35 U.S.C. § 316(e); 37 C.F.R. § 42.1(d). A claim is

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) if the differences between the

13
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claimed subject matter and the prior art are such that the subject matter, as a

whole, would have been obvious at the time of the invention to a person

having ordinary skill in the art. ICS'R 1711“] Co. v. Teleflex, Inc, 550 US. 398,

406 (2007). The question of obviousness is resolved on the basis of

underlying factual determinations including: (1) the scope and content of

the prior art; (2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the

prior art; (3) the level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) where in evidence,

so—called secondary considerations, including commercial success, long-felt

but unsolved needs, failure of others, and unexpected results. Graham v.

John Deere C0,, 383 US. 1, 17—18 (1966).

B. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

Citing testimony of its declarant, Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner

contends that a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention would have had a minimum of: (1) a bachelor’s degree in

electrical engineering, or equivalent thereof; and (2) “two to three years of

experience in the relevant field, which includes touch systems technology.”

Pet. 3 (citing Ex. 1002 11 19).

Patent Owner’s witness, Dr. Cairns, opines that a person of ordinary

skill “in the art of capacitive touch sensors would have had at least a

bachelor’s degree in physics or electrical engineering or equivalent industry -

experience in the field.” Ex. 2002 11 14.

The levels of ordinary skill proposed by the parties do not differ

significantly. Both parties’ proposed descriptions require at least an

undergraduate degree in electrical engineering or related technical field, and

both value industry experience (although Petitioner quantifies this

experience as two to three years). We adopt Petitioner’s proposed definition

14
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as more representative, but note that our analysis would be the same under

either definition. We further find the level of ordinary skill in the art is

reflected by the prior art of record. See Okajima v. Bourdeau,

261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir.'2001); In re GPACInc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1579

(Fed. Cir. 1995).

C. Claim Construction

The ”183 patent expired on January 31, 2016. Pet 11; Prelim. Resp. 7.

Our review of the claims of an expired patent is “similar to that of a district

court’s review,” wherein claim terms are given their ordinary and customary

meaning as understood by. a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention, as set forth by the Court in Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d

1303, 1312—14 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en bane). In re Rambus, Inc., 694 F.3d 42,

46 (Fed. Cir. 2012); see also Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct.

2131, 2144—45 (2016). Any special definition for a claim term must be set

forth in the specification with reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and

precision. In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

Petitioner urges that we need not construe the terms of the Instituted

Claims. Pet 12. To the extent we construe a particular term, Petitioner urges

that we adopt the constructions it proposed in the District Court litigation.

Id. In its Preliminary Response, Patent Owner sought construction of three .

sets (if claim limitations, namely:

1. “peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a

supply voltage” as recited in each of independent claims 61, 83,

and 94 (hereinafter, the “supply voltage limitation”);

2. “closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad,” as

recited in each of independent claims 83 and 94 and “small

15
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sized input touch terminals of a keypad,” as recited in each of

independent claims 40 and 61 (collectively, the “input touch

terminals limitations”); and

3. “selectively providing signal output frequencies,” as recited in

each of independent claims 40, 61, 83, and 94.

Prelim. Resp. 9—19.

We declined to adopt Patent Owner’s constructions of these

limitations in our Decision on Institution. Dec. on Inst. 10—12. In so doing,

we determined that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand the term

“supply voltage” in the supply voltage limitation as referring to a supply

voltage of the claimed microcontroller. Id. at 10. Contrary to Patent

Owner’s contention, we determined the claim language does not restrict the

supply voltage to exclude an external commercial power supply. Id. We

. further determined in our Decision on Institution that the input touch

terminals limitations do not preclude the presence of physical structures

isolating adjacent touch terminals. Id. at 10—11. Although we addressed

Patent Owner’s proposed constructions of the limitations enumerated above,

we did not construe further these limitations because additional construction

was not necessary to our analysis on whether to institute a trial. Id. at 12.

Neither party contests our construction of each limitation, as set forth

in our Decision on Institution. PO Resp. 7; see generally Reply. Based on

the full record developed during this proceeding, we find no need to depart

from our constructions set forth above. We also find no need to construe

further any terms of the Instituted Claims because further construction is not

necessary to our analysis herein. Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g,

Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (explaining that only claim terms in

10

16
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controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent necessary to resolve

the controversy).

D. Obviousness based on Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide

Petitioner asserts each of independent claims 40, 61, 83, and 94

would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Ingraham I,

Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 39—49.

1. Ingraham 1 (Ex. 1007) and Ingmham [1 (Ex. 1008)

Ingraham I discloses a capacity response keyboard, which is depicted

in Figure 1 reproduced below. EX. 1007 at 2:19—20.

 
Figure 1 shows a perspective View of Ingraham I’s capacity response

keyboard, consisting of switches that respond to the change in capacity from

a user touching the switch. Ex. 1007, 1:5—9. Each switch includes a touch

plate assembly and a control circuit. Id. at 2:28—35, Figs. 2, 3. Each touch

plate assembly includes a guard band that reduces interference between the

switches. Id. at 2:46—49, Abstract. When a keyboard user touches the outer

surface of the switch, the capacity-to-ground for the switch’s touch plate

11

17
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increases. Id. at 3:1—6, 3:21—47. This increase is detected by the switch’s

touch sensing circuit, which sends an output signal to a microcomputer. Id.

The ’183 Patent Specification makes several references to Ingraham 1,

including describing IngrahamI as operating at relatively lower frequencies

than the invention of the ’183 Patent. EX. 1001, 8:11—14; see also id. at

3:44—50, 4:3—8, 6:6—16, 1821—10. According to the ’183 patent:

The specific touch detection method of the present
invention has similarities to the devices of U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825 [Ingraham 1].

However, significant improvements are offered in the
means of detection and in the development of an overall

system to employ the touch switches in a dense array and
in an improved zero force palm button. The touch
detection circuit of the present invention features

operation at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of surface

contamination from materials such a skin oils and water.

Id. at 5:43—53.

Ingraham I incorporates by reference certain portions of prior art

patent Ingraham H, upon which Petitioner relies as meeting certain

limitations of the Instituted Claims. Pet. 9 (citing Ex. 1007, 3:21—24 as

incorporating Ingraham 11’s control circuit 14 (“A detailed description of

control circuit 14 is provided in U.S. Pat. No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15,

1988 to Ronald Ingraham, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference.”)).

2. Caldwell (Ex. 1009)

Caldwell discloses a touch pad system, including a touch sensor that

detects user contact, for use in kitchens. Ex. 1009, 126—9, 1:42—44, 2:45—48.

Caldwell’s touch pad includes “an active, low impedance touch sensor

12

18
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attached to only one side of a dielectric substrate.” Id. at 2:22—23. Figure 6

of Caldwell is reproduced below.

 
FIG-6

Figure 6 of Caldwell shows a matrix of touch pads comprising a touch

panel. Id. at 5:60—61. To monitor the touch pads, CaldWell’s system

sequentially provides an- oscillating square wave signal to a row or column

of touch pads and then sequentially selects columns or rows of sense
electrodes 24 to sense the signal output from the 'touch pad. Id. at 4:39—51,

6:40—63.

3. Gerpheide (Ex. 1 012)

Gerpheide discloses a capacitive touch responsive system that detects

the location of a touch in a single point input device, such as those used to

provide data input in lieu of a mouse or stylus. EX. 1012, 1:10—14, 1:19—20,

2:61—3:12. Figure 2b of Gerpheide is reproduced below.

13
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Fig. 2b

Figure 2b illustrates a cross-sectional View of a touch pad. Id. at

4:56—57. Gerpheide seeks to‘solve the problem of reducing electrical

interference in single point touch pads that use measurements of true

capacitance to determine location. Id. at 2:21—34. To reduce electrical

interference regardless of its fiequency, Gerpheide varies the oscillator

signal frequency provided to the touch pad. Id. at Figs. 4, 7, 3:13—18, 6:5—8,

6:19—26, 8:22—9:33. More specifically, Gerpheide describes varying

frequencies in a lookup table, selecting a frequency, sending that frequency

to the entire touchpad thirty-two times in succession, and then selecting a

new frequency based on an electrical interference measure. Id. at 9: 1 8—33.

4. Rationalefor Combining Ingraham I, Gerpheide, and.
Caldwell

With respect to independent claim 40, Petitioner asserts the

combination of Ingraham 1’s microcomputer using Caldwell’s

sequential scanning to selectively provide each_of Gerpheide’s signal

14

20
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output frequencies as meeting the claimed “microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of a keypad.” Pet. 39. More specifically,

Petitioner contends that Ingraham I’s microcomputer 80 meets the

claimed microcontroller and input portions 13 meet the claimed

“small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.” Id; see also id. at

19—20. Relying on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony, Petitioner contends

that it would have been readily'apparent to one of ordinary skill to

modify the microcomputer and input portions of Ingraharn 1 given the

teachings of Caldwell such that “rows of input portions 13 would be

selected sequentially and the oscillator signal provided to the selected

row.” Id. at 24 (citing Ex. 1002 11 64; EX. 1009, 6:40—63). According

to Petitioner, a system so modified would selectively provide the

oscillator signal frequency to the input touch terminals of a keypad,

thereby meeting the claimed “selectively providing a signal output

fiequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad.” Id. at 26, 39. The same oscillator signal

would be sequentially provided to each row of Ingraham I’s input

portions 13 until all rows are scanned. Id. at 55 (citing Ex. 1009,

6:40—63, 8:20—23; Ex. 1002 11 132).

Petitioner relies on Gerpheide as teaching varying the oscillator

signal frequency provided to an electrode array in order to account for

electrical interference. Id. at 28 (citing Ex. 1012, 6:5—8, 6:19-26,

8:22—9:33, Figs. 4, 7; EX. 1006, 329—30, 333—34). Again relying on

Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner alleges, “one of ordinary skill in the art

would have been motivated to incorporate interference negating

15
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functionality similar to that described by Gerpheide in the above

discussed Ingraham I-Caldwell system.” Id. at 28 (citing Ex. 1002,

1] 72). Thus, Petitioner contends the system of Ingraham I—Caldwell—

Gerpheide selectively provides signal output frequencies, as opposed

to only a single frequency. Id. at 29, 40.

In its Preliminary Response, Patent Owner asserted that one of

ordinary skill in the art would not be motivated to combine the

teachings of Gerpheide With those of Ingraham I and Caldwell.

According to Patent Owner, “Gerpheide is single touch and therefore

is concerned about sensing the entire single touch pad, it does not

sense any individual rows or seek to determine interference between

multiple touch pads.” Prelim. Resp. 44. Patent Owner’s witness,

Dr. Cairns, testified that Dr. Subramanian’s testimony on this point is

erroneous because Gerpheide “is a single touch device that could not

be combined with either [cited reference] to make a working device.”

Ex 2002 1! 102.

In our Decision on Institution, we determined Dr. Cairns”

testimony conflicted directly with Dr. Subramanian’s testimony on

this issue. Dec. on Inst. 23. We, therefore, resolved in Petitioner’s

favor at that stage of the proceeding the genuine issue of material fact

as to whether one of ordinary skill in the art would have looked to

Gerpheide to combine its teaching of selectively providing

frequencies with Ingraham I and Caldwell. Id. (citing 37 C.F.R

§ 42.108(c)).

Having completed trial in the matter, Petitioner must show by a

preponderance of the evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art
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would have been motivated to combine Gerpheide with Ingraham I

and Caldwell with a reasonable expectation of success. We determine

Petitioner has failed to carry this burden for the reasons that follow.

a) Reasons to Combine Ingraham I, Gerpheide, and
Caldwell

During trial, Patent Owner argues that an artisan of ordinary

skill would not look to Gerpheide when addressing the problem faced

by the ’183 patent because Gerpheide “does not disclose a keypad, is

not compatible with keypads, and was directed to reducing electrical

interference on a single-point touchpad.” PO Resp. 23 (citing EX.

2010 1111 96—106). Patent Owner and Dr. Cairns direct ouriattention to
additional reference US. Patent No. 4,639,720 (“Rympalski”),1 which

disparages single point touch pads because they “suffer from a lack of

versatility (they are capable of locating only one coordinate point at a

time) and'consume considerable power and involve complex

hardware, thereby reducing their cost effectiveness and practical

utility.” Id. at 24 (citing Ex. 2012, 227—17; Ex. 2010 1111 96—101).

Petitioner replies that a person of skill in the art would be

motivated to combine Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell

because Gerpheide addresses capacitive touch responsive systems.

Reply 5—6 (citing EX.1002 1111 70—71). Petitioner contends that Patent

Owner’s reliance on Rympalski is misplaced because Rympalski “was

filed in 1981, more than a decade before Gerpheide’s filing date.” Id.

at 6—7 (citing Ex.1017 1111 5—6). Petitioner reiterates that, according to

1 Dr. Cairns identifies that Gerpheide cites US. Patent No. 5,305,017

(“Gerpheide ’017”), which in turn cites Rympalski. EX. 2010 11 98.
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Dr. Subramanian, an ordinarily skilled artisan would have looked to

Gerpheide “for its teachings regarding electrical interference

nullification in touch systems by measuring interference and adjusting

the oscillator output frequency based on the measured interference.”

Id. (citing Pet. 27—29; EX. 1002 {HI 69—72). Petitioner states, “a‘

POSITA would have looked to the inter-related'teachings of all three

references regardless of whether they are single-point touch pads or

not to create a capacitive touch responsive system given the

advantages of the combined Ingraham I—Caldwell-Gerpheide system.”

Id. at 8 (citing EX. 1002 W 61, 65, 66, 70, 72; Ex. 1017 1] 8).

On this evidentiary record, we are not persuaded one of

ordinary skill in the art would have combined Gerpheide with

Ingraham I and Caldwell to arrive at claim 40. Gerpheide is related to

a single point input device, such as those used to provide data input in

lieu ofa mouse or stylus. Ex. 1012, 1:10—14, 1:19—20, 2:61—3:12.

Like the ’ 183 patent, Ingraham I and Caldwell disclose capacitive

response keypads. Ex. 1007. 1:5—9, 2:19—20; Ex. 1009, 1:6—9, 1:42—

44, 2:45—48. The ’183 patent describes monitoring electrical

interference across a single electrode and varying the frequency of an

oscillator frequency based on an interference measurement. EX. 1001,

6:13—18, 8:22—9:33. Conversely, the ’183 patent describes “a

multiple touch pad circuit” including “an array of touch circuits.” Id.

at 18:34—46. The ’183 patent seeks to overcome the problem of

unintended actuation of these touch circuits when such circuits are

placed in dense arrays. Id. at 3:65—43. Recognizing guard rings and

sensitivity adjustments “have gone a considerable way in allowing

18
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touch switches to be spaced in comparatively close proximity,” the

’183 patent addresses the remaining problem of surface contamination

across the keypad. Id. at 4: 14—18. The considerations described in

the ’ 183 patent, Ingraham I, and Caldwell related to the close

proximity of touch circuits in a keypad are Wholly absent from

Gerpheide.

Petitioner relies on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony that an

ordinarily skilled artisan would have looked to Gerpheide “for its

teachings regarding electrical interference nullification in touch

systems by measuring interference and adjusting the oscillator output

frequency based on the measured interference.” Reply 7.

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony, however, is conclusory on this point.

See Ex. 1002 1111 69—72. The relevant portion of Dr. Subramanian’s

testimony offers only that one would have found incorporating

Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common sense implementation to

allow the combined Ingraham I—Caldwell system to reject electrical

interference regardless of its frequency without expensive nulling

circuitry.” Ex. 1002 1] 72. It is not sufficient to demOnstrate that each

of the components in a challenged claim is known in the prior art. See

KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 US. 398, 418 (2007) (“[A] patent

composed of several elements is not proved obvious merely by

, demonstrating that each of its elements was, independently, known in

the prior art”). Although Petitioner'has identified in Gerpheide

“teachings regarding electrical interference nullification in touch

systems” (Reply 7), Petitioner and Dr. Subramanianfail to address

fully—in the face of Petitioner’s evidence to the contrary, including

19'
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Dr. Cairn’s testimony and Rympalski—why an ordinarily skilled

artisan would look to such teachings in Gerpheide with a reasonable

expectation of success for combining them with Ingrahaml and

Caldwell.

Petitioner’s contention that one “would have looked to the

inter-related teachings of all three references regardless of whether

they are single-point touch pads or not” is similarly insufficiently

supported by Dr. Subramanian’s testimony. Reply 8 (citing EX. 1002

W 61, 65, 66, 70, 72; EX. 1017 1[ 8). The majority of

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony cited by Petitioner is unrelated to

Gerpheide. Ex. 1002 W 61, 65, 66. As discussed above, the relevant

portion of Dr. Subrarnanian’s testimony offers only that one would I

have found incorporating Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common

sense implementation.” EX. 1002 11 72; see also EX. 1017 1] 8.

Responding to Petitioner’s position, Patent Owner offers the

testimony of Dr. Cairns that the combination is not predictable and not

one that would have been made by a skilled artisan. Ex. 2010 W 102—

103. Dr. Cairns relies on the ’183 Patent’s statements that its

detection circuit “operates at a higher frequency than prior art touch

sensing circuits,” which “is not a benign choice” relative to the prior

art detection circuits. Id. 11 103 (quoting EX. 1001, 8:9—14).

Dr. Cairns further relies on the ’183 Patent’s description of testing

required to identify ideal frequency ranges as further evidence that the

combination of prior art elements is not predictable and not one that

would have been made by a skilled artisan. Id. M 103—104. We

credit the testimony of Dr. Cairns on this point over the testimony of

20
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Dr. Subramanian because Dr. Cairns’ testimony is more fully

developed and is supported by record evidence. For instance, Dr.

Subramanian offers no explanation ofwhy one would have found

incorporating Gerpheide’s monitoring of oscillator frequencies,

calculation of new frequencies, and use of newly-calculated

frequencies “to be a predictable and common sense implementation.”

Ex. 1002 11 72; see also EX. 1017 11 8. Rather, Dr. Subrarmanian

recites a potential benefit of the combination—namely “to allow the

combined Ingraham I—Caldwell system to reject electrical interference

regardless of its frequency without expensive nulling circuitry.” Id.

Conversely, Dr. Cairns proffers the testing described in the ’183

patent as evidence that identifying the ideal frequency ranges for use

in the claimed invention was not a predictable combination of prior art

elements. Ex. 2010 11'” 103—104.

Patent Owner’s position is fithher supported by Rympalski,

which disparages single point touch pads, thereby demonstrating a

distinction recognized in the art between single point and multi point

capacitive touch responsive systems. Petitioner counters that

Rympalski is not contemporaneous with Gerpheide, as Patent Owner

contends, because it “was filed in 1981, more than a decade before

Gerpheide’s filing date” and thus is not reflective of the state of the

art at time of filing the ’183 patent. Reply 6. This assertion, however,

supports Patent Owner’s argument that the art evinces a long—standing

distinction between single point and multi point capacitive touch

responsive systems. Petitioner offers no evidence that this distinction

21
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and the shortcomings of single point touch pads described by

Rympalski were mitigated before the time of filing the ’183 patent.

b) Reasonable Expectation ofSuccess

Petitioner argues a person of skill in the art reasonably would

have expected to combine successfully Gerpheide with Ingraham I

and Caldwell because “utilizing a varying oscillator frequency to

nullify electrical interference without expensive nulling circuitry was

certainly a benefit that would have motivated a POSITA to modify the

combined Ingraham I-Caldwell system using Gerpheide.” Id. at 14

(citing Ex. 1002 W 70—72). Petitioner further asserts that one would

reasonably have expected to combine successfully Gerpheide with

IngrahamI and Caldwell because Gerpheide states its “interference

evaluation fimction 106 is not based on position signals.” Id. at 13

(quoting Ex. 1012, 8:22—9:33; citing Pet. 28, Ex. 1002 1] 71).

Patent Owner contends a person of ordinary skill in the art

reasonably would not have expected to combine successfully

Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell because Gerpheide ties all

electrodes together to form a single electrode. PO Resp. 3O (citing

Ex. 1012, 6:13—18; Ex. 2010 1“] 115—118). Dr. Cairns adds that such

a single electrode would not work with multiple individual touch

pads, and that Gerpheide’s specific interference algorithm relying on

drift in position would not work with Ingraham I and Caldwell

“because Caldwell has an array of pads, not just one pad.” Ex. 2010

11‘” 115—118.

We are not persuaded by Petitioner’s arguments that one of

ordinary skill in the art reasonably would have expected to combine

22
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successfully Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell. Petitioner’s

contention regarding removal of expensive nulling circuitry does not

address why one reasonably would have expected the combination

allowing removal of nulling circuitry to function correctly. See Reply

14. See Broadcom Corp. v. Emulex Corp, 732 F.3d 1325, 1335 (Fed.

, Cir. 2013) (“An invention is not obvious just ‘because all of the

elements that comprise the invention were known in the prior art;’

rather, a finding of obviousness at the time of invention requires a

‘plausible rational[e] as to why the prior art references would have

worked together.”’ (quoting Power-One, Inc. v. Artesyn Techs., Inc. ,

599 F.3d 1343, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010))). Petitioner’s reliance on

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony is of little assistance in this regard.

Reply 13—14 (citing Ex. 1002 1111 70—73; Ex. 1017 1] 14). As discussed

above, Dr. Subramanian offers little persuasive evidence of reasonable

expectation of success. Rather, the few paragraphs of testimony upon

which Petitioner relies summarily state one of ordinary skill Would

have found incorporating Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common

sense implementation.” Ex. 1002 W 70—73; see also Ex. 1017 fl 14.
‘6'

Petitioner’s additional argument that Gerpheide’s Interference

evaluation function 106 is not based on position signals” is

insufficiently developed. Reply 13. Neither Petitioner nor

Dr. Subramanian explains how this statement reasonably indicates

Gerpheide’s interference algorithm—which functions in the context of

having all electrodes tied together to form a single electrode and

calculates drift in position across the electrode—would function
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successfully in a multi touch keypad based on Ingraharn I and

Caldwell. Id; EX. 1017 1114.

On balance, we determine Petitioner’s evidence insufficiently

supports its rationale for combing Gerpheide’s teaching of varying

frequencies based on electrical interference with the cited teachings of

Ingraharn I and Caldwell. Consequently, for the foregoing reasons,

we are not persuaded Petitioner has met its burden of proving claim

40 unpatentable by a preponderance of the evidence. Petitioner’s

arguments regarding all other Instituted Claims rely on the same

rationale for combining Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell as

discussed above in the context'of claim 40.2 For the foregoing

reasons, we similarly are not persuaded Petitioner has met its burden

of proving each of the remaining Instituted Claims unpatentable by a

preponderance of the evidence.

III. SUMZMARY

We conclude Petitioner has not shown by a preponderance of the

evidence that the Instituted Claims are unpatentable.

2 Although Petitioner’s analysis of dependent claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84
includes the additional reference Wheeler, Petitioner’s reliance on Gerpheide

and its rationale for combining Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell

remain unchanged fiom the positions set forth with respect to claim 40. See
Pet. 57—60 (citing EX. 1002 W 137—144). .
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IV. ORDER

It is, therefore,

ORDERED that Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderance

ofthe evidence that claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90,

91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 ofU.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 are

unpatentable; and

FURTHER ORDERED that because this is a Final Written Decision,

parties to the proceeding seeking judicial review of the decision must

comply with the notice and service requirements of 37 CPR. § 90.2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Samsung Electronics C0,, Ltd. (“Petitioner”) sought inter partes

review of claims 37—41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96,

97, 99, 101, and 102 ofU.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 (Ex. 1001, “the ’183

patent”), owned by UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron (“Patent Owner”). Paper 2

(“Petition” or “Pet.”). Patent Owner filed a Preliminary Response. Paper 10

(“Prelim Resp”). Upon consideration of the Petition and Preliminary

Response, we instituted an inter partes review of claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47,

48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91,94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 (the

“Instituted Claims”) pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314. Paper 12 (“Decision on

Institution” or “Dec. on Inst.”). We did not institute, however, review of

claims 37—39 because we determined Petitioner had not established a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail with respect to those claims. 1d.

During the trial, Patent Owner filed a Patent Owner Response

(Paper 21, “PO Resp”), and Petitioner filed a Reply thereto (Paper 24,

“Reply”). An oral hearing was conducted on June 22, 2017. The record

contains a transcript of the hearing (Paper 34, “Tr.”).

We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 6. The evidentiary standard is

preponderance of the evidence. See 35 U.S.C. § 316(e); see also 37 C.F.R.

§ 42.1(d). This Final Written Decision is entered pursuant to 35 U.S.C.

§ 318(a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.73. For the reasons discussed below, Petitioner

has not shown by a preponderance of the evidence that any of the Instituted

Claims are unpatentable.

A. Related Proceedings

The ’183 patent has been subject to two reexaminations: Ex Parte

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/012,439, certificate issued April 29, 2013
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(“Reexam 1”) and 90/013,106, certificate issued June 27, 2014

(“Reexam 2”), The lnstituted Claims were added during Reexam 2. See

generally Ex. 1006.

The ’ 183 patent is the subject of ongoing litigation between the parties

in the Western District of Michigan: UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron v. Samsung

Electronics Co, Ltd. and Samsung Electronics America, Inc., Case No.

1:15-cv-00146—JTN, originally filed on February 13, 2015 (W.D. Mich.)

(the “District Court litigation”). Pet. 1. The District Court litigation is

stayed and administratively closed until resolution of the instant inter partes

review. Order, Case No. l :lS-cv—00146—JTN, Dkt. No. 62 (filed 05/02/16). .

B. The ’183 patent (Ex. 1001)

The ’ 183 patent relates to a “capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit used to make possible a ‘zero force’ manual electronic

switch.” Ex. 1001, 126—9. According to the ’183 patent, zero force touch

switches have no moving parts and no contact surfaces that directly switch

loads. Id. at 1:40—41. Instead, such switches detect an operator’s touch and

use solid state electronics to switch loads or activate mechanical relays. Id.

at 1:42—44. “A common solution used to achieve a zero force touch switch

has been to make use of the capacitance of the human operator.” Id. at 3:12—

14. The ’183 patent recites three methods used by capacitive touch switches

to detect an operator’s touch, one of which relies on the change in capacitive

coupling between a touch terminal and ground. Id. at 3:14—15, 3:44—46. In

this method, “[t]he touch of an operator then provides a capacitive short to

ground via the operator’s own body capacitance that lowers the amplitude of

oscillator voltage seen at the touch terminal.” Id. at 3:52—56. Significantly,

the operator of a capacitive touch switch using this method need not come in
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conductive contact with the touch terminal. Id. at 3:57—59. Rather, the

operator needs only to come into close proximity of the switch. Id.

Figure 11 of the ’183 patent is reproduced below.
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Figure 1 1 depicts a “multiple touch pad circuit” including “an array of

touch circuits.” Id. at 18:34—46. The ’183 patent recognizes that placing

capacitive touch switches in dense arrays can result in unintended actuations.

1d. at 3:65—43. One method of addressing this problem known in the art

involves placing guard rings around each touch pad. Id. at 4:4—10. Another

known method of addressing this problem is to adjust the sensitivity of the

touch pad such that the operator’s finger must entirely overlap a touch

terminal. Id. at 4:10—14. “Although these methods (guard rings and

sensitivity adjustment) have gone a considerable way in allowing touch

switches to be spaced in comparatively close proximity, a susceptibility to

surface contamination remains as a problem.” Id. at 4:14—18.
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The ’ 183 patent seeks to overcome the problem of unintended

actuation of small capacitive touch switches “by using the method of sensing

body capacitance to ground in conjunction with redundant detection

circuits.” Id. at 5:33—35. Specifically, the ’183 patent’s touch detection

circuit operates at frequencies at or above 50 kHz, and preferably at or above

800 kHz, in order to minimize the effects of surface contamination on the

touch pads. Operating at these frequencies also improves sensitivity,

allowing close control of the proximity required for actuation of small-sized

touch terminals in a close array, such as a keyboard. Id. at 5:48—57.

C. Illustrative Claim

Independent claim 40 illustrates the claimed subject matter and is

reproduced below.

40. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a

predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from

the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal

output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal
output frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining

adjacent areas on a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch; and
a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving

said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and coupled to
said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said
microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when
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proximal or touched by the operator to provide a control output

signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator and

said signal output frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path
on said dielectric substrate between said adjacent areas defined

by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate an input touch terminal

to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the

control output signal.

D. Cited References

Petitioner relies on the following references:

1. Ingraham, U.S. Patent No. 5,087,825, issued Feb. 11, 1992,

(Ex. 1007, “Ingraham I”) along with portions of Ingraham, U.S.

Patent No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15, 1988 (Ex. 1008, “Ingraham

II”) incorporated by reference.

2. Caldwell, U.S. Patent No. 5,594,222, issued Jan. 14, 1997

(Ex. 1009, “Caldwell”).

3. Gerpheide et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,565,658, issued Oct. 15, 1996

(Ex. 1012, “Gerpheide”).

4. Wheeler er (1]., U.S. Patent No. 5,341,036, issued Aug. 23, 1994

(Ex. 1015, “Wheeler”).

E. Instituted Grounds of Unpatentabililj/

We instituted trial based on two grounds of unpatentability under

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) (Dec. on Inst. 31):
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References Instituted Claims ’

Ingraham I, Caldwell, 40, 41, 43, 45, 61, 64—67, 69,

Gerpheide 83, 85, 86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96,

97, 99, 101, and 102

  
  

 

   47, 48, 62, 63, and 84 Ingraham I, Caldwell,

Gerpheide, Wheeler

 
 

F. Testimony

Petitioner supports its challenges with a declaration of Dr. Vivek

Subramanian (Ex. 1002), filed contemporaneously with the Petition, and a

rebuttal declaration of Dr. Subramanian (Ex. 1017), filed contemporaneously

with the Reply. Dr. Subramanian testified further by deposition on

February 3, 2017, and a transcript of his testimony has been entered into

evidence. Ex. 2009. ’

Patent Owner rebuts Petitioner’s challenges with a declaration of

Dr. Darran Cairns (Ex. 2002), filed contemporaneously with the Preliminary

Response, and an additional declaration of Dr. Cairns (Ex. 2010), filed

contemporaneously with the Patent Owner Response. -Dr. Cairns testified

further. by deposition on April 21, 2017, and a transcript of his testimony has

been entered into evidence. Ex. 1018.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Principles ofLaw

. To prevail in its challenges to the Instituted Claims, Petitioner must

demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the claims are

unpatentable. 35' U.S.C. § 316(6); 37 C.F.R. § 42.1(d). A claim is

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) if the differences between the
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claimed subject matter and the prior art are such that the subject matter, as a

whole, would have been obvious at the time of the invention to a person

having ordinary skill in the art. KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 US. 398,

406 (2007). The question of obviousness is resolved on the basis of

underlying factual determinations including: (1) the scope and content of

the prior art; (2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the

prior art; (3) the level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) where in evidence,

so—called secondary considerations, including commercial success, long-felt

but unsolved needs, failure of others, and unexpected results. Graham v.

John Deere Ca, 383 US. 1, 17—18 (1966).

B. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

Citing testimony of its declarant, Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner

contends that a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention would have had a minimum of: (1) a bachelor’s degree in

electrical engineering, or equivalent thereof; and (2) “two to three years of

experience in the relevant field, which includes touch systems technology.”

Pet. 3 (citing Ex. 1002 11 19).

Patent OWner’s witness, Dr. Cairns, opines that a person of ordinary

skill “in the art of capacitive touch sensors would have had at least a

bachelor’s degree in physics or electrical engineering or equivalent industry

experience in the field.” Ex. 2002 11 14.

The levels of ordinary skill proposed by the parties do not differ

significantly. Both parties’ proposed descriptions require at least an

undergraduate degree in electrical engineering or related technical field, and

both value industry experience (although Petitioner quantifies this

experience as two to three years). We adopt Petitioner’s proposed definition
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as more representative, but note that our analysis would be the same under

either definition We further find the level of ordinary skill in the art is

reflected by the prior art of record. See Okajima v. Bourdeau,

261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001); In re GPACInc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1579

(Fed. Cir. 1995).

C. Claim Construction

The ’183 patent expired on January 31, 2016. Pet 11; Prelim. Resp. 7.

Our review of the claims of an expired patent is “similar to that of a district

court’s review,” wherein claim terms are given their ordinary and customary

meaning as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention, as set forth by the Court in Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d

1303, 1312—14 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc). In re Rambus, Inc., 694 F.3d 42,

46 (Fed. Cir. 2012); see also Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct.

2131, 2144—45 (2016). Any special definition for a claim term must be set

forth in the specification with reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and

precision. In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

Petitioner urges that we need not construe the terms of the Instituted

Claims. Pet 12. To the extent we construe a particular term, Petitioner urges

that we adopt the constructions it proposed in the District Court litigation.

Id. In its Preliminary Response, Patent Owner sought construction of three

sets of claim limitations, namely:

1. “peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a

supply voltage” as recited in each of independent claims 61, 83,

and 94 (hereinafter, the “supply voltage limitation”);

2. “closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad,” as

recited in each of independent claims 83 and 94 and “small
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sized input touch terminals of a keypad,” as recited in each of

independent claims 40 and 61 (collectively, the “input touch

terminals limitations”); and

3. “selectively providing signal output frequencies,” as recited in

each of independent claims 40, 61, 83, and 94.

Prelim. Resp. 9—19.

We declined to adopt Patent Owner’s constructions of these

limitations in our Decision on Institution. Dec. on Inst. 10—12. In so doing,

we determined that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand the term

“supply voltage” in the supply voltage limitation as referring to a supply

voltage of the claimed microcontroller. Id at 10. Contrary to Patent

Owner’s contention, we determined the claim language does not restrict the

supply voltage to exclude an external commercial power supply. Id. We

further determined in our Decision on Institution that the input touch

terminals limitations do not preclude the presence of physical structures

isolating adjacent touch terminals. Id. at 10—11. Although we addressed

Patent Owner’s proposed constructions of the limitations enumerated above,

we did not construe further these limitations because additional construction

was not necessary to our analysis on whether to institute a trial. Id. at 12.

Neither party contests our construction of each limitation, as set forth

in our Decision on Institution. . PO Resp. 7; see generally Reply. Based on

the full record developed during this proceeding, we find no need to depart

from our constructions set forth above. We also find no need to construe

further any terms of the Instituted Claims because further construction is not

necessary to our analysis herein. Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g,

Inc, 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (explaining that only claim terms in

10
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controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent necessary to resolve

the controversy).

D. Obviousness based on Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide

Petitioner asserts each of independent claims 40, 61, 83, and 94

would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Ingraham I,

Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 39—49.

1. Ingraham I (Ex. 1007) and Ingraham 11 (Ex. 1008)

Ingraham I discloses a capacity response keyboard, which is depicted

in Figure l reproduced below. Ex. 1007 at 2:19—20.

 
Figure 1 shows a perspective view of Ingraham I’s capacity response

keyboard, consisting of switches that respond to the change in capacity from

a user touching the switch. Ex. 1007, 1:5—9. Each switch includes a touch

plate assembly and a control circuit. Id. at 2:28—35, Figs. 2, 3. Each touch

plate assembly includes a guard band that reduces interference between the

switches. Id. at 2:46—49, Abstract. When a keyboard user touches the outer

surface of the switch, the capacity-to—ground for the switch’s touch plate

11
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increases. Id. at 321—6, 3:21—47. This increase is detected by the switch’s

touch sensing circuit, which sends an output signal to a microcomputer. Id.

The ’ 183 Patent Specification makes several references to Ingraham 1,

including describing Ingraham I as operating at relatively lower frequencies

than the invention of the ’183 Patent. Ex. 1001, 8:11—14; see also id. at

3:44—50, 4:3—8, 626—16, 18:1—10. According to the ’183 patent:

The specific touch detection method of the present
invention has similarities to the devices of US. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and US. Pat. No. 5,087,825 [Ingraham 1].

However, significant improvements are offered in the

means of detection and in the development of an overall

system to employ the touch switches in a dense array and

in an improved zero force palm button. The touch

detection circuit of the present invention features

operation at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of surface

contamination from materials such a skin oils and water.

Id. at 5:43—53.

Ingraham I incorporates by reference certain portions of prior art

patent Ingraham 11, upon which Petitioner relies as meeting certain

limitations of the Instituted Claims. Pet. 9 (citing Ex. 1007, 3:21—24 as

incorporating Ingraham H’s control circuit 14 (“A detailed description of

control circuit 14 is provided in US. Pat. No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15,

1988 to Ronald Ingraham, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference.”)).

2. Caldwell (Ex. 1009)

Caldwell discloses a touch pad system, including a touch sensor that

detects user contact, for use in kitchens. Ex. 1009, 126—9, 1:42—44, 2:45—48.

Caldwell’s touch pad includes “an active, low impedance touch sensor

12
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attached to only one side of a dielectric substrate.” Id. at 2:22—23. Figure 6

of Caldwell is reproduced below.

 
  
   

FIG-6

Figure 6 of Caldwell shows a matrix of touch pads comprising a touch

panel. Id. at 5:60—61. To monitor the touch pads, Caldwell’s system

sequentially provides an oscillating square wave signal to a row or column

of touch pads and then sequentially selects columns or rows of sense

electrodes 24 to sense the signal output from the touch pad. Id. at 4:39—51,

6:40—63.

3. Gerpheide (Ex. 1012)

Gerpheide discloses a capacitive touch responsive system that detects

the location of a touch in a single point input device, such as those used to

provide data input in lieu ofa mouse or stylus. Ex. 1012, 1:10—14, 1:19—20,

2:61—3:12. Figure 2b of Gerpheide is reproduced below.

13
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Fig. 2b

Figure 2b illustrates a cross—sectional View of a touch pad Id. at

4:56—57. Gerpheide seeks to solve the problem of reducing electrical

interference in single point touch pads that use measurements of true

capacitance to determine location. Id. at 2:21—34. To reduce electrical

interference regardless of its frequency, Gerpheide varies the oscillator

signal frequency provided to the touch pad. Id. at Figs. 4, 7, 3213—18, 6:5—8,

6: 19—26, 8:22—9:33. More specifically, Gerpheide describes varying

frequencies in a loolmp table, selecting a frequency, sending that frequency

to the entire touchpad thirty-two times in succession, and then selecting a

new frequency based on an electrical interference measure. 1d. at 9:18—33.

4. Rationalefor Combining Ingraham 1, Gerpheide, and
Caldwell

With respect to independent claim 40, Petitioner asserts the

combination of Ingraham I’s microcomputer using Caldwell’s

sequential scanning to selectively provide each of Gerpheide’s signal

14
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output frequencies as meeting'the claimed “microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of a keypad.” Pet. 39. More specifically,

Petitioner contends that Ingraham I’s microcomputer 80 meets the

claimed microcontroller and input portions 13 meet the claimed

“small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.” Id; see also id. at

19—20. Relying on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony, Petitioner contends

that it would have been readily apparent to one of ordinary skill to

modify the microcomputer and input portions of Ingraham I given the

teachings of Caldwell such that “rows of input portions 13 would be

selected sequentially and the oscillator signal provided to the selected

row.” Id. at 24 (citing Ex. 1002 11 64; Ex. 1009, 6:40—63). According

to Petitioner, a system so modified would selectively provide the

oscillator signal frequency to the input touch terminals of a keypad,

thereby meeting the claimed “selectively providing a signal output

frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad.” Id. at 26, 39. The same oscillator signal

would be sequentially provided to each row of Ingraham I’s input

portions 13 until all rows are scanned. Id. at 55 (citing Ex. 1009,

6:40—63, 8:20—23; Ex. 1002 11 132).

Petitioner relies on Gerpheide as teaching varying the oscillator

signal frequency provided to an electrode array in order to account for

electrical interference. Id. at 28 (citingEx. 1012, 6:5-8, 6:19—26,

8:22—9:33, Figs. 4, 7; Ex. 1006, 329—30, 333—34). Again relying on

Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner alleges, “one of ordinary skill in the art

would have been motivated to incorporate interference negating

15
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functionality similar to that described by Gerpheide in the above

discussed Ingraham l—Caldwell system.” Id. at 28 (citing EX. 1002,

fil 72). Thus, Petitioner contends the system of Ingraham I—Caldwell-

Gerpheide selectively provides signal output frequencies, as opposed

to only a single frequency. Id. at 29, 40.

In its Preliminary Response, Patent Owner asserted that one of

ordinary skill in the art would not be motivated to combine the

teachings of Gerpheide with those of Ingraham I and Caldwell.

According to Patent Owner, “Gerpheide is single touch and therefore

is concerned about sensing the entire single touch pad, it does not

sense any individual rows or seek to determine interference between

multiple touch pads.” Prelim. Resp. 44. Patent Owner’s witness,

Dr. Cairns, testified that Dr. Subramanian’s testimony on this point is

erroneous because Gerpheide “is a single touch device that could not

be combined with either [cited reference] to make a working device.”

Ex 2002 1] 102.

In our Decision on Institution, we determined Dr. Cairns’

testimony conflicted directly with Dr. Subramanian’s testimony on

this issue. Dec. on Inst. 23. We, therefore, resolved in Petitioner’s

favor at that stage of the proceeding the genuine issue of material fact

as to whether one of ordinary skill in the art would have looked to

Gerpheide to combine its teaching of selectively providing

frequencies with Ingraham I and Caldwell. Id. (citing 37 CPR

§42.108(c)).

Having completed trial in the matter, Petitioner must show by a

preponderance of the evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art

16
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would have been motivated to combine Gerpheide with Ingraham I

and Caldwell with a reasonable expectation of success. We determine

Petitioner has failed to carry this burden for the reasons that follow.

a) Reasons to Combine Ingraham I, Gerpheide, and
Caldwell

During trial, Patent Owner argues that an artisan of ordinary

skill would not look to Gerpheide when addressing the problem faced

by the ’183 patent because Gerpheide “does not disclose a keypad, is

not compatible with keypads, and was directed to reducing electrical

interference on a single-point touchpad.” PO Resp. 23 (citing Ex.

2010 W 96—106). Patent Owner and Dr. Cairns direct our attention to

additional reference US. Patent No. 4,639,720 (“Rympalski”),1 which

disparages single point touch pads because they “suffer from a lack of

versatility (they are capable of locating only one coordinate point at a

time) and consume considerable power and involve complex

hardware, thereby reducing their cost effectiveness and practical

utility.” Id. at 24 (citing Ex. 2012, 2:7—17;Ex. 2010 W 96—101).

Petitioner replies that a person of skill in the art would be

motivated to combine Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell

because Gerpheide addresses capacitive touch responsive systems.

Reply 5—6 (citing Ex.1002 W 70—71). Petitioner contends that Patent

Owner’s reliance on Rympalski is misplaced because Rympalski “was

filed in 1981, more than a decade before Gerpheide’s filing date.” Id.

at 6—7 (citing Ex.1017 1111 5—6). Petitioner reiterates that, according to

1 Dr. Cairns identifies that Gerpheide cites US. Patent No. 5,305,017

(“Gerpheide ’017”), which in turn cites Rympalski. Ex. 2010 11 98.

17
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Dr. Subramanian, an ordinarily skilled artisan would have looked to

Gerpheide “for its teachings regarding electrical interference

nullification in touch systems by measuring interference and adjusting

the oscillator output frequency based on the measured interference.”

Id. (citing Pet. 27—29; Ex. 1002 1111 69—72). Petitioner states, “a

POSITA would have looked to the inter-related teachings of all three

references regardless of whether they are single-point touch pads or

not to create a capacitive touch responsive system given the

advantages of the combined Ingraham I-Caldwell-Gerpheide system.”

Id. at 8 (citing Ex. 1002 W 61, 65, 66, 70, 72; Ex. 1017 1] 8).

On this evidentiary record, we are not persuaded one of

ordinary skill in the art would have combined Gerpheide with

Ingraham I and Caldwell to arrive at claim 40. Gerpheide is related to

a single point input device, such as those used to provide data input in

lieu ofa mouse or stylus. Ex. 1012, 1:10—14, 1:19—20, 2:61—3:12.

Like the ’ 183 patent, Ingraham I and Caldwell disclose capacitive

response keypads. EX. 1007. 1:5—9, 2:19—20; Ex. 1009, 126—9, 1242—

44, 2:45—48. The ’183 patent describes monitoring electrical

interference across a single electrode and varying the frequency of an

oscillator frequency based on an interference measurement. Ex. 1001,

6:13—18, 8:22—9:33. Conversely, the ’183 patent describes “a

multiple touch pad circuit” including “an array of touch circuits.” Id.

at 18:34—46. The ’183 patent seeks to overcome the problem of

unintended actuation of these touch circuits when such circuits are

placed in dense arrays. Id. at 3165—423. Recognizing guard rings and

sensitivity adjustments “have gone a considerable way in allowing

18
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touch switches to be spaced in comparatively close proximity,” the

’183 patent addresses the remaining problem of surface contamination

across the keypad. Id. at 4:14—18. The considerations described in

the ’183 patent, Ingraham I, and Caldwell related to the close

proximity of touch circuits in a keypad are wholly absent from

Gerpheide.

Petitioner relies on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony that an

ordinarily skilled artisan would have looked to Gerpheide “for its

teachings regarding electrical interference nullification in touch

systems by measuring interference and adjusting the oscillator output

frequency based on the measured interference.” Reply 7.

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony, however, is conclusory on this point.

See Ex. 1002 111] 69—72. The relevant portion of Dr. Subramanian’s

testimony offers only that one would have found incorporating

Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common sense implementation to

allow the combined Ingraham I-Caldwell system to reject electrical

interference regardless of its frequency without expensive nulling

circuitry.” Ex. 1002 1] 72. It is not sufficient to demonstrate that each

of the components in a challenged claim is known in the prior art. See

KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 US. 398, 418 (2007) (“[A] patent

composed of several elements is not proved obvious merely by

demonstrating that each of its elements was, independently, known in

the prior art”). Although Petitioner has identified in Gerpheide

“teachings regarding electrical interference nullification in touch

systems” (Reply 7), Petitioner and Dr. Subramanian fail to address

fully—in the face of Petitioner’s evidence to the contrary, including
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Dr. Cairn’s testimony and Rympalski—why an ordinarily skilled

artisan would look to such teachings in Gerpheide with a reasonable

expectation of success for combining them with Ingraham I and

Caldwell.

Petitioner’s contention that one “would have looked to the

inter—related teachings of all three references regardless of whether

they are single—point touch pads or not” is similarly insufficiently

supported by Dr. Subrarnanian’s testimony. Reply 8 (citing Ex. 1002

111] 61, 65, 66, 70, 72; Ex. 1017 11 8). The majority of

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony cited by Petitioner is unrelated to

Gerpheide. Ex. 1002 W 61, 65, 66. As discussed above, the relevant

portion of Dr. Subramanian’s testimony offers only that one would

have found incorporating Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common

sense implementation.” Ex. 1002 11 72; see also Ex. 1017 1] 8.

Responding to Petitioner’s position, Patent Owner offers the

testimony of Dr. Cairns that the combination is not predictable and not

one that would have been made by a skilled artisan. EX. 2010 111] 102—

103. Dr. Cairns relies on the ’183 Patent’s statements that its

detection circuit “operates at a higher frequency than prior art touch

sensing circuits,” which “is not a benign choice” relative to the prior

art detection circuits. Id. 11 103 (quoting Ex. 1001, 829—14).

Dr. Cairns further relies on the ’183 Patent’s description of testing

required to identify ideal frequency ranges as further evidence that the

combination of prior art elements is not predictable and not one that

would have been made by a skilled artisan. Id. 1111 103—104. We

credit the testimony of Dr. Cairns on this point over the testimony of
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Dr. Subramanian because Dr. Cairns’ testimony is more fully

developed and is supported by record evidence. For instance, Dr.

Subramanian offers no explanation of why one would have found

incorporating Gerpheide’s monitoring of oscillator frequencies,

calculation of new frequencies, and use of newly—calculated

frequencies “to be a predictable and common sense implementation.”

Ex. 1002 fl 72; see also Ex. 1017 1] 8. Rather, Dr. Subrarmanian

recites a potential benefit of the combination—namely “to allow the

combined Ingraham I—Caldwell system to reject electrical interference

regardless of its frequency without expensive nulling circuitry.” Id.

Conversely, Dr. Cairns proffers the testing described in the ’183

patent as evidence that identifying the ideal frequency ranges for use

in the claimed invention was not a predictable combination of prior art

elements. Ex. 2010 111] 103—104.

Patent Owner’s position is further supported by Rympalski,

which disparages single point touch pads, thereby demonstrating a

distinction recognized in the art between single point and multi point

capacitive touch responsive systems. Petitioner counters that

Rympalski is not contemporaneous with Gerpheide, as Patent Owner

contends, because it “was filed in 1981, more than a decade before

Gerpheide’s filing date” and thus is not reflective of the state of the

art at time of filing the ’ 183 patent. Reply 6. This assertion, however,

supports Patent Owner’s argument that the art evinces a long-standing

distinction between single point and multi point capacitive touch

responsive systems. Petitioner offers no evidence that this distinction
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and the shortcomings of single point touch pads described by

Rympalski were mitigated before the time of filing the ’183 patent.

b) Reasonable Expectation ofSuccess

Petitioner argues a person of skill in the art reasonably would

have expected to combine successfully Gerpheide with Ingraham I

and Caldwell because “utilizing a varying oscillator frequency to

nullify electrical interference without expensive nulling circuitry was

certainly a benefit that would have motivated a POSITA to modify the

combined Ingraham I-Caldwell system using Gerpheide.” Id. at 14

(citing Ex. 1002 W 70—72). Petitioner further asserts that one would

reasonably have expected to combine successfully Gerpheide with

Ingraham I and Caldwell because Gerpheide states its “interference

evaluation function 106 is not based on position signals.” Id. at 13

(quoting Ex. 1012, 8:22—9:33; citing Pet. 28, Ex. 1002 fl 71).

Patent Owner contends a person of ordinary skill in the art

reasonably would not have expected to combine successfully

Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell because Gerpheide ties all

electrodes together to form a single electrode. PO Resp. 30 (citing

Ex. 1012, 6:13—18; Ex. 2010 M 115—118). Dr. Cairns adds that such

a single electrode would not work with multiple individual touch

pads, and that Gerpheide’s specific interference algorithm relying on

drift in position would not work with Ingraham I and Caldwell

“because Caldwell has an array of pads, not just one pad.” Ex. 2010

111] 115—118.

We are not persuaded by Petitioner’s arguments that one of

ordinary skill in the art reasonably would have expected to combine
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successfully Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell. Petitioner’s

contention regarding removal of expensive nulling circuitry does not

address why one reasonably would have expected the combination

allowing removal of nulling circuitry to function correctly. See Reply

14. See Broadcom Corp. v. Emulex Corp, 732 F.3d 1325, 1335 (Fed.

Cir. 2013) (“An invention is not obvious just ‘because all of the

elements that comprise the invention were known in the prior art;’

rather, a finding of obviousness at the time of invention requires a

‘plausible rational[e] as to why the prior art references would have

worked together.”’ (quoting Power-One, Inc. v. Artesyn Techs., Inc.,

599 F.3d 1343, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010))). Petitioner’s reliance on

Dr. Subramanian’s testimony is of little assistance in this regard.

Reply 13—14 (citing Ex. 1002 111] 70—73; Ex. 1017 11 14). As discussed

above, Dr. Subramanian offers little persuasive evidence of reasonable

expectation of success. Rather, the few paragraphs of testimony upon

which Petitioner relies summarily state one of ordinary skill would

have found incorporating Gerpheide “to be a predictable and common

sense implementation.” Ex. 1002 W 70—73; see also Ex. 1017 11 14.

Petitioner’s additional argument that Gerpheide’s “interference

evaluation function 106 is not based on position signals” is

insufficiently developed. Reply 13. Neither Petitioner nor

Dr. Subramanian explains how this statement reasonably indicates

Gerpheide’s interference algorithm—which functions in the context of

having all electrodes tied together to form a single electrode and

calculates drift in position across the electrode—would function
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successfully in a multi touch keypad based on Ingraham I and

Caldwell. Id; Ex. 1017 1114.

On balance, we determine Petitioner’s evidence insufficiently

supports its rationale for combing Gerpheide’s teaching of varying

frequencies based on electrical interference with the cited teachings of

Ingraham I and Caldwell. Consequently, for the foregoing reasons,

we are not persuaded Petitioner has met its burden of proving claim

40 unpatentable by a preponderance of the evidence. Petitioner’s

arguments regarding all other Instituted Claims rely on the same

rationale for combining Gerpheide with Ingrahaml and Caldwell as

discussed above in the context of claim 40.2 For the foregoing

reasons, we similarly are not persuaded Petitioner has met its burden

of proving each of the remaining Instituted Claims unpatentable by a

preponderance of the evidence.

III. SU1\/[MARY

We conclude Petitioner has not shown by a preponderance of the

evidence that the Instituted Claims are unpatentable.

2 Although Petitioner’s analysis of dependent claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84
includes the additional reference Wheeler, Petitioner’s reliance on Gerpheide

and its rationale for combining Gerpheide with Ingraham I and Caldwell

remain unchanged from the positions set forth with respect to claim 40. See

Pet. 57—60 (citing Ex. 1002 1111 137—144).
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IV. ORDER

It is, therefore,

ORDERED that Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderance

of the evidence that claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90,

91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 ofU.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 are

unpatentable; and

FURTHER ORDERED that because this is a Final Written Decision,

parties to the proceeding seeking judicial review of the decision must

comply with the notice and service requirements of 37 CPR. § 90.2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Petitioner Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. filed, on April 15, 2016, a

request for inter partes review of claims 37—41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69,

83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 (the “Challenged Claims”) of

U.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 (“the ’ 183 patent”). Paper 2 (“Petition” or

“Pet.”). On July 20, 2016, Patent Owner UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron filed a

Preliminary Response. Paper 10 (“Prelim Resp”).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes review may not be instituted

unless it is determined that there is “a reasonable likelihood that the

petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in

the petition.” Based on the information presented in the Petition and

Preliminary Response, we are persuaded that there is a reasonable likelihood

Petitioner would prevail with respect to claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67,

69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102. We are not persuaded,

however, that there is a reasonable likelihood Petitioner would prevail with

respect to claims 37—39.

Accordingly, we institute inter partes review of claims 40, 41, 43, 45,

47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 on the

grounds specified below. Our factual findings and conclusions at this stage

of the proceeding are based on the evidentiary record developed thus far.

This is not a final decision as to patentability of claims for which inter

partes review is instituted. Further, we decline to institute inter partes

review of claims 37—39 for the reasons set forth below.
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II. BACKGROUND

.A. The ’183 patent (Ex. [00])

The ’ 183 patent relates to a “capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit used to make possible a ‘zero force’ manual electronic

switch.” Ex. 1001, 1:6—9. According to the ’183 patent, zero force touch-

3 switches have no moving parts and no contact surfaces that directly switch

loads. Id. at 1:40—41. Instead, such switches detect an operator’s touch and

use solid state electronics to switch loads or activate mechanical relays. Id

at 1:42—44. “A common solution used to achieve a zero force touch switch ’

has been to make use of the capacitance of the human operator.” Id. at 3:12—

14. The ’183 patent recites three methods of capacitive touch switches use

to detect an operator’s touch, one of which relies on the change in capacitive

coupling between a touch terminal and ground. Id. at 3:1;1—15, 3:44—46. In
this method, “[t]he touch of an operator then provides a capacitive short to ,

. ground via the operator’s own body capacitance that lowers the amplitude of

oscillator voltage seen at the touch terminal.” Id. at 3:52—56. Significantly,

- the operator of a capacitive touch switch using this method need not come in '

conductive contact with the touch terminal. Id. at 3 257—59. Rather, the

operator needs only to come into close proximity of the switch. Id.

The ’ 183 patent recognizes that placing the capacitive touch switches

described above in dense arrays can result in unintended actuations. Id. at

3:65-43. One method of addressing this problem‘known in the art involves

placing guard rings around each touch pad. Id. at 424—10. Another known
method of addressing this problem is to adjust the sensitivity of the touch

pad to a point where the operator’s finger must entirely overlap a touch

terminal. Id. at 4: 10—14. “Although these methods (guard rings and
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sensitivity adjustment) have gone a considerable way in allowing touch

switches to ‘be spaced in comparatively'close proximity, a susceptibility to .

surface contamination remains as a problem.” Id. at 4: 14—1 8. i
The ’183 patent seeks to overcome the problem of unintended

actuation of small capacitive touch switches “by using the method of sensing

body capacitance to ground in conjunction with redundant detection

circuits.” Id. at 35:33—35. Specifically, the ’183 patent’s touch detection

circuit operates at frequencies at or above 50 kHz, and preferably at or above

800 kHz, in order to minimize the effects of surface contamination on the.

touch pads. Operating at these frequencies also improves sensitivity,

allowing close control of the proximity required for actuation of small sized

touch terminals in a close array, such as a keyboard. Id. at 5:48—57.

. The ’183 patent has been subject to two reexaminations: Ex Parte
Reexamination Control Nos. 90/012,439, certificate issued April 29, 2013

(“Reexam 1”) and 90/013,106, certificate issued June 27, 2014 (“Reexam

2”). Claims 37, 38, and 39 were added to the ’183 Patent during Reexam 1

and all other Challenged Claims were added during Reexam 2. See

- generally Exs. 1005 and 1006.

B. Illustrative Claims

Petitioner presents its arguments concerning Ground I primarily in the

context of independent claim 37. Pet. 39-60 (referring to Petitioner’s

analysis of claim 37 and its dependent claims 38 and 39). Patent Owner

similarly presents its arguments primarily in the context of independent ' ’

claim 37. Prelim. Resp. 33. Claims 37 and 40 illustrate the claimed subject

matter and are reproduced below with bracketed material" added.
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37. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit for a

controlled devicelcomprising: '

[37a] an oscillator providing a periodic output signal

having a predefined frequency, wherein an oscillator voltage is

greater than a supply voltage; ,

[37b] a microcontroller using the periodic output signal

( from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively prbviding

' signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input
touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch terminals;

[37c] the first and second touch terminals defining areas

_for an operator to provide an input by proximity and touch; and

[37d] a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for

receiving said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector

circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s body

capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch
terminals when proximal or touched by the operator to provide

a control output signal for actuation of the controlled device,
'said detector circuit being configured to generate said control

output signal when the operator is proximal or touches said
second/touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches
said first touch terminal. 7

40. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

comprising:

' [40a] an oscillator providing a periodic output signal

having a predefined frequency;

[40b] a microcontroller using the periodic output signal
from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a plurality of small sized input
touch terminals of a keypad, wherein the selectively providing

comprises the microcontroller selectively providing a signal

output frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals of the keypad;
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[40c] the plurality of small sized input touch terminals,

defining adjacent areas on a dielectric substrate for an operator

to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and
[40d] a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for

receiving said periodic output signal from said oscillator and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being
responsive to signals from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an operator’s body

. capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when
proximal or touched by the operator to provide a control output

signal, _ _\ ,

[40c] wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator

and said signal output frequencies are selected to decrease a

first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path
on said dielectric substrate between said adjacent areas defined

by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and
wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate an input touch terminal

to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the

control output signal.

C. Cited References

I Petitioner relies on the following references:

1. Ingraham, US. Patent No. 5,087,825, issued Feb. 11, 1992,

(Ex. 1007, “Ingraham I”) along with portions of Ingraham, US.

Patent No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15, 1988 (Ex. 1008, “Ingraham

I

II”) incorporated by reference.

.2. Caldwell, US. Patent No. 5,594,222, issued Jan. 14, 19975

(Ex. 1009, “Caldwell”).

3. Gerpheide et al., US. Patent No. 5,565,658, issued Oct. 15, 1996

(Ex. 1012, “Gerpheide”).
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4. Wheeler et al., US. Patent No. 5,341,036, issued Aug. 23, 1994

(Ex. 1015, “Wheeler”). ‘ )

D. Proposed Grounds of Unpatentability 7 \

Petitioner advances two grounds of unpatentability under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103(a) (Pet: 3;);

Challenged Claims

37—41, 43, 45, 61, 64—67, 69,

83, 85, 86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96,

97, 99,101, and 102

Ingraham I, Caldwell, 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84

Gerpheide, Wheeler

E. Additional Evidence

Petitioner further supports its challenges with a Declaration by Dr.

  
 

 

References 
 

 

  

 Ingraham I, Caldwell,

Gerpheide -  

 

  

 
 

Vivek Subramanian (Ex. 1002). In addition to filing a preliminary response,

Patent Owner supports its assertions in response to Petitioner’s challenges

with a Declaration by Dr. Darran Cairns (Ex. 2002). w

F. ‘ . Related Proceedings

The ’183 patent is the subject of ongoing litigation between the parties

in {the Western District of Michigan: UUSI, LLC d/b/a Nartron v. Samsung

Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung Electronics America, Inc, Case No.

1:15-cv—00146-JTN, originally filed on February 13, 2015 :(W.D. Mich.) (the
“District Court litigation”). Pet. 1.

\ III. ‘CLAIM CONSTRUCTION
The ’ 183 patent expired on January 31, 2016. Pet 11; Prelim. Resp. 7.

Our review of the claims of an expired patent is “similar to that of a district
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court’s review,” wherein claim terms are given their ordinary and customary

meaning as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention, as set forth by the Court in Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d

1303, 1312—14 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc). In re Rambus, Inc., 694 F.3d 42,

46 (Fed. Cir. 2012); see also Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct.

2131, 2144—45 (2016). Any special definition for a claim term must be set

forth in the specification with reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and

precision. In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

Petitioner urges that we need not construe the terms of the Challenged

Claims. Pet 12. To the extent we construe a particular term, Petitioner urges

that we adopt the constructions it set forth in the District Court litigation. Id.

Patent Owner seeks construction of the three sets of claim limitations

discussed below.

A. The supply voltage limitations

Patent Owner seeks construction of the limitations: “oscillator

voltage is greater than a supply voltage,” as recited in independent claim 37

and “peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply

voltage” as recited in each of independent claims 61, 83, and 94

(collectively, the “supply voltage limitations”). Prelim. Resp. 14—17. Patent

Owner proposes the following construction of the supply voltage limitations:

“the oscillator, and its supply signal and periodic output signal having a

predefined frequency, must be within the capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit, not outside of the switching circuit such as an external

commercial power supply from the wall.” Id. at 14.

Petitioner did not seek construction of the supply voltage limitations

in the District Court litigation. See Pet. 12—15.
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Independent claim 37 recites, in relevant part, “an oscillator providing
a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency, wherein an I.

. oscillator voltage is greater than a supply voltage” (emphasis added). We

determine, based on the context of the supply voltage limitation in this

claim, that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand the term

“oscillator voltage” as referring to the “periodic output signal” and the term

“supply voltage” as referring to a supply voltage of the oscillator. Such an

understanding is consistent with the SpecifiCation, which discloses voltage

regulator 100 provides supply voltages 104, 105, and 106 to oscillator 200.

Ex 1001, 11:64—12:29, Figs. 4, 5. Contrary to Patent Owner’s contention,

the claim language does not restrict the supply voltage to exclude an external

commercial power supply. Rather, the Specification teaches:

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various '

components of voltage regulator 100 may be added or
excluded depending upon the source of power available

to power the oscillator 200. For example, if the available

power is a 110 V AC 60 Hz commercial power line, a
transformer may be added to convert the 110 V AC

power to 24 V AC. Alternatively, if a DC battery is used,
the AC/DC convertor among other components may be
eliminated.

Id. at 13:23-31. Thus, the Specification discloses supply voltages of

oscillator 200 including batteries and commercial power lines. Because

Patent Owner’s proposed construction is contrary to this disclosure, we are

not persuaded by Patent Owner’s arguments and do not adopt Patent

Owner’s construction of the supply voltage limitation recited in claim 37.‘

Independent claims 61, 83, and 94 each recite in relevant part, “a'\

microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the
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'microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies . . . wherein
a peak voltage ofthe signal outputfiequericies is greater than a supply

voltage” (emphasis added). We determine, based on the context of the
supply voltage limitations in these claims, that one of ordinary skill in the art

would understand the term “supply voltage” as referring to a supply voltage

of the claimed microcontroller. Contrary to Patent Owner’s contention, the

claim language does not restrict the supply voltage to exclude an “external

commercial power. supply.” Indeed, dependent claims 64, 90, and 101 each

recite “wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.” Because

Patent Owner’s proposed construction seeking to exclude external supply

voltages is contrary to the explicit language of these dependent claims, we

are not persuaded by Patent Owner’s arguments and do not adopt Patent

Owner’s construction of the supply voltage limitations recited in claims 61,

83, and 94.

B. The input touch terminals limitations

Patent Owner seeks construction of the limitations: “the “closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad,” as recited in each of

independent claims 37, 83, and‘94 and “small sized input touch terminals of

a keypad,” as recited in each of independent claims 40 and 61 (collectively,

the “input touch terminals limitations”). Prelim. Resp. 9—14. ’Patent Owner

proposes the following construction of the input touch limitations: “touch

terminals that are closely-spaced or small-sized without requiring physical

structures to isolate the touch terminals.” Id. at 9.

We do not adopt Patent Owner’s construction. The plain language of ‘

the Challenged Claims does not foreclose physical structures isolating

adjacent touch terminals. The Specification recites:

'10
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‘ The use of a high frequency in accordance with the

present invention provides distinct advantages for circuits
such as the multiple touch pad circuit of the present
invention due" to the manner .in which crosstalk is

substantially reduced without requiring any physical
structure to isolate the touch terminals. Further, the

reduction in crosstalk afforded by the present invention,

allows the touch terminals in the array to be more closely

spaced together. r

_ Ex 1001, 18266—1926. This passage indicates a skilled artisan would be able

to remove the isolating structures and, nevertheless, use the present

invention in order to space the touch terminals close together without

creating crosstalk. This passage, however, does not require that the touch .

terminals must exclude isolating structures, and Patent Owner’s construction

seeks to create such a requirement. We do not import into the claim

language non-limiting statements from the Specification such as the

disclosure addressed herein. In re Am. Acad. ofSci. Tech Ctr., 367 F.3d

' 1359, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2004). Further, we note the “use ofa high
frequency”—the very element that enables one to exclude physical isolating

structures—is not recited in' independent claims 37, 40, 61, 83, and 94:

Accordingly, we are not persuaded by Patent Owner’s arguments and do not

adopt Patent Owner’s construction seeking to require that the input touch

terminal limitations of independent claims 37, 40, 61, 83, and 94 exclude
I

‘ physicalisolating’structures.’ -

C. - “selectively providing signal ontputfiequencies ”

I Patent Owner seeks construction of the limitation “selectively ‘

providing signal output frequencies,” as recited in each of independent

claims 37, 40, 61, 83, and 94. Prelim. Resp. 17—19. Patent Owner proposes
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the following construction for this limitation: “selectively sending-signals

selected from various frequencies from a microcontroller to the input touch

terminals”. Id. at 17—18. \ '
We decline to construe this limitation as Patent Owner contends

because Patent Owner fails to explain persuasively why such a construction

would clarify the plain and ordinary meaning of the claim language. Vivid

Techs, Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng ’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999)

(explaining that only claim terms in controversy need to be construed, and

only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy). To the extent Patent

owner argues the scope of this limitation precludes Petitioner’s prior art

contentions, we address these arguments in Section IV.B.2.b. below.

Thus, having reviewed Patent Owner’s arguments and evidence, we

do not agree with Patent Owner’s constructions of the supply voltage .

limitations,.the input touch terminal limitations, or the limitation “selectively

providing signal output frequencies.” Although we address Patent Owner’s

proposed constructions of these limitations above, we do not construe further

these limitations because additional construction is not necessary to our

analysis on whether to institute a trial. Vivid Techs, 200 F.3d at 803.

_ 1v. ANALYSIS

Petitioner contends claims 37—41, 43, 45, 61, 64—67, 69, 83, 85, 86,

i 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and’102 would have been obvious over the

combination of Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 3. Petitioner also

contends that claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84 would have been obvious over

- Ingraham I, Caldwell, Gerpheide, and Wheeler. Id. For the reasons that

follow, we are persuaded that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable

‘ 12
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likelihood of prevailing on its challenges with respect to claims 40, 41, 43,

45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69, 83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102.

Petitioner has not demonstrated, however, a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing with respect to claims 37—39.

A. Overview ofCited References

I. Ingraham I (Ex. I 007) and Ingraham II (Ex. 1008)

Ingraham I discloses a capacity response keyboard consisting of

switches that respond to the change in capacity from a user touching the

switch. Ex. 1007 at 1:59 Each switch includes a touch plate assembly and

a control circuit. Id. at 2:28—35, Figs. 2, 3. Each touch plate assembly

includes a guard band that reduces interference between the switches. Id. at

2:46—49, Abstract. When a keyboard user touches the outer surface of the

switch, the capacity-to-ground for the switch’s touch plate increases. Id. at

3:1—6, 3221—47. This increase is detected by the switch’s touch sensing

circuit, which sends an output signal to a microcomputer. Id.

The ’ 183 Patent Specification makes several references to Ingraham 1,

including describing Ingraham I as operating at relatively lower frequencies

than the invention of the ’183 Patent. Ex. 1001, 8:11—14; see also id. at

3:44—50, 4:3—8, 6:6—16, 1821—10. According to the ’183 patent:

The specific touch detection method of the present
invention has similarities to the devices of US. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and US. Pat. No. 5,087,825 [Ingraham 1].

However, significant improvements are offered in the
means of detection and in the development of an overall

system to employ the touch switches in a dense array and

in an improved zero force palm button. The touch
detection circuit of the present invention features

operation at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and

preferably at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

13
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surface contamination from materials such a skin oils and

water.

Id. at 5:43—53.

Ingraham I incorporates by reference certain portions of prior art

patent Ingraham II, upon which Petitioner relies as meeting certain

limitations of the Challenged Clams. Pet. 9 (citing Ex. 1007, 3:21—24 as

incorporating Ingraham H’s control circuit 14 (“A detailed description of

control circuit 14 is provided in US. Pat. No. 4,731,548, issued Mar. 15,

1988 to Ronald Ingraham, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference.”)).

2. Caldwell (Ex. 1009)

Caldwell discloses a touch pad system, including a touch sensor that

detects user contact, for use in kitchens. Ex. 1009, 1:6—9, 1:42—44, 2:45—48.

Caldwell’s touch pad includes “an active, low impedance touch sensor

attached to only one side of a dielectric substrate.” Id. at 2:22—23. Figure 6

of Caldwell shows a matrix of touch pads comprising a touch panel. Id. at

5:60—61. To monitor the touch pads, Caldwell’s system sequentially

provides an oscillating square wave signal to a row or column of touch pads

and then sequentially selects columns or rows of sense electrodes 24 to sense

the signal output from the touch pad. Id. at 4:39—5 1, 6:40—63.

3. Gerpheide (Ex. 1012)

Gerpheide discloses a capacitive touch responsive system that detects

the location of a touch. Ex. 1012, 1:10—14, 2:61—3:12. To reduce electrical

interference regardless of its frequency, Gerpheide varies the oscillator

signal frequency provided to an array of input touch terminals. Id. at Figs. 4,

7, 6:5—8, 6:19—26, 8:22—9:33.

14
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4. . Wheeler (Ex. 1015)

Wheeler describes a two-hand industrial machine operator control

station having capacitive proximity switches. Ex. 1015, 4:40—42. n

According to Wheeler, safety considerations in certain environments require

a machine operator to activate hallo switches in sequence in order to operate
an industrial machine. Id. at 1:7—18. Wheeler replaces the palm button

switches of such industrial machines with capacitive proximity switches, so

that the operator must activate two capacitive proximity switches1n

sequence within a certain time interval to operate an industrial machine. Id.

at l:63—2:5, 6:10—46. -

B. Ground 1: Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide

Below, we address the parties’ arguments first in the context of claim

37 and then in the context of the other Challenged Claims.

1. Asserted Obviousness ofClaims 3 7—39

Petitioner’s analysis, as supported by the Subramanian Declaration,

demonstrates where Petitioner contends each element of claim 37 is taught

or-suggested in Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 15—36. In
particularjPetitioner contends Ingraham I’s power supply 70 generates a

15V supply voltage for microcomputer 80. Pet. 19; Ex. 1002 11 50.

_ According to Petitioner, this 15V supply voltage for microcomputer 80

meets the supply voltage limitation of claim 37. Id. The supply voltage

limitation of claim 37, however, refers to a supply voltage of the claimed

oscillator, not\the claimed microcontroller. As discussed above (Section

III.A.), one of ordinary skill in the art would understand the term “supply

voltage” in claim 37, read in the context of the entire claim, refers to the

supply voltage ofthe oscillator. Such an understanding is consistent with
l d

r 1'

15_
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the Specification, which discloses that voltage regulator 100 provides supply

voltages 104, 105, and 106 to oscillator 200. See, e. g., Ex 1001, 11:64—
12:29, Figs. 4, 5. Because Petitioner fails to identify in the cited references a
teaching or suggestion of the supply voltage limitation asiproperly -

construed, we determine Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable

likelihood of prevailing on its obviousness challenge to independent claim
37 and its dependent claims 38 and 39. V

2. Asserted Obviousness ofClaim-40

Petitioner’s analysis, as supported by the Subramanian

Declaration, demonstrates where each element of claim 40 is taught or

suggested in Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 39—49. More

specifically, Petitioner refers to its analysis of element 37a and

contends that Ingraham I and Caldwell teach or suggest the oscillator

of element 40a. Id. at 39. Unlike element 37a, element 40a does not

recite a supply voltage limitation, and thus Petitioner’s analysis of

element 40a does not suffer the deficiency described above with

regard to element 37a. See supra Section IV.B. 1. '

With respect to element 40b, Petitioner refers to its analysis of

element 37b and contends that Ingraham I’s microcomputer 80 meets

the claimed microcontroller and input portions 13 meet the claimed

“small sized input touch‘ terminals of a keypad.” Pet. 39 (citing id. at

19—20). Relying on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony, Petitioner contends

that it would have been readily apparent to one of ordinary skill to

modify the microcomputer and input portions of Ingraham I given the

teachings of Caldwell such that “rows of input portions 13 would be

selected sequentially and the oscillator signal provided to the selected

16'
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row.” Id. at 24 (citing Ex. 1002 1! 64; Ex. 1009, 6:40—63). Acc’ording

to Petitioner, a systemso modified would selectively provide the

oscillator signal frequency to the input touch terminals of a keypad,

_ thereby meeting the claimed :selectively providing a signal output"
frequency to each row of the plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of the keypad.” Id. at 26, 39. The same oscillator signal

Vvvould be sequentially provided to each row of Ingraham I’s input

' .1 portions 13 until all rows are scanned. Id. at 55 (citing Ex. 1009,
6:40—63, 8:20—23; Ex. 1002, fl 132). Petitioner further asserts that

Gerpheide teaches varying the oscillator signal frequency provided to

an electrode array in order to account for electrical interference. Id. at

28 (citing Ex. 1012, 625—8, 6:19—26, 8:22—9:33, Figs. 4, 7; Ex. 1006,

329—30, 333—34). Again relying on Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner

I alleges, “one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to

incorporate interference negating functionality similar to that "

described by Gerpheide in the above discussed Ingraham I—Caldwell

system.” Id. at 28 (citing Ex. 1002, 11 72). Thus, Petitioner contends

the system of Ingraham I—Caldwell—Gerpheide selectively provides

signal output frequencies, as opposed to only a single frequency. Id.

at 29, 40.

Petitioner refers to its analysis of element 37c and contends that

Ingraham I’s input portions 13 meet the input touch términals of

element 400 because each input portion 13 defines an areaof

dielectric member 26 where the user can provide an input by

proximity and touch. Id. at 30 (citing Ex. 1007 at 2:64—67, 321—6,

3:30—36), 41.
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As to element 40d, Petitioner refers to its analysis of element

37d and contends that each’of Ingraham I’s touch sensing circuits

within input portions 134as modified in light of Caldwell to the

oscillator signal via the microcontroller—meets this limitation. Id. at

32—35, 41112.

Petitioner contends the following limitations of element 40e constitute

statements of intended use and, therefore, “should not be given any

patentable weight given that claim 40 is an apparatus claim”; “to decrease a

‘ first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second impedance of I

any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric

substrate between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized

input touch terminals” and “to prevent inadvertent-generation of the control

output signal.” Id. at 43; 48. Nevertheless, Petitioner asserts that the \

microcontroller “of a combined Ingraham I-Caldwell—Gerpheide system

selectively varies the oscillator signal frequency provided to the input

portions 13. Id. at 42—43. Relying on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony,

Petitioner further contends that:

[O]ne of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to
configure the oscillator of the combined Ingraham I-Caldwell-

Gerpheide system to provide a frequency between 100 kHz and
200 kHz, or a frequency greater than 200 kHz because such a

high frequency range would have provided a low impedance

touch sensor. .

Id. at 43—44 (citing Ex. 1002 1111 96—97; Ex. 1009, 4:39—50,I6:41—43).

Thus, according to Petitioner,'it would have been obvious to‘one of

ordinary skill to optimize and select an oscillator frequency to

“decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a
,-

18
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second impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical

path.” Id. 'at 44—47. Again relying on Dr. Subramanian’s testimony,

Petitioner also contends that Ingraham I teaches or suggests the

claimed “detector circuit compares-a sensed body capacitance change

to ground proximate an input touch terminal to a threshold level”
because “when a user touches or is proximal to the input .portion 13, ‘

the user’s body capacitance to ground 42 decreases the voltage level

on base 52-of transistor 50, which translates into an increase in the I

voltage difference between the emitter and base (VEB).” Id. at 47

(citing Ex. 1007, 3:34—39; Ex. 1002 1] 100). Thus, according to

' Petitioner and Dr. Subramanian:

[O]ne of ordinary skill in the art would have found it obvious to

configure the circuitry used in the combined Ingraham I- ‘

. Caldwell-Gerpheide system as discussed above to take into
account inadvertent touch detections, including any caused by

contaminates, position of a user’s finger, etc., by using
threshold values that refine the sensitivity of the touch

detections for particular applications and environments.

Id. at 48—49 (citing Ex. 1002 1] 101).

We have reviewed the information provided by Petitioner,

including the relevant portions of the supporting Subramanian

Declaration. We decline Petitioner’s suggestion to disregard the '

. “intended use” limitations within element 40e and, instead, accord all

limitations of claim '40 patentable weight. Nevertheless, having

reviewed the information provided by Petitioner and based on the

record at this stage of the proceedings, we are persuaded that

Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on

this challenge. . _ . \

19
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Referring back to its analysis of claim 37, Patent Owner asserts

the combined references do not teach the oscillator recited in element

40a. Prelim. Resp. 34—37, 51. Patent Owner further argues that the

references fail to meet element 40b because none of the references

describes “a multi touch pad configuration wherein the input touch

terminals do not require physical structures such as guard rings to

isolate the touch terminals.” Id. at 38—40, 51. The cited references

fail to teach or suggest the “selectively providing signal output

frequencies” limitation of element 40b, according to Patent Owner,

because “[i]n contrast to Caldwell, the multi touch pad embodiment of

the ’183 Patent, shown in Figure 11, routes the oscillator signal to

both a floating common generator 300 and directly to the

microcontroller” and each of Gerpheide’s signal output frequencies

“is sent to every row of the electrode array via one of the inverter and

noninverting buffer, and is therefore not ‘selectively provided’ to the

input touch terminals.” Id. at 40—45, 51. Patent Owner asserts with

regard to element 40d that Ingraham I’s touch detection circuit does

not meet the claimed detector circuit. Id. at 47—5 1. Finally, relying

on the testimony of Dr. Cairns, Patent Owner contends the cited

references fail to teach or suggest element 40e because “there is

nothing in the prior art that selectively provides signal output

frequencies or does so between areas that are defined by a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals” and because Ingraham I requires

that the user actual touch the input terminal rather than simply be

“proximate an input touch terminal.” Id. at 53—55 (citing Ex. 2002,
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111] 121—24). We address below each argument in the context of its f

corresponding claim element. Ff

a) [40a] an oscillator providing a periodic output ..

signal having a predefinedfrequency

Patent Owner asserts the combined references do not teach the

oscillator recited in element 40a because Ingraham I’s oscillating

power supply is not a component within the claimed switching circuit.

Prelim. Resp. 35, 51. We are not persuaded by this argument. I
Contrary to Patent Owner’s argument, Petitioner identifies Caldwell’s

“oscillator 30 that provides an oscillating signal (a periodic square

wave) having a predefined frequency (e.g., 100 kHz, 200 kHz) to a

matrix of touch pads.” Pet 16 (citing Ex. 1009, 4:39—46, 6:40—52,

Fig. 12).. Caldwell’s oscillator 30 is a component within the claimed

capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit. See id.

1)) [40b] a microcontroller using the periodic output

.- signalfrom the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively

. providing signal outputfrequencies to a plurality of
small sized input touch terminals ofa keypad, wherein

the selectively providing comprises the microcontroller )

‘ selectively providing a signal outputfrequency to each

row. . . ofthe keypad
.:

Patent Owner asserts the cited references fail to describe the

claimed “input touch terminals” of element 40b because “Petitioner .

relies oniat least four references (five if Ingraham II is included) and

yet cites not one reference that teaches or discloses a multi touch pad

configuration wherein the input touch terminals do not require I

physical structures such as guard rings to isolate the touch terminals.”

Prelim. Resp. 38, 51. We are not persuaded by this argument because

it is predicated upon a claim construction we do not adopt. In
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discussing the “input touch terminals” limitations above, we rejected

Patent Owner’s argument that the claimed input touch terminals must

exclude the use of physical structures such as guard rings. See supra

Section III.B.

Patent Owner also argues that the cited references do not

describe the claimed “selectively providing signal outputfrequencies”

of element 40b because “[i]n contrast to Caldwell, the multi touch pad-

embodiment of the ’ 183 Patent, shown in Figure 11, routes the

oscillator signal to both a floating common generator 300 and directly

to the microcontroller which then ‘selectively provid[es] signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad.”’ Prelim. Resp. 42, 5-1. Contrary to Patent Owner’s

assertion, neither a floating common generator nor a requirement that

the microcontroller directly receive the oscillator signal are recited in

claim 40. We decline to import into the claim language disclosure

from the Specification such as the elements addressed here._ See In re

Am. Acad. ofSci. Tech Ctr., 367 F.3d at 1369.

'Patent Owner further asserts that each of Gerpheide’s signal

output frequencies “is sent to every row of the electrode array via one

of the inverter and noninverting buffer, and is therefore not

‘selectively provided’ to the input tou'ch terminals.” Prelim. Resp. 44,

51. 'We are not persuaded by this argument because itis not

responsive to Petitioner’s contention. Petitioner’s witness, Dr. ,
Subramanian, testifies: x

One of ordinary skill in the art would have been

' motivated to modify the configuration of Ingraham I to ,

incorporate demultiplexer and multiplexer funCtions that
r
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. are controlled'by microcomputer 80. (See my citations
and analysis above with respect to claim 37(d).) Like

Caldwell, the resulting cbmbination would route the

oscillator signal to rows of input portions 13 through a
demultiplexer, where rows of input portions 13 would be
selected sequentially and the oscillator signal provided to

the selected row. (Id; Ex. 1009 at 6:40-63.) Similar to

that disclosed in Caldwell, the sequential scanning would

continue until each row of the input portions 13 is

provided the oscillator signal and all the touch pads of
the matrix are scanned. (Ex. 1009 at 6:40-63, 8:20—23.)

Ex 1002 1i 92. Thus, Petitioner contends the microcomputer of

Ingraham I uses Caldwell’s sequential scanning tovselectively provide

each of Gerpheide’s signal output frequencies.

Patent Owner’s witness, Dr. Cairns, further contends that Dr.

Subramanian’s testimony on this point is erroneous, stating: “One of

ordinary skill in the art would not have looked to Gerpheide because it

is a single touch device that could not be combined with either

Ingraham I or Gerpheide[sic] to make a working device.” EX 2002

11 102. Dr. Cairns’ opinion conflicts directly with Dr. Subramanian’s'

opinion on this issue. Compare id. with Ex 1002 ii 92. Where

conflicting testimonial evidence creates a genuine issue of material

fact, as it does here, the evidence must be viewed in the light most

favorable to Petitioner at this stage of the proceeding. 37 C.F.R.

, § 42.108(c). Therefore, we resolve in Petitioner’s favor at this stage

of the proceeding the genuine issue of material fact as to whether one

of ordinary skill in the art would have looked to Gerpheide to combine

its teaching of selectively providing frequencies with Ingraham I—

Caldwell’s sequential scanning of each row of input terminals.
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of [40d] a detector circuit. . . responsive to. . . a

presence ofan operator’s body capacitance to ground

I coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output

signal ' I '

Patent OWner asserts that neither Ingraham I nor Caldwell meet

element 40d because Ingraham I’s signal indicative of touch is always

either on or off and because Caldwell uses guard rings to detect when

a finger is touching the pad. Prelim. Resp. 47—48. We are not

persuaded by Patent Owner’s argument regarding Caldwell because it x

is predicated upon a claim construction we do not adopt. See supra

Section III.B. Further, we are not persuaded by Patent Owner’s

argument regarding Ingraham I because, as Petitioner recognizes,

Ingraham I teaches that:

When a user touches one of the input portions 13, the “the

capacity-to-ground for the corresponding plate member ‘18 is
increased substantially, as illustrated by capacitor 42 in FIG.

3,” i.e., an operator’s body capacitance to ground (represented

by capacitor 42) is coupled to the input touch portions 13 when
an operator touches the first and second touch terminals.

Pet. 33 (citing Ex. 1007, 3:1—6, Fig. 3). Ingraham I’s touch sensing

circuits detect an increase in the body capacitance to ground and

provide an output signal (“control output signal”) on line 57 to

microcomputer 80. Id. (citing Ex. 1007, 3:24—39).

. d) [40e] wherein saidpredefinedfrequency ofsaid
oscillator and said signal outputfrequencies are selected

to decrease afirst impedance ofsaid dielectric substrate

2 relative to a second impedance ofany contaminate that

may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate K
between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of
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small sized input touch terminals, and wherein said

detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance

change to groundproximate an input touch terminal to a
\ threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation ofthe

control output signal

‘ Patent Owner contends the applied referendes do not teach or

suggest element 406 because “there isLnothing in the prior art that

selectively provides signal output frequencies or does so between '

areas that are defined by a plurality of small sized input touch .

terminals.” Prelim. Resp. 53. We disagree with Patent Owner’for the

reasons discussed above with regard to the claimed “selectiver

provides signal output frequencies” and “input touch terminals.” See

supra Section IV.B.2.b.

Further, Patent Owner contends “Petitioner makes no attempt to

. show where or how the prior art operates to prevent inadvertent

generation of the control output signal.” Prelim. Resp. 54. Contrary
to Patent Owner’s argument, however, Petitioner asserts:

Ingraham I discloses prevent [sic] an inadvertent generation of
the control output signal because it requires the V133 of
transistor 50 to cross a threshold value, which in turn requires

an operator to actually touch or bring their finger sufficiently
close to the input portion 13 to cause a proper touch to be
sensed.

Pet. 48 (citing Ex. 1002 fl 101). Accordingly, we do not agree with '

Patent Owner’s arguments concerning element 406. I

For the reasons discussed above, based on the current record

and at this stage of the proceedings, we determine Pctitioner has

shown a reasonable likelihood of prevailing with respect to its \
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obviousness challenge to claim 40 over Ingraham I, Caldwell, and

Gerpheide.

3. Asserted Obviousness ofIndependent Claims 61, 83, and
94

Petitioner asserts independent claims 61, 83, and 94 are obvious

over Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 49—54. Petitioner

sets forth its analysis of each claim element by referring to arguments

made in the context of corresponding elements of either claims 37 or

40. 1d. Petitioner’s analysis, as supported by the Subramanian

Declaration, demonstrates where Petitioner contends each element of

independent claims 61, 83, and 94 is taught or suggested by Ingraham

I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Id. (citing Ex. 1002 {HI 102—27).

Similarly, Patent Owner sets forth its analysis of each claim element

by referring to arguments made in the context of corresponding

elements of claim 37. Prelim. Resp. 55—57.

As discussed above, we have reviewed the information

provided by Petitioner in the context of claims 37 and 40, including

the relevant portions of the supporting Subramanian Declaration. For

purposes of our analysis, we determine that claims 61, 83, and 94

recite elements sufficiently similar to elements of claims 37 and 40

such that we agree with the parties that these claims do not require

separate analyses from each other. Consistent with our discussion

above, however, we observe that the supply voltage limitations of

claims 61, 83, and 94 refer to the supply voltage of the claimed

microcontroller, not the claimed oscillator, as in claim 37. See supra

Section III.A. Accordingly, we agree with Petitioner that Ingraham
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_ I’s power supply 70 generates a 15V supply voltage for

microcomputer 80, which meets the supply voltage limitation of

claims 61, 83, and 94. See Pet. 19; Ex. '1002 11 50. Thus, having

reviewed the information provided by Petitioner and based on the

record at this stage of the proceedings, we are persuaded that

Petitioner has demonstratedla reasonable likelihood of prevailing on

this challenge, for the reasons set forth above. See supra Section,

IV.B.2.

’ - r

4., Asserted Obviousness ofDependent C7az'ms 41, 43, 45,
64—67, 69, 85, 86, 88, 90, 91, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102

Petitioner asserts dependent claims 41, 43, 45, 64—67, 69, 85,

86, 88, 90, 91, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 are obvious over Ingraham I,"

Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Pet. 54—57. Petitioner sets forth its analysis

of each claimeleinent by referring to arguments made in the context .

of corresponding elements of claims 37—40. Id. Petitioner’s analysis,

as supported by the Subramahian Declaration, demonstrates where

Petitioner contends each element of independent claims 61, 83, and 94

is taught or suggested by Ingraham I, Caldwell, and Gerpheide. Id.

(citing Ex. 1002 1111 128—36). Patent Owner fails to analyze these

claims, instead asserting the claims are not obvious because the claims

from which they depend are not obvious. Prelim. Resp. 57—58.

Having reviewed the information provided by Petitioner and based on ‘

the record at this stage of the proceedings, we are persuaded that I

Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on

this challenge, for the reasons set forth above. See supra Section

IV.B.2.
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‘C. Ground II.-'1ngraham I, Caldwell, Gerpheide, and Wheeler

Petitioner asserts‘depe'ndent claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84 are _

obvious over Ingraham I Caldwell, Gerpheide, and‘Wheeler. Pet. 57—

60. Petitioner relies on its analyses of the independent claims as

discussed above and then sets forth its analysis of each additional

element of the dependent claims at issue here. Id. Petitioner’s .

analysis, as supported by the-Subramanian Declaration, demonstrates

where Petitioner contends each additional element of dependent

claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 841S taught or suggested1n Wheeler. Id.

(citing Ex. 1002 1111 137—44). In particular, Petitioner contends

Wheeler discloses a system requiring an operator to activate two

capacitive proximity switches in sequence within a certain time

interval to activate an industrial machine. Id. at 58 (citing Ex. 1015 at

6:10—46). Relying on Dr. Subramanian, Petitioner contends “a skilled

artisan would have been motivated to modify the combined system to

include logic to- prevent the generation of the control output signal on '

line 57 until two touch sensing circuits corresponding to two input

portions 13 are activated in sequence.” Id. at 59 (citing Ex. l002

W 141—42). Thus, Petitioner contends Wheeler teaches or suggests

the claim element “wherein the sensed body capacitance change to

ground is compared to a second threshold level to generate the control

output signal.” .. ‘
Patent Owner summarily argues an ordinarily-skilled artisan

“would not look to Wheeler” and directs our attention to section

V.A.4. of the Preliminary Response. Prelim. Resp. 59—60. The
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section to which Patent Owner directs us, however, makes no mention

of Wheeler. See id 46—51.

We have reviewed the information provided by Petitioner,

including the relevant portions of the supporting Subramanian

Declaration. Based on the record at this stage of the proceedings,

particularly Petitioner’s analysis demonstrating where Petitioner

contends each additional element of dependent claims 47, 48, 62, 63,

and 84 is taught or suggested in Wheeler (Pet. 57—60 (citing EX. 1002

1111 137—44)), we are persuaded that Petitioner has demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood of prevailing on this challenge.

D. Additional Arguments

In addition to the specific arguments presented in the context of

Ground I, Patent Owner sets forth a number of additional contentions, which

we address in turn.

1 . Teaching Away

Patent Owner asserts each of the cited references teaches away

from the ’ 183 patent. Prelim. Resp. 20—33. A reference may be said

to teach away from the invention if it criticizes, discredits, or

otherwise discourages modifying a reference to arrive at the claimed

invention. In re Fulton, 391 F.3d 1195, 1201 (Fed. Cir. 2004). We

are not persuaded by Patent Owner’s arguments because they are

predicated upon claim constructions we do not adopt, and thus the

arguments are not directed to the invention as claimed. See supra

Section III. For instance, Patent Owner contends “Ingraham I differs

from the ’ 183 Patent in a number of ways, but most notably in

requiring ‘a guard band to reduce interference between the switches.”
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Prelim. Resp. 20. As discussed above, however, the Challenged

. Claims do not require the absence of physical limiting structures such
as guard rings. See supra Section IIIzB. Therefore, Patent Owner has

- not persuasively established that the cited references teach away from
the claimed invention.

2. Rationale or Motivation t0 CombineI

Patent Owner contends Petitioner relies on the combination of

Ingraham I-Caldwell—Gerpheide to demonstrate “the existence of all

the elements of the independent claims, but Petitioner does not i

explain why or how the combination would occur.” Prelim. Resp. 61.

We disagree. As discussed above, Petitioner has set forth detailed

motivationsto combine the cited references. See Pet. 15—49. To the

extent Patent Owner’s witness, Dr. Cairns, disputes the testimony of

Dr. Subramanian regarding whether one of'ordinary skill in the art - 1

'would have combined the cited references with reasonable expectation

of success, such conflicting testimonial evidence creates a genuine

issue of material fact that we resolve in Petitioner’s favor at this stage

of the proceeding. 37 C.F.R. § 42.108(c).

3. Discretion t0 Deny the Petition under 35 U.S. C. § 325(d)

Patent Owner urges that we should deny the Petitioner because

“the prior art presented here is identical or duplicative of that before

the PTO in prosecution and reexamination.” Prelim. Resp. 64. We

decline Patent Owner’s suggestion because Patent Owner fails to

identify in‘the‘ record where Petitioner’s arguments concerning

Gerpheide and Caldwell (or U.S. Patent No. 5,572,205 also issued to

Caldwell and listed on the face of the ’183 Patent) were previously

/'
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considered by the Patent Office. See, e. g., id. at 32 (asserting, without

citation in support, “Petitioner presents no new arguments here

regarding Gerpheide that were not previously considered by the

PTO”). Moreover, Petitioner includes new evidence not previously

raised before the Patent Office, namely the testimony of Dr.

Subramanian and the Wheeler reference.

V. SUMMARY

We determine that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood

of prevailing on its challenges to claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 61—67, 69,

83—86, 88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102. Petitioner has failed to

demonstrate, however, that there is a reasonable likelihood Petitioner would

prevail with respect to claims 37—39. At this stage of the proceeding, we

have not made a final determination as to the patentability of any of these

challenged claims.

VI. ORDER

It is, therefore,

ORDERED that, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(3), an inter partes

review of the ’183 patent is hereby instituted on the following grounds:

A. Obviousness of claims 40, 41, 43, 45, 61, 64—67, 69, 83, 85, 86,

88, 90, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, and 102 over Ingraham I, Caldwell, and

Gerpheide; and p

B. Obviousness of claims 47, 48, 62, 63, and 84 over Ingraham I,

Caldwell, Gerpheide, and Wheeler.
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FURTHER ORDERED that review based on any other proposed

grounds of unpatentability is not authorized; and

FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(0) and

37 C.F.R. § 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution of a trial

commencing on the entry date of this decision.
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Reel 023679 , Frame 0803 , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

13811346

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND

Customer Number: 22045

Filer Authorized By: Brian A. Carlson 

Attorney Docket Number: NAR0227L

Filing Date: 31-JAN-1996

Time Stamp: 17:38:40

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

NARO227L_ChangeOfAddress.
pdf

Change ofAddress 2fe49Ial534dc46b30e111134416743667445
ka

Information:
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103983
Assignee showing of ownership per 37 NAR0227L_StatementUnder_3

CFR 3.73(b). _73.pdf (PFnfifih7rf78rlh3a1h11frl9r1§r3837708§ -
1360

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 196509 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNlTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183 Page 1 of 1
APPLICATION NO. : 08/601268

DATED : August 18, 1998

INVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourrnand et 31.

It is certified that error appears in the above—identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

Title Page, Item (75) Inventor, should read --(75) Inventors: Byron Hourmand,

Hersey, MI (US); John M. Washeleski, Cadillac, MI (US); Stephen R. W. Cooper,

Fowlerville, MI (US)--.

Signed and Sealed this

Eleventh Day of October, 2011

g .

  
David J. Kappos

Director oflhe United States Patent and Trademark Oflice
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVITEI‘I STATES DEPARTMENT OF COM'MFIRCFI
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addtess. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandtia Yngnia Z31-3 1450wvm.uspto.gm
APPLICATION FILING or GRPAR

NUMBER 371(2) DATE UNITT FIL FEE RECD ATTY.D.OCKETNO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

 
 

08/601,268 01/31/1996 2836 771 NAR0227L
CONFIRMATION No.43176

22045 CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT
BROOKS KUSHMAN PC.

1000 TOWN CENTER II||I|I|I I||IIII||II||IIIIIILIIIIIIWIII II II00IIIIIIIIIIZI IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITWENTY-SECOND FLOOR 000°

SOUTHFIELD, Ml 48075

Date Mailed: 08/25/201 1

Receipt is acknowledged of this non—provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
BYRON HOURMAND, HERSEY, MI;

JOHN M. WASHELESKI, Cadillac, MI;
STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, Fowlerville, MI;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 22045

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

Foreign Applications (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the
USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 07/24/1996

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 08/601,268

Projected Publication Date: None, application is not eligible for pre-grant publication

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

page 1 of 3
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Title

CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Preliminary Class

307

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800—786—91 99, or it
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 8: 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

page 2 of 3
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730—774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

page 3 of 3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

wwusptogov

 
BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 TOWN CENTER

TWENTY-SECOND FLOOR MAILED
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

AUG 25 2011

OFFICE OF PETITIONS .
In re Patent No. 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998 :

Application No. 08/601,268 : ON PETITION

Filed: January 31, 1996 '

Attorney Docket No.

This is a decision on the petition filed August 19, 2011 under 37 CFR 1.323, which is being

treated as a request under 37 CFR 1.324 to correct the name of the inventors by way of a .
Certificate of Correction.

The petition is GRANTED.

Petitioner request that the inventorship of this application be amended by the addition of JOHN

‘M. WASHELESKI of Cadillac, Michigan, and STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, of Fowlerville,

Michigan, based on the Consent Judgment dated September 8 2010 under 35 USC 256.

Petitioner includes with the renewed petition an Oath having the above inventors.

The inventorship of this patent has been amended by the addition of JOHN M. WASHELESKI
and STEPHEN R. W. COOPER . -

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision may be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-

0602. Inquiries regarding the issuance of a certificate of correction should be directed to the

Certificate of Correction Branch at (571) 272-4200.

Thurman K. Page
Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions

Enclosure: Corrected filing receipt
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OI“ COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addmr. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSRC. Box 1450

AlexandzigVny‘m'n 21311-1150musptogzv
w .

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART '
A NUMBER 37l(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D AI I Y .DOCKET.N0 TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

 
08/601,268 01/31/1996 2836 771' NAR0227L 20 4

CONFIRMATION N0. 3176

22045 CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT
BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C. ~

1000 TOWN CENTER llllmlllullIlylwlulwmwlmwwllllllllIlIlllTWENTY-SECOND FLOOR

SOUTH FIELD, MI 48075

Date Mailed: 08/25/2011

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the US APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
. BYRON HOURMAND, HERSEY, Ml;

JOHN M. WASHELESKI, Cadillac, MI;
STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, Fowlerville, MI;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 22045

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

Foreign Applications (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the
USPTO. Please see http://wwwusptogov for more information.)

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 07/24/1996

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 08/601,268

Projected Publication Date: None, application is not eligible for pre-grant publication

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

page 1 of 3
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Title

CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Preliminary Class

307

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES ,

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in'regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law. and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
‘ issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a US. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically. the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents“) for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of_ your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the US. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues. applicants may

call the US. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

MD

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
page 2 of 3
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37,CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies. particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls. Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
ifa license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

page 3 of 3
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PIN: 5,796,183 Atty Dkt No. NAR 0227 L

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re patent of:

BRYON HOURMAND, et a1.

U.S. Patent No.2 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket Nor: NAR 0227 L

RENEWED RES QUEST FOR "CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION "

Attention Certificate of Correction Branch

Commissioner for Patents

U.S. Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

It is requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above—identified

patent under the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1323. The corrections noted are as follows:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following

joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan; and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the form for Certificate of Correction (PTO/SB/44)

together with a copy of the court order correcting inventorship from the United States District

ole
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P/N: 5,796,183 Atty Dkt Nor NAR 0227 L

Court, Western District of Michigan, as well as a Declaration, Statement of Patent Owner and

Declaration of Robert C.J. Tuttle. The amount of $100 pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.20(a) has been

paid by electronic submission herewith. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any

additional fees to our Deposit Account No. 02-3978.

Please contact the undersigned should you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

By /John E. Nemazi/
John E. Nemazi

Reg. No. 30,876

Attorney/Agent for Applicant

Date: August 19, 2011

BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 Town Center, 22nd Floor
Southfield,MI 48075—1238

Phone: (248) 358—4400

Fax: (248) 358-3351
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651—0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless itdisplays a valid OMB control number.

(Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183

APPLICATION NO. : 601,268

ISSUE DATE : August 18, 1998

|NVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand et al

it is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above—identified patent and that
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan, and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan. 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER:

BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 Town Center, 22'1d Floor
Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will varydepending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
US. Patent & Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 223134450,
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DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

Atty. Docket No. NAR 0227 L
First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand

I hereby declare that:

Each inventor‘s residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below next to their name.

I believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original and first inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed
and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT,

the specification of which:
[ ] is attached hereto; or
[ X ] was filed on (MM/DD/YYYY) January 31, 1996 as US. Application Number or PCT International

Application Number 601 268 , and issued on (MM/DD/YYYY) 08/18/1998 as US. Patent
5,796,183.

 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the
claims, as amended by any amendment specifically referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CPR. § 1.56,
including for continuation—impart applications, material information which became available between the filing date of the
prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of the continuation-impart application.

Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices

[ ] If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the
Japan Patent Office (IPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the above—identified patent
application is filed access to the above~identified patent application. See 37 CFR 1.l4(c) and (h). This box should not be
checked if the applicant does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO, or other intellectual property office in which a foreign
application claiming priority to the above-identified patent application is filed to have access to the above-identified patent
application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the above-identified patent application
with respect to: 1) the above-identified patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the above—identified
patent application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified
copy requirement of 37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the above—identified patent application; and 3) any US. application—as—
filed from which benefit is sought in the above-identified patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR ].l4(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date of filing the
Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. § ll9(a)—(d) or (i), or § 365(b) of any foreign application(s)
for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or § 365(a) of any PCT international application which designated
at least one country other than the United States of America, listed below, and have also identified below, by checking the
box, any foreign application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT international application
having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application Country Foreign Priority Date Priority Not Certified Copy Attached?
Number(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) Claimed (Yes/No)
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Declaration for Patent Application (cont'd.) Atty. Docket No. NAR 0227 L

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 119(6) of any United States provisional
application(s) listed below.

Application Numberm Filing Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

 
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States application(s) listed below.

Application Number(s) Filing Date (MM/DD/YYYY) Status: Patenled. Pending, Abandoned

 
I hereby appoint the practitioners associated with Customer Number 02245 to prosecute this application and to

transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and direct that all correspondence be addressed
to that Customer Number. Telephone calls should be directed to (248) 358—4400.

02245

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful
false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.

Full Name of Sale or First Inventor Br on Hourmand 

 

Inventor's signature Date 07 / 12011

Mailing address 1726 Creedside Lane Vista CA 92081-4551

Residence Same as Mailin Address Citizenship US 

Full Name of Second Joint Inve I .- John M. Washeleski ,L

14WInventor's signature ' ‘ Date 07/ '25 /2011

Mailing address 656 Holly Road, Cadillac, MI 49601

  
 

Residence Same asMailin Address Citizenship US 

Full Name of Third Joint Inventor Ste hen R.W. Coo er

1 . A 4

Mailing address 6599 W. Hogback Road, FowlervilLeA MI 48835

 

 Date 03/ I /2011 Inventor's signature

Residence Same as Mailling Address Citizenship US
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In re patent of:

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

US. Patent No: 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket No.: NAR 0227 L

STATEMENT OF PATENT OWNER

PURSUANT TO 37 CFR §1.324(b)(3) IN SUPPORT OF

RES QUEST FOR CERTIFICATE CORRECTING INVENTORSHIP

NORMAN A. RAUTIOLA states as follows:

I. I am the Chief Executive Officer of Nartron Corporation, 5000 North US-IBI,

Reed City, Michigan 49677, the assignee of the joint inventors of US. Patent No. 5,796,183,

issued August 18, 1998, for “CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING

CIRCUIT.”

2. I am also the Manager of UUSI, LLC, a Michigan limited liability company, the

assignee of US. Patent No. 5,796,183, as evidenced by the assignment recorded in the

Assignment Branch of the US PTO at Reel 23679, Frame 803, recorded December 22, 2009.

3. I agree, on behalf of both Nartron Corporation and UUSI, LLC, to the change of

inventorship of U.S. Patent No. 5,796,183, adding Stephen R. W. Cooper and John M.

Washeleski as joint inventors with Byron Hourmand.
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4. Through my review of Nartron Corporation documents, I became aware that the

inventorship of the ‘183 patent was in error and needed to be corrected. Subsequently, steps

were taken by me to seek correction of that error. Unfortunately, the refusal of the sole inventor,

Mr. Hourrnand, to acknowledge the contributions of his fellow workers, Messrs. Cooper and

Washaleskj, as coinventors of the ‘183 patent made it necessary for suit to be filed against Mr.

Hourmand seeking correction of inventorship. Specifically, I authorized the filing of the civil

action styled Nartron Corp, 61 al v. Byron Hourmand, Civil Action No. l:lO—DV~691—RHB,

United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan (“the Michigan litigation”), for

the purpose of obtaining an order under 35 U.S.C. §256,1I2, for the Director of Patents and

Trademarks to issue a certificate of correction of inventorship. That civil action resulted in a

Consent Judgment with an accordant order,

5. Following resolution of the Michigan ligitation, I again authorized counsel for

Nartron Corporation and UUSI, LLC to request Byron Hourmand to execute an inventor’s oath

with his two coinventors, and again Mr. Hourrnand refused to do so.

6. Issuance of a certificate of correction of US. Patent No. 5,796,183 naming Mr.

Byron Hourmand, Stephen R. W. Cooper and John M. Washeleski as joint inventors is necessary

to preserve the rights of Nartron Corporation and UUSI, LLC and to prevent irreparable damage.

A issuance of a Certificate of Correction correcting inventorship is thus respectfully requested.

DECLARATION PURSUANT TO 35 C.F.R. §1.68

Norman A. Rautiola, having been warned that willful false statements and the like
are punishable by fine or imprisonment or both (18 U.S.C. §1001) and may
jeopardize the validity of any application or the patent issuing thereon, states that
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all statements made above on knowledge are true and all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true.

NORMAN A. RAU OLA
 

Chief Executive Officer

Nartron Corporation

a If

Dated: X)’ I" Z M i? :: g E
NORMAN A. RAUTIOLA

Manager —- UUSI, LLC

Datedzfi— // ' Zi//
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In re patent of:

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

US. Patent No.: 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket No.: NAR 0227 L

DECLARATION OF ROBERT C. J. TUTTLE

ROBERT C. J. TUTTLE makes the following declaration on personal knowledge,

except where indicated to be upon information and belief, and states as follows:

1. I am a member in good standing of the State Bar of Michigan (P25222), and a

registered patent attorney (Reg. No. 27,962).

2. The purpose of this declaration is to present facts pertinent to Byron Hourmand’s

refusal to Sign an inventor’s oath in relation to the request for a certificate of correction of the

inventorship of US. Patent No. 5,796,183 (“the ‘183 patent”).

3. The request for a certificate of correction, e-filed on September 14, 2010 as Appl.

No. 08601268, is based on the Consent Judgment approved by the Court and entered in the case

styled Nartron Corp, et al v. Byron Hourmand, Civil Action No. 1:10-DV-691-RHB, United

States District Court for the Western District of Michigan (“the Civil Action”). A copy of the

Consent Judgment is at Exhibit A.
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4. Byron Hourmand was represented in the matter by Michael Fabiano, Esq. of

Mazzerlla Caldarelli LLP, of San Diego, CA. Mr. Fabiano’s e-mail forwarding Mr. Hourmand’s

approval of the Consent Judgment is attached at Exhibit B.

5. The Complaint in the Civil Action sets forth in factual detail (with

contemporaneous documents as exhibits) the inventive contributions of John M. Washeleski and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, Ph.D., as joint inventors of claims 20, 21 and 27 of the ‘183 patent. See

Exhibit A, 115.

6. Mr. Hourmand, in consultation with his counsel, Mr. Fabiano, agreed to the

Consent Judgment, including the order in paragraph C. that the Director of Patents and

Trademarks issue a certificate of correction, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §256, 112.

7. On March 14, 2011, Petitions Examiner Thurman Page refused the request for a

certificate of correction on the ground that the request did not include a declaration signed by all

joint inventors. See Exhibit C.

8. Many attempts were made to reach Mr. Page by telephone after March 14, 2011,

but calls were not returned.1

9. After being unable to reach Mr. Page for the next three months, we sought to

obtain an inventors’ oath signed by all three joint inventors of the ‘183 patent.

10. On June 21, 2011, I both called and e-mailed Mr. Fabiano to request that Mr.

Hourmand sign an inventor’s oath. See e~mai1 thread of Exhibit D, p. 2.

1 I was informed by Ms. Sarah Svenson of the Petitions Office on July 21, 2011 that Mr. Page
was on leave, and that is why he did not return calls.
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11. I exchanged several emails with Mr. Fabiano on the status of this matter between

June 21, 2011 and July 8, 2011. Exhibit D.

12. After hearing nothing from Mr. Fabiano, on July 14, 2011, I called him to inquire

on the status of Mr. Hourmand’s signature of the inventors’ oath. He told me: “I no longer

represent him. I don’t know if anyone else represents him.”

13. I have since learned that Mr. Hourmand sent a letter to the US PTO on July 8,

2011, in which he recants on the stipulated facts in the Consent Judgment. Exhibit E.

14. In these circumstances, namely, Mr. Hourmand’s (i) dismissal of his counsel and

(ii) recanting on stipulated facts in the Consent Judgment, it is submitted that the requirements of

35 CF.R. §1.48(a)(3) (inventor oath for certificate of correction) and 35 CPR. §1.47(a)

(diligent effort to obtain signature of recalcitrant joint inventor on oath), have been met.

DECLARATION PURSUANT TO 35 C.F.R. §1.68

Robert C. J. Turtle, having been warned that willful false statements and the like

are punishable by fine or imprisonment or both (18 U.S.C. 1001) and may

jeopardize the validity of any application or the patent issuing thereon, states that
all statements made above on knowledge are true and all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true.

QM 6 same
ROBERT C. J. TUTTLE

 

Dated: (“Ltgkgw :1!“ (2 l Zdti
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Case 1:10—cv—00691-RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 1 of4 Page |D#145

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

NARTRON CORPORATION )

and UUSI, LLC, )
Plaintiffs, )

) Civi] Action No. 1:10-CV-691

Vv )

) Honorable Robert Holmes Bell
)

BYRON HOURMAND, ) United States District Judge
)

Defendant. )

)

CONSENT GMENT

Exhibit A
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Case 1:10-cv-00691-RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 2 of4 Page |D#146

The parties hereto consent to the entry of a judgment, on the terms stated below.

based on the following stipulation.

STIPULATION

1. Plaintiff Nartron Corporation was the owner at issuance of US. Patent No.-

5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), by assignment from defendant Byron Hourmand for good and

valuable consideration.

2. Nartron has since assigned the ‘183 patent to plaintiff UUSI, LLC,

3. The ‘183 patent at issuance named Byron Hourmand as sole inventor.

4. The ‘183 patent at issuance erroneously omitted John M. Washeleski, of

Cadillac, Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors.

5. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper are joint inventors of the

matter of independent claims 20, 21 and 27 (and claims dependent therefrom) of the ‘183 patent, as

proved by the pleaded matter in the Complaint, including exhibits thereto.

6. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooperhave stated that they arejoint

inventors and their omission was without deceptive intention. (Complaint Exhibits J and K.)

7. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have assigned their interests

as inventors of the ‘ 183 patent to plaintiff Nartron Corporation. (Complaint Exhibits H and I.)

8. Byron Hourmand agrees the error in omitting John M. Washeleski and

Stephen R. W. Cooper as joint inventors of the ‘183 patent was without deceptive intention.

9. Each party has read this agreement and had the assistance of counsel,
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Case 1:10—CV-00691—RHB DOC #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 3 of4 Page |D#’l47

GMENT

A. The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of and the parties to this

action.

B. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper were erroneously omitted as

joint inventors of US. Patent No. 5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), and such error occurred without

deceptive intention.

C. Under authority of 3S U.S.C. §256,‘112, the Court orders the Director of Patents

and Trademarks to issue a certificate of correction adding John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac,

Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors of US Patent

No. 5,796,183.

D. Byron Hourmand, as assignor of the ‘183 patent for good and valuable

consideration, is subject to the patent law doctrine of assignor estoppel from contesting the

ownership, validity and enforceability of the ‘183 patent.

E. Defendant Byron Hounnand is therefore enjoined from contesting the

owuership, validity or enforceability of US. Patent 5,796,183, along with persons in active concert

or participation with Byron Hourmand, who receive actual notice by personal service or otherwise.

F. The parties shall bear their own attorney fees and costs.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: September a, 2010 /s/ Robert Holmes Bell
 

HONORABLE ROBERT HOLMES BELL

United States District Judge
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Case 1:10-Cv-00691-RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 4 of4 Page ID#148

AGREED:

NARTR N CORPORATION

 Bymnflbunmum ;;;; '
B$ Norman A. Rautiola

/

: [cDgFAII _ uWhBfluunHmnmufi1” fz%L673 NkhlouthszdHMmflbn

Date: August 26, 2010 W“ 3/13/2010

UUSLLLC

   By.
No man A. Rautiola

1w: )74f65/i ' '

Dim August 26, 2010
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From: "Michael Fabiano" <mfabiano@mazzcal.com>
To: "Robert Tuttle“ <RTUTTLE@brookskushman.com>
Date: 8/24/2010 2:14 PM

Subject: Nartron v. Hourmand
Attachments: Hourmand sig pagepdf

Mr. Tuttle,

Attached is Mr. Hourmand‘s executed signature page. Please return your
client's signature page to me via e-mail or fax,

Thanks,

Michael D. Fabiano

Mazzarella Caldareili LLP

550 West C Street, Suite 700

San Diego, Calitornia 92101

1~619-238—4900

mfabiano@mazzcal.oom

This e-mail communication contains CONFlDENTlAL INFORMATION THAT ALSO
MAY BE LEGALLY PRIVILEGED and that is intended only for the use of the
intended recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient of this
communication, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution, downloading or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
notify us immediately by e-mail, or by telephone at 1-619-238—4900, and
delete this communication and destroy all copies. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Exhibit B
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AGREED:

NARTRON CORPORATION

By: Byron Hourmand '

Its: . a/k/a Bahram Hoummnd
a/k/a Joseph Oliver choutfoxt

 

Data: Date: 8//q/ 2-0/0

UUSI. LLC

Its:

Date:
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I;' UNITED STA!ms PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

 Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.mptogov

BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.
1000 TOWN CENTER

TWENTY-SECOND FLOOR ' MAILED
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

MAR 14 2011

OFFICE OF PETITIONS

In re Patent No. 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998 :

Application No. 08/601,268 : ON PETITION
Filed: January 31, 1996 '

Attorney Docket No.

This is a decision on the petition filed September 14,2010 under 37 CFR 1.323, which is being
treated as a request under 37 CFR 1.324 to correct the name of the inventors by way of a
Certificate of Correction. '

The request is DISMISSED.

. Petitioner request that the inventorship of this application be amended by the addition of JOHN
M. WASHELESKI of Cadillac, Michigan, and STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, of Fowlerville,

Michigan, based on the Consent Judgment dated September 8 2010 UNDER 35 USC 256.

The petition is dismissed for failure to submit an oath or declaration signed by all the inventors.
See 37 CFR 1.63.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision may be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-
0602. Inquiries regarding the issuance of a certificate of correction should be directed to the

' Certificate of Correction Branch at (57l) 272-4200.

-" 7am
Thurman K. Pa

Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions
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Robert C. Tuttle

From: Robert C. Tuttle

Sent: V Friday, July 08, 2011 10:15 AM

To: ‘ hhuber®nartron.com V
Subject: FW: Correcting the Inventorship of the Hourmand '183 Patent

From: mfabiano@mazzcal.com [mailto2mfabiano@mazzcal.com]

Sent: Friday, Joly 08, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Robert C. Tuttle

Subject: Re: Correcting the Inventorship of the Hourmand '183 Patent

No. I'll check with him.

Michael D. Fabiano

- mfabianoéflmazzcaleom
Sent from my BlackBerry

 

_ From "RobertC Tuttle" <rtutte@brookskushmancom>
Date: Fri, 8 Jul 2011 12:48:43 +0000 ,
To: Michael Fabiano<mfabiano@mazzca1com> . .

- Subject: RE: Correcting the Inventorship of theHourmand'183 Patent _
Hello Michael,

Any update on Mr. Hourmand’s approval of the declaration?

Bob Tuttle

From: Michael Fabiano [maiito:mfabiano@mazzcal.com]

Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Robert C. Tuttle ,

Subject: RE: Correcting the Inventorship of the Hourmand ‘183 Patent

Hi Bob, V

I received your message below and‘ydurVoioe—mail message'today. Your documents have been fo'rWarded to
_Mr. Hourmand. -I’ll be in touch after. he responds.

Thanks,

Michael D. Fabiano
Mozzarella Caldare/li LLP

550 West C Street, Suite 700

San Diego, California 92101
1—619—238—4900

mfabianonazzcalcom‘

Exhibit D
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This e-mail communication contains CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION THAT ALSO MAY BE LEGALLY PRlVlLEGED and that is intended only forthe
use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient of this communication, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution, downloading or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us
immediately by email. or by telephone at 1-619-238-4900, and delete this communication and destroy all copies. Thank you for your cooperation.

From: Robert C. Tuttle [mailto:rtuttle@brookskushman.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 12:59 PM
To: Michael Fabiano

Subject: Correcting the Inventorship of the Hourmand '183 Patent

Hello Mike,

This e-mail is sent in follow-up to the voice mail message left with your office today.

As you may recall, you represented Byron Hourmand in a suit brought in the Western District of Michigan under 35 USC

Sec. 256, para. 2 to amend the inventorship of the Hourmand ’183 patent.

We worked out a Consent Judgment directing the Director of the US PTO to issue a certificate of» correction.

Unfortunately, the bureaucratic jungle of the PTO has delayed the issuance of the certificate of correction on the
demand that the‘request include a declaration executed by all inventors. See attached denial of petition.

For this reason, I would kindly ask yourvcooperation in securing Mr. Hourmand’s signature on the attached declaration.

Another copy of the Consent Judgment is‘also attached for convenience of reference.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please call or email With any questions or comments.
Bob Tuttle‘

248—226-2731

No virus'found in this message.

Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
. Version: 10.0.13 82 / Virus Database: 1513/3717 — Release Date: 06/21/11
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1726 Creekside Ln.

Vista, CA 92081

Thurman K. Page
Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions .
United States Patent and Trademark Office _ RECEIVED
P.O.BOX 1450

JUL 1 l 2011Alexandria, VA 22313—1450

. ‘ OFFICE or PETlTlONS
In re Patent No.: 5,796,183

issue Date: August 18, 1998

Application No.: 08/601,268
Filed: January 31, 1996

Date of this letter: July, 8, 2011

Dear Thurman K. Page:

I received an email from Robert C. Tuttle, one of Nartron Corporation’s attorneys, asking me to sign
(under oath ) a Declaration for Patent Application and Power of Attorney, to include John M. Washeleski
and Stephen R. W. Cooper. I CANNOT do that since that would be a false statement. I was the sole

inventor on patent 5,796,183 and adding Washeleski and Cooper to the patent as co-inventors would be

a lie. I signed the Consent form because Nartron’s attorneys had been threatening me by lawsuit and

thousands of dollars in attorney fees, 1 had no money to fight them and I signed the consent to get
them off my back since they had been harassing me since December of 2008. Now, I am getting this
Declaration form, and I am being asked to sign under oath and if a false statement is made, it is
punishable by prison and fines. I simply cannot sign,,both morally and legally.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Byron Hourmand
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 31-Jan-1996

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND 

Filer: John E. Nemazi/Carolyn Bielaniec

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 11 1 (a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals—and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:

Extension-of—Time:
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Sub-Total in

Description Quantity USD($) 

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

10771652

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND

Customer Number: 22045

Filer Authorized By: John E. Nemazi 

Attorney Docket Number: NAR0227L

Filing Date: 31-JAN-1996

Time Stamp: 13:29:09

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 1 i 1(a) 

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

PaymentType Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $100

Deposit Account 023978

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part l.zip (ifappl.)

. . . 619744
Request_Certlflcate_CorrectIon

.pdf [73“ch b739d1602fC5f7707ff3c30885d32
439

Request for Certificate of Correction

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SBOG) fee-infopdf 160b359bcab263d3d4105583d0635ee998
e7a437

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

  
New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

. Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark. OfficeP.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

 
BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 TOWN CENTER

TWENTY-SECOND FLOOR

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075 MAILED

MAR 1 4 2011

In re Patent No. 5,796,] 83 : OFFICE OF PETITIONS
Issue Date: August 18, 1998 :

Application No. 08/601,268 : NOTICE

Filed: January 31, 1996

This is a notice regarding your request for acceptance of a fee deficiency submission under 37
CFR 1.28.

The Office no longer investigates or rejects original or reissue applications under 37 CFR 1.56.

1098 Off. Gaz. Pat. Office 502 (January 3, 1989). Therefore, nothing in this Notice is intended

to imply that an investigation was done.

Your fee deficiency submission under 37 CFR 1.28 is hereby ACCEPTED.

This application is no longer entitled to small entity status. Accordingly, all future fees paid in

this application must be paid at the large entity rate.

Inquiries related to this communication should be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-0602.

figu—
Thurman K. Page
Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions
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I UNITED STALIILS PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
www.05pto.gov

 
BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 TOWN CENTER

TWENTY-SECOND FLOOR ' MAILED
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

MAR 1 4 2011

OFFICE OF PETITIONS

In re Patent No. 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998 :

Application No. 08/601 ,268 : ON PETITION

Filed: January 31, 1996 '

Attorney Docket No.

This is a decision on the petition filed September 14, 2010 under 37 CFR 1.323, which is being

treated as a request under 37 CFR 1.324 to correct the name of the inventors by way of a
Certificate of Correction. '

The request is DISMISSED.

Petitioner request that the inventorship of this application be amended by the addition of JOHN

M. WASHELESKI of Cadillac, Michigan, and STEPHEN R. W. COOPER, of Fowlerville,

Michigan, based on the Consent Judgment dated September 8 2010 UNDER 35 USC 256.

The petition is dismissed for failure to submit an oath or declaration signed by all the inventors.
See 37 CFR 1.63. ‘

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision may be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-

0602. Inquiries regarding the issuance of a certificate of correction should be directed to the
I Certificate of Correction Branch at (571) 272-4200. I

3‘ [MIC
Thurman K. Pa

Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re patent of:

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

US. Patent No.: 5.796.183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket No.: NAR 0227 L

REQUEST FOR "CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION"

Attention Certificate of Correction Branch

Commissioner for Patents

US. Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

It is requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above—

identified patent under the provisions of 37 CPR. § 1.324, 35 U.S.C. 256 and the attached

Coult Order. The corrections noted are as follows:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following

joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan; and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan
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P/N: 5.796.183 Atty Dkt N0. NAR 0227 L

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the form for Certificate of Correction

(PTO/SB/44) together with a copy of the court order correcting inventorship. The

Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees to our Deposit Account No.

02-3978.

Respectfully submitted,

BRYON HOURMAND, et 211.

By /John E. Nemazi/
John E. Nemazi

Reg. No. 30,876

Attorney/Agent for Applicant
Date: December 8 2010 

BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C.

1000 Town Center, 22nd Floor
Southfield, MI 48075-1238

Phone: (248) 358-4400

Fax: (248) 358-3351
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183

APPLICATION NO. : 601,268

ISSUE DATE : August 18, 1998

INVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand et aI

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan, and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan. 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER:

BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C.

1000 Town Center, 22”d Floor
Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time Will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer,
US. Patent & Trademark Office, U S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

NARTRON CORPORATION )

and UUSI, LLC, )

Plaintiffs, )

) Civil Action No. 1:10-CV-69l

v. )

) Honorable Robert Holmes Bell

)

BYRON HOURMAND, ) United States District Judge

)

Defendant. )

)

CONSENT JUDGMENT
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The parties hereto consent to the entry of a judgment, on the terms stated below,

based on the following stipulation.

STIPULATION

1. Plaintiff Nartron Corporation was the owner at issuance of US. Patent No.

5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), by assignment from defendant Byron Hourmand for good and

valuable consideration.

2. Nartron has since assigned the ‘183 patent to plaintiff UUSI, LLC.

3. The ‘183 patent at issuance named Byron Hourmand as sole inventor.

4. The ‘183 patent at issuance erroneously omitted John M. Washeleski, of

Cadillac, Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors.

5. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper are joint inventors of the

matter of independent claims 20, 21 and 27 (and claims dependent therefrom) of the ‘183 patent, as

proved by the pleaded matter in the Complaint, including exhibits thereto.

6. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have stated that they are joint

inventors and their omission was without deceptive intention. (Complaint Exhibits J and K.)

7. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have assigned their interests

as inventors of the ‘183 patent to plaintiff Nartron Corporation. (Complaint Exhibits H and I.)

8. Byron Hourmand agrees the error in omitting John M. Washeleski and

Stephen R. W. Cooper as joint inventors of the ‘183 patent was without deceptive intention.

9. Each party has read this agreement and had the assistance of counsel.
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UDGMENT

A. The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of and the parties to this

action.

B. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper were erroneously omitted as

joint inventors of US. Patent No. 5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), and such error occurred without

deceptive intention.

C. Under authority of 35 US .C. §256,‘][2, the Court orders the Director ofPatents

and Trademarks to issue a certificate of correction adding John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac,

Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors of US. Patent

No. 5,796,183.

D. Byron Hourmand, as assignor of the ‘183 patent for good and valuable

consideration, is subject to the patent law doctrine of assignor estoppel from contesting the

ownership, validity and enforceability of the ‘183 patent.

E. Defendant Byron Hourmand is therefore enjoined from contesting the

ownership, validity or enforceability of US. Patent 5,796,183, along with persons in active concert

or participation with Byron Hourmand, who receive actual notice by personal service or otherwise.

F. The parties shall bear their own attorney fees and costs.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: September 8, 2010 /S/ Robert Holmes Bell
HONORABLE ROBERT HOLMES BELL

United States District Judge
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AGREED:

mam NCORPORATION

 
5Byron Hounmnd ; '

By: Norman A. Rautiola
/

m: 7 5/05”) . alk/aBaluamHommandI I, K; alkanoseph Oliver deMontfort

Date: August 26 , 2010 W“ 8/1. 9/ 2°“)

UUSI.LLC

 
No man A. Rautiola

Its: Ma’s ' .

Data August 26, 2010
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

8968964

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND

Customer Number: 22045

Filer Authorized By: John E. Nemazi 

Attorney Docket Number: NAR0227L

Filing Date: 31-JAN-1996

Time Stamp: 12:58:28

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

. . 234467
Corrected_Request_for_CertIfIc

ate_of_Correction.pdf
Request for Certificate of Correction e335dld7c8695933d20cc8943453038dflc7

(I345

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 234467 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVTTED STATES DEPARTVIF‘NT 0F COM—MERGE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addl'ESS. COMMTSSTOVFIR FOR PATENTSP O Box 1 4 50

Alexandtia) Yngnia 22313-1450wwwusptc .gov
 

 
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET No./TITLE

08/601,268 01/31/1996 BYRON HOURMAND NAR01-P-310
CONFIRMATION NO. 3176

PRICE HENEVELD COOPER POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE
DEWITT & LITTON

695 KENMOOR DRIVE SE llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
P 0 BOX 2567 00000004 778328
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501

Date Mailed: 12/02/2010

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 1 1/24/2010.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

lsharris/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVTTET‘I STATES DEPARTVIF‘N'I‘ 0F COM'MERCFI
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMMTSSTOVFR FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandtiay‘hjgnia 22313-1450wwwusptogov
 

 
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET No./TITLE

08/601,268 01/31/1996 BYRON HOURIWAND NAR0227L
CONFIRMATION NO. 3176

22045 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER
BROOKS KUSHMAN PC.

1000 TOWN CENTER llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll00000004 778 6
TWENTY-SECOND FLOOR

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
Date Mailed: 12/02/2010

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 1 1/24/2010.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

Ishanis/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888—786-01 01

page 1 of 1
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

US. Patent N0.: 5,796,183

Issue Date: Aug. 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket N0.: NAR 0227L

STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 3.7300)
ESTABLISHING RIGHT OF ASSIGNEE TO TAKE ACTION

Commissioner for Patents

US. Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450

Sir:

UUSI, LLC, a corporation having its principal offices at 5000 North US.

Highway 131 Reed City, Michigan 49677, is the assignee of the entire right, title and interest

in the above-identified application, US. Patent No. 5,796,183, by virtue of an assignment

from Nartron Corporation to UUSI, LLC thereof dated December 17, 2009. The assignment

was recorded in the US. Patent and Trademark Office on, December 22, 2009 at Reel

023679, Frames 0803.

By Virtue of an assignment from Byron Hourmand to Nartron Corporation

thereof dated January 31, 1996. The assignment was recorded in the US. Patent and

Trademark Office on, February 4, 1997 at Reel 008443, Frames 0749.

By Virtue of an assignment from Byron Hourmand to Nartron Corporation

thereof dated January 31, 1996. The assignment was recorded in the US. Patent and

Trademark Office on, January 31, 1996 at Reel 008254, Frames 0496.
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US. Patent No. 5,796,183 Atty Dkt No. NAR 0227 L

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf

of UUSI, LLC.

Respectfully submitted,

UUSI, LLC.

By /John E. Nemazi/
John E. Nemazi

Reg. No. 30,876

Attorney for Applicant

Date: November 23 2010 

BROOKS KUSHMAN RC.

1000 Town Center, 22nd Floor

Southfield, MI 48075—1238
Phone: 248—358—4400

Fax: 248-358-3351

lk)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
 

88991 85

Confirmation Number:
 

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND

PRICE HENEVELD COOPER

DEWI'I'I' & LI'I'I'ON

695 KENMOOR DRIVE SE

Correspondence Address: P 0 BOX 2567

GRAND RAPIDS

US -

 

John E. NemaZi/Maryann Kostiuk

Attorney Docket Number: NAROI-P-310

Receipt Date: 24-Nov-2010
 

Filing Date: 31—JAN—1 996

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing:
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Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

545481

Power of Attorney Signed_POA.pdf e1 58d 1 2d381 07365efd323d7300639e3ca4
14dcf

Information:

Assignee showing of ownership per 37
CFR 3.7303). Statementpdf I03d74(C8c8b2c9293(359b0cc4aa92b6c3

0003

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 599135

 
 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/ROI105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application. 
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Fee. History 
 

. , Q u e r y
Revenue Accounting and Management

. Name/Number: 5796183 Total Records Found: 5

c Start Date: Any Date End Date: Any Date
5t ' Date Sequence Num. Fee Type Fee Code Fee Amount Mailroom Date

C 11/05/2010 > 00000023 2 & $3,385.00 11/04/2010
02 00008668 2 fl $2,055.00 02/18/2010
02/27/2006 00000010 2 fig $1,150.00 02/21/2006
01/14/2002 00000123 2 fl $880.00 11/02/2001

; 13; $100.00 01/25/199901/29/1999 00000380
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W THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in Re Patenth-r 5.796.183 Date: August 18, 1998 : RECEIVED
Application No.; 08/601,268 Filing Date: January 31, 1996 NOV=U 892010

Title: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT OFFICE OF PETITIONS

Docket No.: 164814
' CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE

i hereby certify that this paper is being faxed today to the Maintenance
Fee Branch, 2051 Jamieson Ave. Suite 300, VA 223] a

: I .- _ A D
By: '5 A LCW'ISCam 

11/85/2310 DRLLEII BEBIBBED 5796163

Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office 81 FC:1599 3355 an up
Attn: Maintenance Fees '
2051 Jamieson Avenue, Suite 300
Alexandria, VA 22314
571-273-6500

NOTIFICATION UNDER 37 CFR 117(9) 0F ERROR IN PAYMENT OF SMALL ENTITY FEE
FOR U.S. PAT. NO. 5,796,183

Dear Sir or Madam:

U.S. Patent No. 5,796,183 (hereinafter “the ‘183 patent") issued on August 18, 1998.

The assignee of record of the ‘183 patent is UUSI, LLC. (hereinafter IUUSI").

At the time the ‘183 patent was filed and through the time of issuance of the ‘183 patent,

Nartron Corporation, a predecessor in interest to DUSI was a small entity, as the total number of

employees, including all affiliates, subsidiaries and related companies under the control of

Nartron was less than 500 employees. Thus, small entity status was claimed upon filing of the

application that matured into the ‘183 patent and all Patent Ofiice fees associated with the

prosecution of the ‘183 patent were properly paid under small entity status.

As explained on the accompanying Verified Statement under 37 CFR 1.28(c). due to

licensing of the. '1 B3 patent to an entity not entitled to small entity status under 37 CFR 1.27 the

10f2

PAGE 119* RCVD AT 111412010 11:23:38 AM [Eastern Daylight Time] * SVR:USPTO-EFXRF-5l32* DNIS:2736500 * CSID:21662140?2 ‘ DURATION (mm-85120146
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second (8‘h year) and third (12‘h year) maintenance fees were erroneously paid as a small entity

and should have been paid as a large entity.

The total deficiency of $3385.00 (enclosed herewith) represents the amount of fees due

to the erroneous payment. As show on the accompanying Verified Statement, this deficiency

represents the _8 year maintenance fee under the now Current fee schedule as a large entity,

namely, $248000, less the amount actually paid as a small entity, namely, $1150.00, in addition

to the ampunt for a 12 year maintenance fee under the new current fee schedule as a large
entity, namely, $41 10,-Iess the amOunt actually paid as a small entity, namely, $2055.

Accordingly. authorization to charge a credit card in the amount of $3385 is enclosed herewith.

Please charge any additional fees or credit any overpayments to deposit account number 20-

0090.

If any fees additional fees are determined to be due in connection with filing this

document or any other document required to be filed during the remaining term of the ‘183

patent, the Commissioner is authorized to charge those fees to deposit account no. 20-0090. If

any extension of time is required in connection with filing this document or any document filed

during the remaining term of the ‘183 patent, such petition for extension of time is hereby made

and is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted. :

   
Staph n J. Schultz

Reg. No. 29,108
Taroili, Sundheim, Covell 8.
Tummino LLP

1300 East Ninth Street
Suite 1700

Cleveland, OH 44114 .

(216) 621 -2234
(216) 621 -4072 Fax
sschultz@tarolli.com

20f2
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IN: THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Patent No.: 5,796,183 Issue Date: August 18, 1998 RECEIVED

Application No.: 08/601,268 Filing Date: January 31, 1996 NOV“ ,0 8"2010

Title: Capacitive'Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit f OFFICE OF PEIITIONS

Docket No.: 16-814
1 CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE

I hereby certify that this paper is being faxed today to the
Maintenance Fee Branch, 2051 Jamleson Ave, Suite 300,
VA 22314

_ L.|— VD 
Carrie A. Lewis 

Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office
Attn: Maintenance Fees

2051 Jamieson Avenue, Suite 300
Alexandria, VA 22314
571—273—6500

VERIFIED STATEMENT UNDER 128(0) EXPLAINING ERROR IN PAYMENT
OF MAINTENANCE FEE UNDER SMALL ENTITY STATUS

FOR U.S. PAT. NO. 5,796,183

Dear Sir or Madam:

This Verified Statement is made by a person having personal knowledge

to explain how the error in payment occurred and when it was discovered in

connection with the accompanying NOTIFICATION UNDER 37 CFR 127(9) OF

ERROR IN PAYMENT OF SMALL ENTITY FEE FOR US. PAT. NO. 5,796,183,

(hereinafter “the “183 patent").

1 of 6 Attorney Docket No. 16-814
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Stephen J. Schultz, an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of

Ohio and further licensed to practice before the United States Patent and

Trademark Office (Reg. No. 29108) states that:

1. Application Serial No. 08/601,268 which matured into the “183

patent, was filed-on January 31, 1996 and issued on April 18, 1998. The

assignee of record of the '183 patent is UUSl, LLC as indicated in the records of

the United States Patent and Trademark Office (herein, US‘PTO) at reel 023679

and frame 0803 based on an assignment from Nartron Corporation to UUSI. LLC

dated December 17, 2009 that was recorded on December 22, 2009.

2. I Upon information and belief, at all times discussed herein the total

number of empIOyees of Nartron Corporation, including all affiliates, subsidiaries

and related companies under the control of Nartron Corporation was less than

500 employees and therefore, absent other facts, Nartron Corporation was

entitled to payment of any fees in the USPTO for proseCUtion, issuance and

maintenance as a small entity.

3. 'Upon information and belief, from December 17,2009 to the present

the total number'of employees of UUSI, LLC, including all affiliates, subsidiaries

and related companies under the control of UUSl, LLC was less than 500

employees and therefore, absent other facts, UUSI. LLC was entitled to payment

of any fees in the USPTO for maintenance as a small entity.

2 of 6 Attorney Docket No. 16—8 14
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4. Upon information and belief, the law firm of Price Heneveld, Cooper et

al, PO. Box 2567, Grand Rapids, Ml 4901. (herein Price. Heneveld) represented

Nartron infmatter's before the USPTO regarding the ‘183 patent up to and

including payment of the first (4th year) maintenance fee.

5. Upon information and belief, the first maintenance fee was paid on or

about November 2, 2001 as a large entity and upon information and belief

Nartron Corporation informed the USPTO that it no longer claimed small entity

status in regard with the “183 patent.

6. Subsequent to the payment of the first maintenance fee the patent file

maintained by the Price, Heneveld firm was transferred to me at my then current

employer,'Watts, Hoffmann Co. LPA along with a pending corresponding

German patent application and upon information and belief, I helped Nartron

Prosecute the German patent application to issuance.

7. in early February 2006, | corresponded with Mr Norman Rautiola at

Nartron to. inquire whether or not I should pay the secdnd (8th year) maintenance

fee and if so, shduld it be paid as a large or small entity.

8. in response to my inquiry, l was instructed by Mr Rautiola to pay the

fee as a small entity and accordingly a claim for small entity status was mailed to

the USPTO along with payment of the second maintenance fee as a small entity
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in the amount $551,150.00. This payment is acknowledged in the records of the

uspro as being paid on or about February 21, 2006.

9. : My present employer, the law firm of Tarolli, Sundheim, Covell &

Tummino-LLP, utilizes Computer Patent Annuity Services, inc. of Rockville,

Maryiand (hereinafter “CPI") for payment of certain fees and annuities, including

US. patent maintenance fees.

10. in February. 2010 a third maintenance fee in the amount of

$2055.00 was paid by CPl under small entity status. This payment is

acknowledged in the records of the USPTO as being paid on or about February

18m,2010.

11. On October 29, 2010 I was informed by Mr Robert Tuttle of the firm of

Brooks & Kushman, 1000 Town Center, Twenty-Second Floor. Southfield, MI,

48075, that as early as January 2005, the ‘183 patent had been licensed by

Nartron Corporation in a confidential litigation settlement agreement to an entity

that qualifies as a large entity under 37 CFR 1.27 and that therefore the second

(8th year) maintenance fee should have been paid as a large entity on behalf of

Nartron and that the third (1 2m year) maintenance fee should have been paid as

a large entity on behalf of UUSI, LLC. UpOn information and belief, when

instructing me to pay the second maintenance fee as a small entity, Mr Rautiola
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was not rnindfulof either a) the existence of the license or b) the effect this

litigation settlement had on Nartron's status as a small entity for the ‘183 patent.

12. The following is an itemization of the payment made and the

deficiency owed for the ‘183 patent according to the now current USPTO fee

schedule (37 CFR 1.20(f & 9)), resulting from the change to large entity status:

  
i Actually

Date Descrigtion Paid Owed

February 21, 2006 8th Yr Maintenance Fee $1150 $2480

February 18, 2010 12th Yr Maintenance Fee $2055 $4110

Total deficiency owed: § 3385.

13. Any error in paying the above listed fees as a: small entity was

without deceptive or fraudulent intent and was inadvertent.
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‘14. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own

knowledge are true and that all statements made on inforn’iation and belief are

believed to be true; further that these statements were made with the knowledge

that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonrnent, or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code

and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the ‘183

patent.

 Date: NW 7 510/0 _ §%50%-
Steph n J. Schultz

Reg. No. 29,108
Tarolli, Sundheim, Covell &
Tummino LLP

1300 East Ninth Street

Suite 1700

Cleveland, OH 44114

(216) 621-2234

(216) 621—4072 Fax

sschuttz@tarolli.com
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Case 1:10-cv—00691—RHB Doc #9 Filed 09/09/10 Page 1 of 5 Page lD#149

Q A0 120 Rev. 3/2004

Mail Stop a ' REPORT ON THE
T0: Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING 0R DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. BOX_ 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT 0R
Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 TRADEMARK 

In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Western District of Michigan on the following [2 Patents or E] Trademarks:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
‘ 1:10-cv-691 07/20/2010 Western District of Michigan -

PLAINTIFF

NARTRON CORPORATION et al. BYRON HOURMAND

DEFENDANT

_—
—_
——

  
 
 

  at Grand Rapids  
 
 

  
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

1n the above—entitled case, the following patem(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY '
D Amendment Ci Answer [:1 Cross Bill 1:! Odier Pleading

PATENT OR , DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER 0F PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

  
 

_—

  
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGMENT

See attached Consent Judgment entered 9/8/10

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

By /s/ G. Prayer

1‘

CLERK
TRACEY CORDES
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- ' . 9

Be... Available Copy_,- ‘0‘ .w .
/

/o,f_, 0 >
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

' P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 2231 @1450www.uspto.gov

Date ' : WM 9/ 60/0

Patent No. - : 5796183

l.nventor(s): : 08/601268

Issued . :August 18,1998 '-
Title ~ CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Re: Request for Certificate of Correction

Consideration has been given your request for theissuance of a certificate of correction for the above-
identified patent under the provisions of Rules 1.322 and l .,323

With respect to the alleged error concerning the addition of1nventors' names; the inventorsSate printed1n
accordance with the Declaration and/or ADS submitted at the time of filing the applicationfor the filing of

a petition during pendency. Review of the application file does not reveal a petition/amendment that meet

the requirement of changing the inventorship. Accordingly, correction is not warranted under I. 322 or
1323 as filed. ~‘

In view of the foregoing, your request is hereby denied.

However, your attention is directed to 37 C.F.R. l .,324 wherein a request is being made to add or delete '
inventor(s), afterissuance of the patent. .-

Any inquiry concerning this Communication should be directed to Ms. A. Green at (703) 75:6-1541.

rake"
ry Diggs, Supervisor

Decisions & Certificates

of Correction Branch

(703) 7561580 or 703756 [5%

Brooks Kushman, PC.

1000 Town Center, 22nd Floor ,

Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

mg
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Best Available Copy, 3“

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
' P.0. BOX 1450

Alexandria VA 22313- 1450wwwuspto.gov

Date ' : WM Q] 67)”)

Patent No. : 5796183

Inventor(s): :08/601268

Issued :August 18 1998 ‘
Title :CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Re: Request for Certificate of Correction

Consideration has been given your request for theissuance of a certificate of correction for the above-
identified patent under the provisions of Rules 1.322 and l323. '

With respect to the alleged error concerning the addition of inventors' names; the inventors are printed in
accordance with the Declaration and/or ADS submitted at the time of filing the application or the filing of

a petition during pendency Review of the application file does not reveal a petition/amendment that meet
the requirement of changing the inventorship. Accordingly, correction is not warranted under 1.322 or
1. 323 as filed

In view of the foregoing, your request is hereby denied.

However, your attention is directed to 37 C.F.R. 1.324, wherein a request is being made to add or delete 4
inventor(s), after issuance of the patent. _~

Any inquiry conceming this communication should be directed to Ms. A. Green at (703) 756-1541.

ride"
ry Diggs, Supervisor

Decisions & Certificates

' of Correction Branch

(703) 756-1580 or 703-756- (5%/

Brooks Kushman, PC.

1000 Town Center, 22rld Floor ,
Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

/arg
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re patent of:

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

US. Patent N0.: 5,796,183

Issue Date: August 18, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket N0.: NAR 0227 L

RES QUEST FOR "CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION"

Attention Certificate of Correction Branch

Commissioner for Patents

US. Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

It is requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above-identified

patent under the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.323. The corrections noted are as follows:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following

joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan; and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan
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P/N: 5,796,183 Atty Dkt No. NAR 0227 L

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the form for Certificate of Correction

(PTO/SB/44) together with a copy of the court order correcting inventorship. The amount of

$100 pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.20(a) has been paid by electronic submission herewith. The

Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees to our Deposit Account No. 02—

3978.

Respectfully submitted,

BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

By /John E. Nemazi/
John E. Nemazi

Reg. No. 30,876

Attorney/Agent for Applicant

Date: September 14, 2010

BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C.

1000 Town Center, 22‘ml Floor
Southfield, MI 48075-1238

Phone: (248) 358—4400

Fax: (248) 358-3351
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183

APPLICATION NO. : 601,268

ISSUE DATE : August 18, 1998

INVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand et aI

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan, and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan. 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER:

BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C.

1000 Town Center, 22”d Floor
Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time Will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer,
US. Patent & Trademark Office, U S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

NARTRON CORPORATION )

and UUSI, LLC, )

Plaintiffs, )

) Civil Action No. 1:10-CV-69l

v. )

) Honorable Robert Holmes Bell

)

BYRON HOURMAND, ) United States District Judge

)

Defendant. )

)

CONSENT JUDGMENT
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(Ease 1:10—ov—00691—RHB Doc: #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 2 of 4 Page ED#146

The parties hereto consent to the entry of a judgment, on the terms stated below,

based on the following stipulation.

STIPULATION

1. Plaintiff Nartron Corporation was the owner at issuance of US. Patent No.

5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), by assignment from defendant Byron Hourmand for good and

valuable consideration.

2. Nartron has since assigned the ‘183 patent to plaintiff UUSI, LLC.

3. The ‘183 patent at issuance named Byron Hourmand as sole inventor.

4. The ‘183 patent at issuance erroneously omitted John M. Washeleski, of

Cadillac, Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors.

5. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper are joint inventors of the

matter of independent claims 20, 21 and 27 (and claims dependent therefrom) of the ‘183 patent, as

proved by the pleaded matter in the Complaint, including exhibits thereto.

6. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have stated that they are joint

inventors and their omission was without deceptive intention. (Complaint Exhibits J and K.)

7. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have assigned their interests

as inventors of the ‘183 patent to plaintiff Nartron Corporation. (Complaint Exhibits H and I.)

8. Byron Hourmand agrees the error in omitting John M. Washeleski and

Stephen R. W. Cooper as joint inventors of the ‘183 patent was without deceptive intention.

9. Each party has read this agreement and had the assistance of counsel.
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(Ease 1:10—cv—0069’1—RHB Doc: #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page 3 cf 4 Page ED#147’

UDGMENT

A. The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of and the parties to this

action.

B. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper were erroneously omitted as

joint inventors of US. Patent No. 5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), and such error occurred without

deceptive intention.

C. Under authority of 35 US .C. §256,‘][2, the Court orders the Director ofPatents

and Trademarks to issue a certificate of correction adding John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac,

Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors of US. Patent

No. 5,796,183.

D. Byron Hourmand, as assignor of the ‘183 patent for good and valuable

consideration, is subject to the patent law doctrine of assignor estoppel from contesting the

ownership, validity and enforceability of the ‘183 patent.

E. Defendant Byron Hourmand is therefore enjoined from contesting the

ownership, validity or enforceability of US. Patent 5,796,183, along with persons in active concert

or participation with Byron Hourmand, who receive actual notice by personal service or otherwise.

F. The parties shall bear their own attorney fees and costs.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: September 8, 2010 /S/ Robert Holmes Bell
HONORABLE ROBERT HOLMES BELL

United States District Judge
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(Ease 1:10—Cv—0069’1—RHB Doc: #8 File-3d 09/08/10 Page 4 (3f 4 Page ED#148

AGREED:

mam NCORPORATION

 
5Byron Hounmnd ; '

By: Norman A. Rautiola
/

m: 7 5/05”) . alk/aBaluamHommandI I, K; alkanoseph Oliver deMontfort

Date: August 26 , 2010 W“ 8/1. 9/ 2°“)

UUSI.LLC

 
No man A. Rautiola

Its: Ma’s ' .

Data August 26, 2010
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 31-Jan-1996

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND 

Filer: John E. Nemazi/Claire Flood

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 11 1 (a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals—and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:

Extension-of—Time:
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Sub-Total in

Description Quantity USD($) 

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
 

8414033

Confirmation Number:
 

Title of Invention: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: BYRON HOURMAND

PRICE HENEVELD COOPER

DEWI'I'I' & LI'I'I'ON

695 KENMOOR DRIVE SE

Correspondence Address: P 0 BOX 2567

GRAND RAPIDS

US -

 

John E. NemaZi/Claire Flood

Attorney Docket Number: NAROI-P-310

Receipt Date: 14-SEP-2010
 

Filing Date: 31—JAN—1 996

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

 
Submitted with Payment yes
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Deposit Account 023978

Authorized User

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

131207

Request for Certificate of Correction Requestpdf 16531 611 dfbel 9I502erIC98-5Iffb9e8'l 90H

Fee Worksheet (PTO—875) fee—info.pdf 06d 5rfParrffiad37579h3rfi93P88n=f83d73
0209

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 161421 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICEW {Vt/fig
In re patent of: 7/ /% /0
BRYON HOURMAND, et al.

US. Patent No.: 5,796,183

Issue Date: August IS, 1998

For: CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Attorney Docket No.: NAR 0227 L

RE UEST FOR "CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION"

Attention Certificate of Correction Branch

Commissioner for Patents

US Patent & Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

It is requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above-identified

patent under the provisions of 37 CPR. § 1.323. The corrections noted are as follows:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following

joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan; and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan

“:22;
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PTO/SW44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010, OMB 0651-0033

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,188

APPLICATION NO. : 601,268

ISSUE DATE : August 18, 1998

iNVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand et al

A it is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that
' said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

The inventorship of this patent is amended to add the following joint inventors:

John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac, Michigan, and

Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan.

.~r. 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER:

BROOKS KUSHMAN Po.
1000 Town Center, 22"d Floor
Southfield, Michigan 48075-1238

This collection oI information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1,323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Otiioer,
US, Patent 8. Trademark Office, US, Departmentoi Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Attention Certificate oi Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, PO, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Case1z10-cv-006.RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Page.f4 Page |D#145

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF NIICHIGAN

NARTRON CORPORATION )

and UUSI, LLC, )

Plaintiffs, )

) Civil Action No. 1:10-CV-69l

v. )

) Honorable Robert Holmes Bell

) ,

BYRON HOURMAND, ) United States District Judge
)

Defendant. )

)

CONSENT UD MENT
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Case1:10-cv—OO.RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Pag‘M PagelD#146

The parties hereto consent to the entry‘of a judgment, on the terms stated below,

based on the following stipulation.

STIPQLATION

1. Plaintiff Nanton Corporation was the owner at issuance of US Patent No.

5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), by assignment from defendant Byron Hourmand for good and

valuable consideration.

2. Nartron has since assigned the ‘183 patent to plaintiff UUSI, LLC.

3. The ‘183 patent at issuance named Byron Hourmand as sole inventor.

4. The ‘183 patent at issuance erroneously omitted John M. Washeleski, of

Cadillac, Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors.

S. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper are joint inventors of the

matter of independent claims 20, 21 and 27 (and claims dependent therefrom) of the ‘183 patent, as

proved by the pleaded matter in the Complaint, including exhibits thereto.

6. John'M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have stated that they are joint

inventors and their omission was without deceptive intention. (Complaint Exhibits J and K.)

7. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper have assigned their interests

as inventors of the ‘ 183 patent to plaintiff Nattron Corporation. (Complaint Exhibits H and I.)

8. Byron Hourmand agrees the error in omitting John M. Washeleski and .

Stephen R. W. Cooper as joint inventors of the ‘ 133 patent was without deceptive intention.

9. Each party has read this agreement and had the assistance of counsel.
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Case 1:10-cv-00.RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Pag‘fct Page ID#147

,I QQQMENT

A. . The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of and the parties to this

action. I

B. John M. Washeleski and Stephen R. W. Cooper were erroneously omitted as

joint inventors of US. Patent No. 5,796,183, (“the ‘183 patent”), and such error occurred without

deceptive intention.

C. Under authority of 35 U.S.C. §256,‘112, the Court orders the DirectorofPatents

and Trademarks to issue a certificate of correction adding John M. Washeleski, of Cadillac,

Michigan, and Stephen R. W. Cooper, of Fowlerville, Michigan, as joint inventors of US. Patent

No. 5,796,183.

D. Byron Hourmand, as assignor of the ‘183 patent for good and valuable

consideration, is subject to the patent law doctrine of assignor estoppel from contesting (the

ownership, validity and enforceability of the ‘183 patent.

E. Defendant Byron Hourmand is therefore enjoined from contesting the

ownership, validity or enforceability of US. Patent 5,796,183, along with persons in active concert

or participation with Byron Hourmand, who receive actual notice by personal service or otherwise.

F. The parties shall bear their own attorney fees and costs. I

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: September 8, 2010 - /s/ Robert Holmes Bell
HONORABLE ROBERT HOLMES BELL

United States District Judge
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Case1:10-cv-OO.RHB Doc #8 Filed 09/08/10 Pag'm Page|D#148

AGREED:

1mm: NCORPORATION

 Byron Hour-mud ; ’
BF Norman A. Rautiola

/’

: IC>EVV1 , dthumunHmnmmm1'3 /7I({5 and: Joseph Olivermm‘

Date: August 26, 2010 ”3“” 3/13/2010

UUSI.LLC

 
No man A. Rautiola

Its: Mgfi' .

Data August 26,_ 2010
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Case 1:10-cv-00691-RHB Doc #9 Filed 09/09/10 Page 1 of 5 Page |D#149

\ A0 i20 Rev. mood ' -
Mail Stop 8 REPORT. ON THE

T0: Director of the us. Patent and Trademark Office . FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN
P.O. BOX 1450 Am A RDIN A
Alexandria, VA 2231 3-1450 0N RE'IgRADEMm TENT 0R 

In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § “16 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Western District of Michigan on the following m Patents or D Trademarks:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED us. DISTRICT COURT
‘ 1 :1 0-cv-691 07/2012010 Western District of Michigan - at Grand Rapids

PLAINTIFF

NARTRON CORPORATION et al. BYRON HOURMAND

DEFENDANT

PATENT 0R DATE OF PATENT '

I 5,796.1 83 08’13/1998 Nnriron Corporation - _

——_

1n the above—entitled case, the following paient(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY ‘ '
.T D Amendment Answer [:3 Cross Bill [:1 Other Pleading

HOLDER or PATENT on TRADEMARK

 
  

  

  

 
 

  

  
 

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

 

in the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGMENT

See attached Consent Judgment entered 9/ 8/ 1 0

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

BY /s/ G. Prayer

‘.

CLERK
TRACEY CORDES  

180
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Case 1:10—cv—00691—RHB Doc#4 Filed 07/21/10 Page 1 of 2 Page ID#133

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE

T01 Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING 0R DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. BOX. 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT 0R
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK
 

In Compliance with 35 § 290 and/or l5 U.S.C. § 1 116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court Western District of Michigan on the following m Patents or E] Trademarks:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED US. DISTRICT COURT . .
1:10-CV-691 07/20/2010 Western District of Michigan - at Grand Rapids -

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

NARTRON CORPORATION 61 al. _ BYRON HOURMAND

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 5796 183 08/ 1 8/1 998 Nurtron Corporutlon 
In the above—entitled case the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BYE:l Amendment D Answer [:1 Cross Bill Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

In the abovegentitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment issued:
DECISION/JUDGMENT

 
 

 

 

   

 
 
CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

TRACEY CORDES By /s/ R. Wolters 07/21/2010

—Continued on Page 2‘
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DATE

TO SPE OF : ART UNIT __z§_35__

' SUBJECT : Request for Certificate of Correction for Appl. No.: 081601268 Patent No.: 5796183

CofC mailroom date: 12-06-10

Please respond to this request for a certificate of correction within 7 days.

FOR IFW FILES:

Please review the requested changes/corrections as shown in the COCIN document(s) in the IFW

application image. No new matter should be introduced, nor should the scope or meaning of the
claims be changed.

Please complete the response (see below) and forward the completed response to scanning using
document code COCX.

FOR PAPER FILES:

Please review the requested changes/corrections as shown in the attached certificate of correction.

Please complete this form (see below) and fon/vard it with the file to:

Certificates of Correction Branch (CofC)
Randolph Square — 9010-A
Palm Location 7580

Certificates of Correction Branch

Angela Green

Thank You For Your Assistance

The request for issuing the above-identified correction(s) is hereby:
Note your decision on the appropriate box.

Cl Approved All changes apply.

D Approved in Part Specify below which changes do not apply.

D Denied State the reasons for denial below. 
PTOL-306 (REV. 7/03)
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Pennsylvania Middle District Version 3.0.4 - Docket Report
x.

Page 1 of 8

HBG, STANDARD

US. District Court

United States District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania (Harrisburg)

QRG, Ltd., a/k/a .Quantum Research Group, Ltd. v.
NARTRON CORPORATION

Assigned to: Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo
Case in other court: US. District Court, Western District of

PA, 2:06-CV-500

Cause: 2812201 Declaratory Judgement

Plaintiff

QRG, LTD.

a/k/a Quantum Research Group, Ltd.

Pm‘. 4' spansln

           

https://ecf.pamd.cird3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0-1

 tisavps
5. 7 1 b. 1 i 3

9'. 83 1,319

5: O 87, 33:“;

V.

Defendant

NARTRON CORPORATION

l

              

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 1:06-cv-01777-SHR
SOLICITOR

MAY 15 2007

FF
Date Filed: 09/1 2/266% ”"3" 5 “mm" 0- “5
Jury Demand: Both
Nature of Suit: 830 Patent

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Internal Use Only

Andrew E. Falsetti

Reed Smith LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-288-3 844

Email: afalsetti@reedsmith.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

represented by

Gene A. Tabachnick

Reed Smith LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-288-3258

Email: gtabachnick@reedsmith.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert B. Hoffman

Wolf Block

213 Market Street, 9th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17101

(717) 237-7182

Email: rhoffman@wolfblock.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY T0 BE NOTICED

represented by Mark D. Chuey
Brooks Kushman PC.

1000 Town Center

05/10/2007
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Case 2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1 Filed 04/13/2006 .. . Page 2 of 5

Case 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page 2 of 6

i
l

3. Defendant Nartron is located at 5000 North [IS-131, Reed City, Michigan.

Upon infon‘ilation and belief, Defendant is doing business, has carried out substantial business,

and has hadi other substantial contacts within this judicial district.

4. This Court hasjurisdiction over the subject matter ofthis action under the

provisions of28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, l332(a)(2), 1338(3), 2201 and 2202, and venue is proper under

28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c).

COUNT I — DECLARATORY JUDGIVEENT

5. Defendant claims to be the owner ofUnited States Letters Patent Nos.

4,731,548 (“the ‘548 Patent"), 4,758,735 (“the ‘735 Patent"), 5,796,183 (“the ‘ 183 Patent”),

4,831,279 (“the ‘279 Patent"), and 5,087,825 (“the ‘825 Patent”), hereinafier referred to

collectively as “the Patents."

6. Defendant and its primary shareholder, Norman Rautiola, have a

reputation for; being litigious, and aggressively pursuing even dubious infringement claims.
l

7. Defendant has repeatedly threatened Plaintifi‘, both in Writing and orally,

with patent infringement. Defendant, for example, wrote that Plaintifi’s Form QProx product “is

obviously an infringement ofour patented technology” and declared that “[w]e intend to pursue

                        
this claim of iiifiingement and suggest that you immediately contact our attorney . . . .”

l

l
8. Defendant’s litigious nature was not diminished by its filing for Chapter

11 bankruptcyi. Defendant petitioned the bankruptcy court so Nartron could employ a law firm

to prosecute patent infringement actions on a contingency fee basis during its reorganization.

_2-        
184
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Case 2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1 Filed 04/13/2006.. Pa.ge,3..of.5.,_ .

Cas‘e 2:05-mc—02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page 3 of 6

9. Defendant’s evontual emergence fi'om bankruptcy enabled Nartron to

continue itslstring of infringement suits, and upon infonnation and belief; Defendant is currently

engaged in int least two other patent litigations.

10. Despite Defendant’s threats to the contrary, Plaintifl' has not infi'inged any

          
valid claim of the Patents as properly construed.

11. Furthermore. by virtue of the proceedings in the United States Patent and

Trademark (iffice during prosecution ofthe Patents, and by virtue of the admissions,

representations and comessions made by or on behalfof the named inventors and their

representativ‘les, Defendant is estepped from censtming any claims ofthe Patents to cover any
product made, used, sold, or offered for sale by Plaintifl'.

‘ 12. Plaintiff further alleges that each ofthe claims of the Patents is invalid

and/or unenforceable and ofno legal effect against Plaintiff for failure to comply with the Patent

Statute including, but not limited to, 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103 and 112 and/or because the alleged

inventors and owner of the Patent and/or their attorneys failed to properly discharge their duty of

candor and good faith in their dealings with the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

l

13. By reason ofthe foregoing, an actual controversy between Plaintifl'and

Defendant exists as to the alleged infringement, validity, and enforceability of the Patents.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffprays for the following relief:                        
185
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Case l2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1

Casfe 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1

m

Filed 04/13/2006 Page.4,of 5

Filed (14/13/2006 Page 4 01'6

1. That the Court enter judgment declaring that Plaintiff‘s capacitive touch

sensor products have not and do not infringe any valid and enforceable claim ofUnited States

Letters Patent Nos. 4,731,548, 4,758,735, 5,796,183, 4,831,279, and 5,087,825;

2. That the Court declare that the claims ofUnited States Lettets Patent Nos.

4,731,548, 4,758,735, 5,796,183, 4,831,279, and 5,087,825 are invalid and the Patents

unenforceable;

pursuant to $5 U.S.C. § 285; and

that the Court deems appropriate.

DATED: Aplril 13, 2006                                   [8/ Andrew E. Falserti

Gene A. Tahachnick
PA 1.0. # 73032
Frederick H. Colen

PA LD. # 21833

Andrew E. Falsetti
PA LD. # 90856

REED SMITH LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-3258/4164/3844

Counsel for Plaintiff

QRG, Ltd.

186

3. That the Court enter judgment declaring this case to be exceptional

4. That the Court award to Plaintifi counsel fees, costs, and all other relief
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V __._._..._

Case gzoe—cv—oosoo—DWA Document1—1 Filed 04/13/2006 Pagefi of5

Ca§le 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04113/2006 Page 5 of 6

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

QRG, LTD., J

Plaintiff, ; Civil Action No.

vs. ;

NARTRON‘ CORPORATION, ;

Defendant. 3

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

‘ Pursuant to Rule 38 ofthe Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure, Plaintiffhereby

demands ajury tn'a! for all issues properly tn'able before a jury.

DATED: Aphl 13, 2006 /s/ Andrew E. FaJsetti
Gene A. Tabachnick

PA LD. # 73032
Frederick H. Colen

PA LD. # 21833
Andrew E Falsetti
PA LD. # 90856

REED SMITH LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-325814164/3844

                 
Counse! for Plaintiff

QRG, Ltd.       
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Pennsylvania Middle District Version 3.0.4 - Docket Report Page 2 of 8

22nd Floor

Southfield, MI 48075-1238
248—358—4400

Email: mchuey@brookskushman.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Mark A. Grace

Cohen & Grigsby PC
11 Stanwix Street

15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222-1319
412-297-4900

Email: mgrace@cohenlaw.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert C.J. Tuttle

Brooks Kushman PC.

1000 Town Center

22nd Floor

Southfield, MI 48075-1238
248-358-4400

Email: rtuttle@brookskushrnan.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Thomas C. Wettach

Cohen & Grigsby, PC
11 Stanwix Street

15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-297-4900

Email: twettach@cohenlaw.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Jill L. Bradley

Cohen & Grigsby, RC.

11 Stanwix Street, 15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-297-4707

Email: jbradley@cohenlaw.eom
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Counterclaim Plaintiff

NARTRON CORPORATION represented by Mark D. Chuey
(See above for address)
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0-1 05/10/2007
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Pennsylvania Middle District Version 3.0.4 - Docket Report Page 3 of 8

Mark A. Grace

(See above for address)
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert C.J. Tuttle

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Thomas C. Wettach

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNE Y

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Jill L. Bradley

(See above for address)
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

V.

Counterclaim Defendant

QRG, LTD. represented by Andrew E. Falsetti

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Gene A. Tabachnick

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert B. Hoffman

Wolf Block Schorr and Solis-Cohen,
LLP

213 Market Street, 9th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17101

(717) 237—7182

Email: rhoffinan@wolfblock.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

A TTORNEY T0 BE NOTICED

Date Filed “ Docket Text
09/12/2006 01 Case transferred in from District of Western District of Pennsylvania;

Case Number 2:06-CV-500. Original file with documents numbered 1-

17, certified copy of transfer order and docket sheet received, filed by

QRG, LTD. (Attachments: # 1 Civil Cover Sheet # 2 Receipt# 3 Doc. 2-
 

 
https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658—L_3 53_0-1 05/10/2007
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09/ 13/2006

09/ l 3/2006

09/20/2006

09/21/2006

09/21/2006

09/21/2006

1U!14>-                       
Disclosure Statement# 4 Doc. 3- Summons# 5 Doc. 4- Motion to

Dismiss# 6 Proposed Order to Motion to Dismiss# 1 Doc. 5- Brief in

Support to Motion to Dismiss# g Exhibit A# 9 Exhibit B# m Exhibit C#

u Doc. 6- Notice of Appearance by Thomas C. Wettach# Q Doc. 7-

Notiee; Response to Motion to Dismiss# 13 Doc. 8- Motion for

Discovery# 14 Proposed Order for Motion for Discovery# fl Exhibit 1#
E Exhibit 2# fl Exhibit 3# 18 Exhibit 4# fl Exhibit 6# @ Exhibit 7# 2_l

Exhibit 8# 2 Exhibit 9# 2; Exhibit 5 (Motion for Discovery)# 24 Doc.

9- NoticezResponse to Motion for Discovery# 25 Doc. 10- Brief in Opp.

to Motion for Discovery# 26 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 2_7

Exhibit B (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 2_8_ Exhibit C (Brief in Opp. for

Discovery)# 23 Exhibit D- (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# fl Doc. 11-

Order Granting Motion for Discovery# 3_l_ Doc. 12- Brief in Opp. to

Motion to Dismiss# 32 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)#

_3_3_ Exhibit B (Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# fl Exhibit C (Brief

in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# Q Declaration of Richard T. Ting# fl

Declaration of Andrew E. Falsetti# fl Declaration of Harald Philipp# fl
Declaration of Chris Bede# fl Doc. 3 - Motion for Leave to File a Brief

in Reply# 40 Exhibit A (Motion to File Brief in Reply)# 41 Doc. 14-

Response to Motion for Leave to File a Brief in Reply# Q Supplemental
Declaration of Richard Ting# 13 Doc. 15~Order Granting Motion to File

Brief in Reply# 44 Doc. 16- Brief in Reply# fl Exhibit A (Brief in

Reply)# 5L6 Doc. 17- Order Denying Motion to Dismiss. ADDITIONAL
ATTACHMENTS ADDED-TRANSFER LETTER AND DOCKET

FROM WESTERN DISTRICT OF PA(s) added on 9/ 13/2006 (crh, ).
(Entered: 09/13/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSION FORM SENT to Andrew E. Falsetti, Mark A.

Grace & Thomas C. Wettach (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

02 Transfer Letter to Counsel (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

03 NOTICEzA Case Mgmnt Conf has been set for 10/24/2006 @ 9:15 AM
before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by phone and the
call is to initiated by the pltf. unless otherwise agreed upon. A joint case

mgmnt plan is to be filed n/l/t 10/ l7/06.(ma, ) (Entered: 09/20/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Andrew
E. Falsetti on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Andrew E. Falsetti is

seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111

146455 (Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Gene A.

Tabachnick on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Gene A. Tabachnick is

seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111

146455 (Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

NOTICE of Appearance by Robert B. Hoffman on behalf of QRG, LTD.

(Hoffman, Robert) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

 
  
  

  
  

  
  

 

 

09/22/2006 01 SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Andrew Falsetti,

Esq. on behalf of ORG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

https://ecf.pamd.circ:?.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658—L_3 53_O-1 05/10/2007
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09/22/2006

09/29/2006

09/29/2006

10/02/2006

10/02/2006

10/06/2006

10/17/2006

10/18/2006

1 0/ 1 8/2006

10/19/2006

1 0/ 1 9/2006

1 0/24/2006

https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?4971246253 69658-L_3 53_O-1
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09/22/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 09/22/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Gene Tabachnick,

Esq. on behalf of QRG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

09/22/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 09/22/2006)

02 PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark D.
Chuey on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark D.

Chuey is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number:

111 146486 (crh, ) (Entered: 09/29/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Robert

C.J. Tuttle on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Robert

C.J. Tuttle is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt

Number: 111 146485. (crh, ) (Entered: 09/29/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark D. Chuey,

Esq. on behalf of Nartron/Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/02/2006)

OE SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Robert Tuttle, Esq.
on behalf ofNartron.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/02/2006)

0Q ANSWER to Complaint by NARTRON CORPORATION.
(Attachments: # l Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B)(Bradley, Jill) (Entered:

10/06/2006)

QM CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN by QRG, LTD.. (Falsetti, Andrew)
(Entered: 10/17/2006)

01: PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark A.
Grace on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark A.

Grace is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number:

111 146621. (crh, ) (Entered: 10/18/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Thomas

C. Wettach on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Thomas

C. Wettach is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt

Number: 111 146621. (crh, ) (Entered: 10/18/2006)

011 SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark Grace, Esq.
on behalf of NartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/19/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/19/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Thomas Wettach,

Esq. on behalf ofNartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/ 19/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/19/2006)

029 ORDER - STANDARD CASE MANAGEMENT TRACK Case placed
on the 08/2007 trial list. Cases on this list are scheduled to begin on

9/4/2007 following all j/s's starting at 9:30 AM. A date certain may be

discussed at the PTC which is set for 8/ 17/2007 @ 1:30 PM; Discovery

due by 2/28/2007. Dispositive Mtns due by 6/20/2007. PTMs due by

05/10/2007

191
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11/01/2006

11/16/2006

11/27/2006

1 1/30/2006
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8/1 0/2007. See order for other ddls. Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

10/24/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 10/24/2006)

MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) by NARTRON

CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Certificate of Compliance With

Local Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: l 1/01/2006)

02 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to

Fed. R. Civ.P. 12(b) (I) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.

(Attachments: # 1 Declaration of John E. Nemazi# 2 Exhibit(s) A — G)

(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/01/2006)

02_3_ BRIEF IN OPPOSITION re 21 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to

Fed.R. Civ.P. 12(b) (I) filed by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1

Affidavit /Declaration of Harald Philipp# 2 Exhibit(s) 1# 3 Exhibit(s) 2#

51 Exhibit(s) 3# fi Exhibit(s) 4# 6 Exhibit(s) 5# Z Exhibit(s) 6# 3 Exhibit

(3) 7)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 11/ 16/2006)

0% REPLY BRIEF re 2_1 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12

(b)(/) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit

(3) 1)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/27/2006)

0;; MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: #1
Certificate of Compliance with Local Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)

(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 11/3 0/2006)

0B
l

12/01/2006 °2_6 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re _2_5_ MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption filed
by QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 12/01/2006)

12/01/2006

02/12/2007

03/02/2007

03/02/2007

https://ecf.pamd.circ3

 ORDER deferring ruling on Motion to Clarify E pending decision on

dft's mtn to dismissSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 12/01/06 (ma, )

(Entered: 12/01/2006)

03 NOTICE by QRG, LTD. ofDismissal ofRelated Action (Attachments: #
1 Appendix Eastern District of Michigan Order and Opinion Granting

Motion to Dismiss)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 02/12/2007)

030 MEMORANDUM AND ORDER: Denying in part dfi's mtn to dismiss
21 as follows: a) The Court will reserve ruling with regard to the

"capacitivetouch sensor products and related components" issue and

grant Pltf lv toamend the complaint on or before 4/2/07.b) Mtn is denied

in all other respects.2) Pltf's Mtn to Clarify the Case Caption 26

isGRANTED. The Clrk shall change the case caption as to pltf to read:

"QRG, Ltd., a/k/a Quantum Research Group,Ltd., Plaintiff." All future

filings shall display this caption. 3) An amended cmo will follow.Signed
by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 03/02/07 (ma, ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)

031 AMENDED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER: J/S and Trial continued

to the 10/1/2007 list beginning at 9:30 AM before Honorable Sylvia H.

Rambo. Discovery due by 3/30/2007. Dispositive Mts ddl 7/20/2007.

PTMs due by 9/7/2007. PTC rescheduled for 9/ 14/2007 @ 10:00 AM
before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. See order for other ddls.Signed by

Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 03/02/07. (ma, ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)

.dcn/cgi—bin/DktRpt.pl?497l 24625369658-L_353_0-1 05/ 10/2007
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03/08/2007

 
03/ 1 9/2007

03/20/2007

03/23/2007

03/26/2007

03/29/2007

03/29/2007

04/12/2007 ‘

04/23/2007

04/23/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

https://ecf.pamd.circ$.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0—1
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02 AMENDED COMPLAINT against NARTRON CORPORATION, filed
by QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/08/2007)

03_3'_ ANSWER to Amended Complaint, COUNTERCLAIM against all
defendants by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered:

03/19/2007)

Correction made to docket sheet to reflect QRG, LTD. as the

Counterclairn Defendant with appropriate counsel listed as per the

3/19/07 Amended Complaint and Counterclaim 2;. (dfm ) (Entered:

03/20/2007)

0% MOTION to Strike Counterclaim by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # I
Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 2 Exhibit(s) C# & Exhibit(s) D# i Brief in

Support# é Proposed Order)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/23/2007)

0,3; BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by

\ QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/26/2007)

0% REPLY BRIEF re _3_fi MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by
NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit

(8) B# 31 Exhibit(s) C - Part 1# 4_ Exhibit(s) C - Part 2# Q Exhibit(s) D# Q

Exhibit(s) E# Z Exhibit(s) F# _8_ Exhibit(s) G# 2 Exhibit(s) H1319 Exhibit

(5) I)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)

Q3_7 CERTIFICATE of of Compliance by NARTRON CORPORATION re
E Reply Brief,. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)

0 8 REPLY BRIEF re 3 MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by QRG,
LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 04/ 12/2007)

02 MEMORANDUM AND ORDER denying pltf‘s Motion to Strike
35.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 04/23/07 (ma, ) (Entered:
04/23/2007)

Qfl NOTICE: A scheduling Conference has been scheduled for 5/10/2007 @
9:00 AM before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by

phone with the call to be initiated by the p1tf.Signed by Judge Sylvia H.

Rambo on 04/23/07. (ma= ) (Entered: 04/23/2007)

ofl REPLY/ ANSWER to Counterclaimfor Patent Infiingement by QRG,
LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

Judgment Claimfor Unenforceabilt'ty ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-

Suit by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/07/2007)

ofl STATEMENT OF FACTS re i2 MOTION for Partial Summary
Judgment on Plaintifi’QRG's Declaratory Judgment Claim for

Unenforceabt'lity ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-Suz‘t filed by
NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Index of Exhibits# 2

Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 51 Exhibit(s) C)(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/07/2007)

05/10/2007
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05/07/2007 0&4; BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 5; MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on
PlaintiflQRGk Declaratory Judgment Claimfor Unenjbrceability of The

Five Nartron Patents-In-Suit filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.

(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

i 05; EXHIBIT A to Briefin Support by NARTRON CORPORATION re 4;},
Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

0% EXHIBIT PROPOSED ORDER by NARTRON CORPORATION re 4_Z
MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on PlaintiflQRG’s Declaratory

Judgment Claimfor Unenforceabiliol ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-

Suit. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

 
 

 

 
 

  
05/07/2007

 
  

05/07/2007

05/07/2007 0&1 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment that the Nartron Patents-In-
Suit Are Not Invalid by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I

Proposed Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

04_§ STATEMENT OF FACTS re fl MOTION for Partial Summary
Judgment that the Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by

NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Index# 2 Exhibit(s) A#

3 Exhibit(s) B# 4_ Exhibit(s) C# § Exhibit(s) D# Q Exhibit(s) E)(Grace,

Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

032 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment
that the Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by NARTRON

CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I Exhibit(s) A)(Grace, Mark)

(Entered: 05/07/2007)

Gig CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word-Count Limit by NARTRON
CORPORATION re fl Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered:

05/08/2007)

CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word—Count Limit by NARTRON

CORPORATION re i9 Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/08/2007)

 
 

 
  

05/07/2007

 
  
  
 

  05/07/2007

  
  
 05/08/2007

  
 

 

 05/08/2007

  
 

 
 

05/08/2007

 should be filed simultaneously with their corresponding proposed orders,
exhibits and any certificates as attachments to the main documents and

not as individual documents. (dfm ) (Entered: 05/08/2007)
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Case 21:06-cv-00500-DWA DocumenH-t Filed 04/13/2006 Pagetoffi

Case 2:05-mc-02025 Document1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page1of6v

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

QRG, LTD., )

Plaintiff, i Civil Action No.

i

NAR’I‘RONCORPORATION, ; [JURY TRIALDEMANDED]
Defendant. i

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT COMPLAINT

Plaintifl“ QRG, Ltd. (“QRG”), by its counsel Reed Smith LLP, hereby alleges the

following for its Declaratory Judgment Complaint against Defendant Nartron Corporation

(‘Nartmn"): i

1. This is a civil action arising under the provisions of the Declaratory

Judgment Act, 28 U. S.C. §§ 2201 et seq, and the patent laws of the United States,

35 U.S.C. §§ 1 er seq., to declare the rights and legal relations of the parties, an actual justifiable

controversy existing between the parties with respect to Plaintifl'QRG’s free right to make, use,

sell. and offer for sale its capacitive touch sensor products and related components which are

used in a wide array ofproducts in various industries.

2. Plaintifi‘is a British corporation with its U.S. office at 65! Holiday Drive,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

                             
PGlG-Wm-AEFALSET U13“ 3:31 PM
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HBG, STANDARD

US. District Court

United States District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania (Harrisburg)

QRG, Ltd., a/k/a .Quantum Research Group, Ltd. v.
NARTRON CORPORATION

Assigned to: Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo
Case in other court: US. District Court, Western District of

PA, 2:06-CV-500

Cause: 2812201 Declaratory Judgement

Plaintiff

QRG, LTD.

a/k/a Quantum Research Group, Ltd.

Pm‘. 4' spansln

           

https://ecf.pamd.cird3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0-1

 tisavps
5. 7 1 b. 1 i 3

9'. 83 1,319

5: O 87, 33:“;

V.

Defendant

NARTRON CORPORATION

l

              

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 1:06-cv-01777-SHR
SOLICITOR

MAY 15 2007

FF
Date Filed: 09/1 2/266% ”"3" 5 “mm" 0- “5
Jury Demand: Both
Nature of Suit: 830 Patent

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Internal Use Only

Andrew E. Falsetti

Reed Smith LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-288-3 844

Email: afalsetti@reedsmith.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

represented by

Gene A. Tabachnick

Reed Smith LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-288-3258

Email: gtabachnick@reedsmith.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert B. Hoffman

Wolf Block

213 Market Street, 9th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17101

(717) 237-7182

Email: rhoffman@wolfblock.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY T0 BE NOTICED

represented by Mark D. Chuey
Brooks Kushman PC.

1000 Town Center

05/10/2007
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Case 2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1 Filed 04/13/2006 .. . Page 2 of 5

Case 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page 2 of 6

i
l

3. Defendant Nartron is located at 5000 North [IS-131, Reed City, Michigan.

Upon infon‘ilation and belief, Defendant is doing business, has carried out substantial business,

and has hadi other substantial contacts within this judicial district.

4. This Court hasjurisdiction over the subject matter ofthis action under the

provisions of28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, l332(a)(2), 1338(3), 2201 and 2202, and venue is proper under

28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c).

COUNT I — DECLARATORY JUDGIVEENT

5. Defendant claims to be the owner ofUnited States Letters Patent Nos.

4,731,548 (“the ‘548 Patent"), 4,758,735 (“the ‘735 Patent"), 5,796,183 (“the ‘ 183 Patent”),

4,831,279 (“the ‘279 Patent"), and 5,087,825 (“the ‘825 Patent”), hereinafier referred to

collectively as “the Patents."

6. Defendant and its primary shareholder, Norman Rautiola, have a

reputation for; being litigious, and aggressively pursuing even dubious infringement claims.
l

7. Defendant has repeatedly threatened Plaintifi‘, both in Writing and orally,

with patent infringement. Defendant, for example, wrote that Plaintifi’s Form QProx product “is

obviously an infringement ofour patented technology” and declared that “[w]e intend to pursue

                        
this claim of iiifiingement and suggest that you immediately contact our attorney . . . .”

l

l
8. Defendant’s litigious nature was not diminished by its filing for Chapter

11 bankruptcyi. Defendant petitioned the bankruptcy court so Nartron could employ a law firm

to prosecute patent infringement actions on a contingency fee basis during its reorganization.

_2-        
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Case 2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1 Filed 04/13/2006.. Pa.ge,3..of.5.,_ .

Cas‘e 2:05-mc—02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page 3 of 6

9. Defendant’s evontual emergence fi'om bankruptcy enabled Nartron to

continue itslstring of infringement suits, and upon infonnation and belief; Defendant is currently

engaged in int least two other patent litigations.

10. Despite Defendant’s threats to the contrary, Plaintifl' has not infi'inged any

          
valid claim of the Patents as properly construed.

11. Furthermore. by virtue of the proceedings in the United States Patent and

Trademark (iffice during prosecution ofthe Patents, and by virtue of the admissions,

representations and comessions made by or on behalfof the named inventors and their

representativ‘les, Defendant is estepped from censtming any claims ofthe Patents to cover any
product made, used, sold, or offered for sale by Plaintifl'.

‘ 12. Plaintiff further alleges that each ofthe claims of the Patents is invalid

and/or unenforceable and ofno legal effect against Plaintiff for failure to comply with the Patent

Statute including, but not limited to, 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103 and 112 and/or because the alleged

inventors and owner of the Patent and/or their attorneys failed to properly discharge their duty of

candor and good faith in their dealings with the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

l

13. By reason ofthe foregoing, an actual controversy between Plaintifl'and

Defendant exists as to the alleged infringement, validity, and enforceability of the Patents.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffprays for the following relief:                        
198
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Case l2:06-cv-00500-DWA Document 1-1

Casfe 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1

m

Filed 04/13/2006 Page.4,of 5

Filed (14/13/2006 Page 4 01'6

1. That the Court enter judgment declaring that Plaintiff‘s capacitive touch

sensor products have not and do not infringe any valid and enforceable claim ofUnited States

Letters Patent Nos. 4,731,548, 4,758,735, 5,796,183, 4,831,279, and 5,087,825;

2. That the Court declare that the claims ofUnited States Lettets Patent Nos.

4,731,548, 4,758,735, 5,796,183, 4,831,279, and 5,087,825 are invalid and the Patents

unenforceable;

pursuant to $5 U.S.C. § 285; and

that the Court deems appropriate.

DATED: Aplril 13, 2006                                   [8/ Andrew E. Falserti

Gene A. Tahachnick
PA 1.0. # 73032
Frederick H. Colen

PA LD. # 21833

Andrew E. Falsetti
PA LD. # 90856

REED SMITH LLP

435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-3258/4164/3844

Counsel for Plaintiff

QRG, Ltd.

199

3. That the Court enter judgment declaring this case to be exceptional

4. That the Court award to Plaintifi counsel fees, costs, and all other relief
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Case gzoe—cv—oosoo—DWA Document1—1 Filed 04/13/2006 Pagefi of5

Ca§le 2:05-mc-02025 Document 1075-1 Filed 04113/2006 Page 5 of 6

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

QRG, LTD., J

Plaintiff, ; Civil Action No.

vs. ;

NARTRON‘ CORPORATION, ;

Defendant. 3

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

‘ Pursuant to Rule 38 ofthe Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure, Plaintiffhereby

demands ajury tn'a! for all issues properly tn'able before a jury.

DATED: Aphl 13, 2006 /s/ Andrew E. FaJsetti
Gene A. Tabachnick

PA LD. # 73032
Frederick H. Colen

PA LD. # 21833
Andrew E Falsetti
PA LD. # 90856

REED SMITH LLP
435 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 288-325814164/3844

                 
Counse! for Plaintiff

QRG, Ltd.       
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Pennsylvania Middle District Version 3.0.4 - Docket Report Page 1 of 2
SOLICITOR

MAY 15 2007 ATYADM, HBG
0.3, PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

US. District Court _

United States District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania (Harrisburg)
CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 1:07-cv-00483-YK

Internal Use Only

The Hershey Company et al v. Vermont Nut Free Chocolates Date Filed: 03/14/2007

Company, Inc. 1 Jury Demand: Plaintiff

Assigned to: Honorable Yvette Kane Nature of Suit: 840 Trademark
Cause: 15 : 1051 Trademark Infringement Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Plaintiff

The Hershey Company represented by Harvey Freedenberg
McNees, Wallace & Nurick

y 100 Pine St.
T" “‘3' 3.98am PO. Box 1166

a. 5- Harrisburg, PA 17108—1166"3 7‘ ‘5 717-237-5267
a, 137,181 Fax: 17172375300

‘ Email: hfreedenberg@mwn.com3
1' o "9 3" LEADATTORNEY
I, o 3 9. pa 5 ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Paul C. Llewellyn

Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10022

(212) 836-8000

Email: pllewellyn@kayescholer.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Plaintiff

Hershey Chocolate & Confectionery represented by Harvey Freedenberg

Corporation ‘ (See above for address)
1 LEAD A T?"ORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

I Paul C. Llewellyn

1 (See above for address)

g LEAD A TTORNEY
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

V. .
Defendant 1

Vermont Nut Free Chocolates

i

https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?215445994203029-L_353_0-1 05/10/2007
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Company, Inc. 1ll

_
0_1_ COMPLAINT - N/C to cnsl; jury trial demanded. ( Filing fee $350,

Receipt Number 111000924) (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit

(s) B# 3 Receipt# 4 Civil Cover Sheet)(jc) (Entered: 03/15/2007)

SUMMONS ISSUED as to defendant. (jc) (Entered: 03/15/2007)

SPECIAL ADMISSION FORM AND ECF REGISTRATION FORM

SENT to Paul C. Llewellyn, Esquire. (jc) (Entered: 03/ 15/2007)

03/15/2007 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT PURSUANT To FRCP 7.1. (jc) (Entered:

I

Date Filed

03/14/2007
  

  

 
 
  

 
  
  

 

 

 
03/14/2007

03/15/2007

03/16/2007)

     
03/ 16/2007

 Signed by Judge Yvette Kane on March 16, 2007. (sc) (Entered:

03/16/2007)

04 SCHEDULING ORDER: ~ IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Case

Management Conference is set for 8/ 1/2007 at 10:00 AM via telephone.

Pltf's cnsl Shall initiate the call. The Joint Case Mgmt Plan is due by

8/27/07. Signed by Judge Yvette Kane on April 30, 2007. (sc) (Entered:

04/30/2007)

95 AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER - CMC is scheduled for 8/1/07 at

10:00am via telephone. The Joint Case Mgmt Plan is due no later than

*7/27/07. 4 Signed by Judge Yvette Kane on May 1, 2007. (sc) (Entered:

05/01/2007)

04/30/2007

05/01/2007

05/10/2007

 G

      
  

i
httpszllecfpamd.cich‘.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?215445994203029-L_353_0-1 05/10/2007
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II

ORlGlNAL
“ IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
i MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

THE HERSHEY COMPANY and

HERSHEY LPHOCOLATE &
CONFECTIoNERY CORPORATION, 3 CIVIL ACTlON N0. 4 34% 05* 4&3

Plaintiff's,

v. E JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

VERMONT NUT FREE CHOCOLATES

COMPANY, INC.,

Defendant.    
t w  

Confectionery Corporation (“Hershey Chocolate") (hereinafier collectively referred to as

“Hershey"), for their complaint against defendant Vermont Nut Free Chocolates Company, Inc.

(“defendant” or “'Vennom") for trademark infringement, trade dress infringement, false

designation oft}~ origin, trade dress dilution and unfair competition, plead and allege as follows:

NATURE AND BASIS OF THE ACTION

l. I This action is brought by Hershey against Vermont under the Tianhain Act. 15

L'.S.C. § 105 list 59432, and state law, seeking preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, profits.
l

damages and Other relief relating to defendant‘s knowing adoption and use oi‘a conical product

configuration for a chocolate candy product which it sells in it conical, foil-wrapped packaging

   
configuration that infringes and dilutes the well-known federally registered trade dresses used in

connection witih Hershey’s KISSES» linc ot‘prodncts.
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2. 3. llershey Chocolate is the owner and Hershey Company the licensee of the

famous, federally registered KISSES® product trade dress, consisting of a conically-shapod

chocolate candy (the “Kisses Product 'l‘rnde Dress”) and the famous, federally registered

KlSSESg‘ packaging trade dress, consisting of a conical toil-wrapped packaging similar in shape
l

to the Kisses" Product Trade Dress (the ”Kisses Packaging Trade Dress”) (together with the

 
Kisses Prodtiet Trade Dress, the “Kisses Trade Dresses”). Hershey uses Kisses Trade Dresses in

connection with a variety of conical. foil-wrapped chocolate candies offered in silver foil

wrapping as well as various other colors. Hershey’s KISSES“t brand products and the Kisses

Trade Dressds have achieved universal fame and monumental sales. and the marks are well

known to consumers throughout the United States.

3. ii The Kisses 'l‘rade Dresses have been widely advertised in the United States for

decades on television, in print advertising and in other media, and Hershey has made billions of

dollars of sales ol‘KISSES® products under the Kisses Trade Dresses throughout the United

States. As a result of Hershey’s longstanding use and extensive advertising of the Kisses Trade

Dresses, the trade dresses have developed strong secondary meaning and are famous among

consumers, who have come to associate the Kisses Trade Dresses and their prominent conical

shape and foil-wrapped conical shape excl usivcl y with chocolate candy products emanating from

    
Hersh ey.

4. i Defendant has adopted for its “Chocolate Drop" chocolate candy product a

conical product configuration and conical foil~wrapped packaging configuration (as in the Kisses

l
'l'radc Dresses’) that infringes the Kisses Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging Trade Dress,

and uniawt'ulliy trades on the goodwill and reputation Hershey has established through its use andl

promotion of its products and the Kisses Trade Dresses, Defendant’s infringement of the Kisses
l

205
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 Trade Dresses is likely to cause consumers, purchasers and others to be confused or mistaken

into believit‘t‘lig that defendant’s conically-shaped, foil-wrapped Chocolate Drop chocolate candy
!

products originate with, are sponsored or approved by, emanate from, or are otherwise assoeiated

with, Hershey or the source ofthe KlSSESlg brand products. In addition, defendant’s use of the

nearly identical product configuration and packaging of its chocolate candy products, dilutes theI

distinctive aiid famous Kisses Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging Trade Dress.l!

5. 1 Unless such acts ol'inl‘ringemenl, dilution. unfair competition and false
I

designation of origin are enjoined, Hershey will suffer irreparable injury for which there is no

adeq uate remedy at law.

I PARTIES

6. ” Hershey Company is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the

State of Delaillware, with its principal place ofbusiness at 100 Crystal A Drive, Hershey,
i

Pennsylvania 17033. Hershey Company is a major manufacturer and seller of chocolate,

confectionery and snack products, including the well-known and very successful line ofl

Kisses” candy products.

7. Hershey Chocolate is a corporation organized and existing under lhe laws ofthe

State of Delai‘l‘vare. with its principal place of business at 4860 Robb Street, Wheat Ridge,
i

Colorado 80033. Hershey Chocolate is a wholly-owned subsidiary oflIershey Company and is

the owner of the KISSES“ trademarks and the KiSses Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging

Trade Dress, which Hershey Chocolate has licensed Hershey Company to use,i

8. ' 011 information and belief, defendant Vermont is a corporation organized andt

existing undertthe laws of the State of Vermont, with an address at 10 Island Circle, Garden Isle,

Vermont, 054$8. On information and belief. Vermont is engaged in the business of
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22nd Floor

Southfield, MI 48075-1238
248—358—4400

Email: mchuey@brookskushman.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Mark A. Grace

Cohen & Grigsby PC
11 Stanwix Street

15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222-1319
412-297-4900

Email: mgrace@cohenlaw.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert C.J. Tuttle

Brooks Kushman PC.

1000 Town Center

22nd Floor

Southfield, MI 48075-1238
248-358-4400

Email: rtuttle@brookskushrnan.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Thomas C. Wettach

Cohen & Grigsby, PC
11 Stanwix Street

15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-297-4900

Email: twettach@cohenlaw.com
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Jill L. Bradley

Cohen & Grigsby, RC.

11 Stanwix Street, 15th Floor

Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-297-4707

Email: jbradley@cohenlaw.eom
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Counterclaim Plaintiff

NARTRON CORPORATION represented by Mark D. Chuey
(See above for address)
LEAD ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0-1 05/10/2007
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munufactriring, distributing and selling candy products, including the infringing products at issue
in this lawhuit.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

9. The Court has subject matter jurisdictiOn over the trademark infringement,

trademark dilution, false designation oforigin and unfair competition claims pursuant to the

Lanham Adt, 15 U.S.C. § 1121, and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(3) & (h). The

Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the claims arising under state law pursuant to 28

U.SAC. § 13.32, because there is complete diversity of citizenship and the amount in controversy

exceeds 37.41900, exclusive of interest and costs. The Court also has supplemental jurisdiction

over the claims arising under state law pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367,

10. The Court has personal jurisdiction over defendant because, upon infimnation and

belief, defendant is present and doing business in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania either

directly or thpugh its agents, and sells or has sold its infringing products in the Commonwealth

ol'l’ennsylvahia.

ll. Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because

defendant is subject to personal jurisdiction in this Judicial District and because a substantial part

of the events giving rise to plaintiffs’ claims occurred in this Judicial District.
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I ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS

Hershey and Its KISSES® Trade Dresses
1

12, 1 For more than a century, Hershey and its predecessors have been among the

leading mani’ifacturers of confectimicry items in the United States and worldwide.

13. 1 Among Hershey’s most famous products is the HERSHEY’S KISSES”, or simply

KISS ESQ“, chiicolate candy, first introduced in 1907. which Hershey manufactures and distributes
I

under the Kisses Product Trade Dress and the Kisses Packaging 'l‘radc Dress.ii

14. i' The Kisses Product Trade Dress marks are universally recognized symbols of

Hershey's goodwill and also are the subject of a number of federal trademark registrations,

incl uding;

- Mark consisting of “the configuration ofa conically~shaped candy piece
approximately 7/8 ot‘an inch high as measured from the base to the pinnacle and
15/16 ofan inch in diameter as measured at the base of the candy piccc,“ U.S.
Registration No. 1,986,822. Registered on July 16, 1996 for use in connection with
caddy;

- Mark consisting of “the configuration ol'a conically-shaped candy piece equal to or
larger than 7f8 of an inch high as measured from the base to the pinnacle and 15/16 01‘
an inch in diameter as measured at the base of the candy piece,“ U.S. Registration No.
2, [38,566. Registered on February 24, 1998 for use in connection with candy; and

0 Mark consisting of “the configuration of a molded, conically shaped candy piece,"
LLS. Registration No. 2,187,189. Registered on September 8, 1998 for use in
connection with candy.

15. The Hershey’s Kisses Packaging Trade Dress marks are universally recognized

symbols ot‘llershey’s goodwill and are the subject of a number of federal trademark

registrations, including:

o Marlc consisting of “the overall, individual, silver colored wrapping of the goods
which takes approximately the conformation of the goods,” U.S. Registration No.
1.0311336. Registered on January 27, 1976' for use in connection with solid
chocolate; and
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o ‘fMark consisting of“the overall individual wrapping ofthe goods which takes
ppprnximately the conformation of the goods," U.S. Registration No. 1,038,025.

Registered on April 13, 1976 for use in connection with solid chocolate.

16. 2 Rights in the foregoing Hershey marks, copies of the registration certificates for

which are alttached hereto as Exhibit A, date back for many decades. Many of the foregoing
trademark registrations have achieved incontestahle status under the Lanham Act, including Reg.

Nos. 1,936,i322, 2,138,566 and 2,187,189.

17, '4 While Hershey Company has offered HERSHEY‘S KISSES® candy wrapped in

different collar foil, such as red, green, purple or gold, the most widely known and famous

variation ol'lhc Kisses Packaging Trade Dress features a silver foil wrapping.

18. “. Over the years, the Kisses Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging 'l‘rnde Dress

have been used extensively not only in connection with candy, but also with various gift items

such as candles, paperweights, crystal howls, clocks and Christmas ornaments. iho Kisses

Trade Dresses have been the subject of extensive advertising and promotion in a variety of

media, including television, print and the lntcmct, and the HERSHEY’S KISSESJIU family of

products have been highly successful and are sold worldwide. In the United States alone,

Hershey sollslhundreds ot'millions of dollars ofKISSEScm brand products bearing the Kisses

Trade Dress annually.

19. ‘ By virtue of Hershey’s substantial use, sales and promotion ol'its products using

the Kisses Trade Dresses, and by virtue of the non-functional nature of those trade dresses. the

marks have become well—known, have become distinctive of Hershey's products, and have come

to serve to identify and indicate the source of Hershey’s product to consumers and the trade.

Hershey has dd‘vclopcd for itself and its products substantial goodwill and an excellent reputation

among actual and potential purchasers and users of its products.
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20. i in light of the distinctiveness of the Kisses Trade Dresses, the duration and extentI

of Hershey’s“; sales, marketing and use of these marks throughout the United States, and the

rcgistratiou olthese marks, the Kisses Trade Dresses are distinctive and famous within the

meaning of Section 43(0) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §1125(c).

21. ' Hershey has acted with diligence in policing the unauthorized use and misuse by

other parties‘of trademarks similar to or identical to the famous Kisses Product Trade Dress or

Kisses Packaging Trade Dress when such uses have come to llershey‘s attention.

Defendant’s" Unauthorized Copying and Use of the KISSESG’ Trade Dresses

22. 3 Well alter Hershey first began using its Kisses 'l‘radc Dresses for its comically-it

shaped chocolate candy products, and after the Kisses 'l'radc Dresses had become famous,

defendant commenced manufacturing, distributing and marketing a chocolate candy product

featuring a cdnically-shaped product configuratiori virtually identical to the Kisses Product Trade

Dress. In addition, should there be any doubt as to defendant’s intent to mimic and trade upon

the Kisses Trade Dresses, defendant’s chocolate candy product is individually packaged — like

the Kisses Packaging Trade Dress - with silver colored foil wrapping that takes the confomtatt'on

ot‘defendnnt’s goods. (A photograph showing defendant’s infringing product configuration and

packaging fortits Chocolate Drop product is attached as Exhibit B)

23. On information and belief, defendant markets. distributes and sells its candies in

their infringing packaging in the United States, including in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

On infonnatioh and belief, defendant distributes and sells its infringing products to onlinc and

traditional retail stores and directly to consumers through other channels of trade, including

through catalogs and websites available to consumers in the Commonwealth of PcnnSylvania and

within this Judicial District.
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Likelihood of Confusion and Dilution Resulting from Defendant’s
Unauthoriied Copying and Use of the KISSES Trade Dress.I

24. Defendant has not now and never has been authorized by Hershey or its affiliates

to use either the Kisses Product Trade DTéSS or the Kisses Packaging Trade Dress, or any

variation thereof in connection with its products.

25. ‘ On information and belief, the defendant’s infringing product is sold in similar

stores and channels of trade as Hershey's KISSES?” products. Both products are in the same

general category of chocolate candy, and are sold to many of the same retailers and consumers.

26. i Defend ant's use 01' a (sonically-shaped product configuration and package design

confusingly !sirnilni' to the Kisses Trade Dresses, particularly in conjunction with chocolate candy

products, is likely to cause confusion, mistake or deception of purchasers and the consuming

public as to the source or origin of defendant’s goods. A substantial number of actual and

potential purchasers and consumers, upOn encountering defendant‘s products or advertisements

bearing defendant's trade dress, are likely to mistakenly believe that defendant’s goods originate

with, or are licensed, approved, or sponsored by, or otherwise affiliated with or related to.

Hershey or its products.

27. Defendant’s use of a sonically-shaped product configuration and packaging

design similar to the Kisses Trade Dresses also has caused and is likely to cause dilution of the

famous Kisses Trade Dresses, by lessening their capacity to identify and distinguish products

marketed andZsold by Hershey under the Kisses Trade Dresses and by tarnishing those famous

trade dresses;

28. . Defendant’s acts are causing and will continue to cause damage and irreparable

harm to Hershey and to its valuable reputation and goodwill with purchasers and consumers.
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Infringement of Federally Registered Mark

(15 U.S.C. § lll4(l)(a))

29. V Plaintiffs repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 of this Complaint as iffully

set forth herein.

30. I This claim is for the infringement of a trademark registered in the United States

Patent and Trademark Office, pursuant to Section 32(1) oi'the Lanham Act, l5 LLSC. §

I l 14( l )(a), as amended.

3|. The conical product configuration and foil~wrapped packaging configuration used

by defendant are confusingly similar to, and a colorahle imitation of, the federally registered

KlSSCS Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging Trade Dress, and infringe Hershey’s

trademark registrations covering those marks. Defendant‘s unauthorized use of the conical

product configuration and its foil-wrapped packaging configuration are likely to cause confusion

and mistake rind to deceive the public as to the approval. sponsorship, license, source or origin of

defendant’s products.

32. . On information and belief. defendant’s acts of trademark infringement have been

done willfully and deliberately and defendant has profited and been unjustly enriched by sales

that defendant would not otherwise have made but for its unlawful conduct.

33. Defendant’s willful and deliberate acts described above have caused injury and

damages to plaintiffs. and have caused irreparable injury to plaintiffs' goodwill and reputation,

and. unless enjoined, will cause further irreparable injury, whereby plaintiffs have no adequate

remedy at law.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Trade Dress Infringement, False Designation of Origin and Unfair Competition
(15 [1.5.0. § 112501))
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34. . Plaintill's repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 of this Complaint as if fully

set forth herein.

35. This claim is for trade dress infringement, false designation of origin and unfair

competition in violation of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 125(a).

36. . By its unauthorized use of a conical product configuration and foil-wrapped

packaging configuration for its Chocolate Drop candy products, defendant has infringed

Hershey's Kisses Product Trade Dress and Kisses Packaging Trade Dress, falsely designated the

origin ot'its products, and competed unfairly with plaintiffs, in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).

37. 1 0n information and belief, defendant‘s acts of trade dress infringement, false

designation oforigin and unfair competition have been done willfully and deliberately and

defendant has-profited and been unjustly enriched by sales that it would not otherwise have made

but for its unlawful conduct.

38. Defendant’s acts described above have caused injury and damages to plaintiffs,

have caused irreparable injury to plaintiffs" goodwill and reputation, and, unless enjoined, will

cause further irreparable injury, whereby plaintills have no adequate remedy at law.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

(15 U.S.C. § 1125(0)

39. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 ol'this Complaint as if Fully

set forth herein.

4(). This claim is for the dilution of trademarks pursuant to Section 43(e) of the

Lanham Act. 15 U.S.C. § 1 125(0), as amended by the Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006.

41. The Kisses Product Trade Dress {the conical product configuration) registered

under U.S. Reg. No. 186,828, l,986.822. 2,138,566, and 2,187,189, and the Kisses Packaging

10
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Trsde Dress (the foil-wrapped packaging configuration) registered under US. Reg. Nos.

1,031,836 rind 1,038,025, are distinctive and famous within the meaning 01‘ 15 U.S.C, § 1 125(c),

and were diStinetive and famous prior to the date ofdel‘endant’s conduct challenged herein.

. 42. Defendant's conduct, as described above. is likely to dilute and is diluting the

distinctive quality of the famous Kisses Trade Dresses in that defendant’s challenged trade

dresses are likely to create and have created an association between defendant’s trade dresses and

Hershey’s faimous Kisses Trade Dresses, which impairs the distinctiveness of those famous

marks and lessens the capacity of those famous marks to identify and distinguish products

marketed and sold by plaintiffs under those marks.

43. To the extent that defendant's product is viewed as being less than satisfactory to

consumers, plaintiffs” business reputation and goodwill and the reputation and goodwill of

plaintiffs’ famous Kisses Trade Dresses are likely to he and will be tarnished and injured.

44. On information and belief, defendant's acts of trademark dilution have been done

willfully and deliberately and defendant has profited and been unjustly enriched by sales that

defendant would not otherwise have made but for its unlawful conduct.

45. Defendant’s acts described above are likely to cause and have caused injury and

damage to plaintiffs’ goodwill and reputation and, unless enjoined, will cause further irreparable

inj ury, whereby plaintill's have no adequate remedy at law.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Common Law Trademark Infringement and Unfair Competition

46. Plaintifis repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 ot‘this Complaint as if

fully set forth herein.

47. This claim is for trademark infringement and unfair competition in violation of

the common law of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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48,: Defendant’s use of its infringing oonieally-shaped product configuration and

package design, as described above, constitutes common law trademark infringement, passing

off and uniair competition in violation ol'common law.

49. On information and belief, defendant’s acts of common law trademark

infringement, passing off and unfair competition have been done willfully and deliberately and

delbndant has profited and been unjustly enriched by sales that defendant would not otherwise

have made but for its unlawful conduct.

50. ‘. Defendant’s acts described above have caused injury and damages to plaintiffis,

and have caused irreparable injury to plaintiffs' goodwill and reputation and, unless enjoined,

will cause further irreparable injury, whereby plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at. law.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Trademark Dilution Under

Pennsylvania Cons. Stat. Ann. "fit. 54 Section 1124

Si. ‘ Plaintiffs repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 of this Complaint as if

fully set forth herein.

52. i This claim is for the dilution of tradcmarks and injury to business or reputation

under Pa, Cons. Stat. Ann, Tit. 54 § 1124.

53. The federally-registered Kisses Product Trade Dress (the conical product

configuration), and the federally-registered Kisses Packaging Trade Dress (the toil—wrapped

packaging configuration) are famous marks in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania within the

meaning of Poi Cons. Stat. Ann. Tit. 54 § 1 124, and were famous prior to the date of defendant‘s

adoption and use of similar trade dresses in connection with sates and advertising for its candy

products.
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54. Defendant’s conduct, as described above, is diluting and will dilute the distinctive

quality of ticrshcy's famous Kisses Trade Dresses, thereby lessening the capacity of those marks

to identify and distinguish products marketed and sold by plaintiffs under the KiSse-s Trade

Dresses.

55. To the extent the defendant‘s product is viewed as being less than satisfactory to

consumers, plaintiffs’ business reputation and goodwill and the reputation and goodwill of

plaintiffs‘ famous trade dress is being and will be tarnished and injured.

56. Defendant’s acts described above have caused injury and damages to plaintiffs,

and have caused irreparable injury to plaintiffs' goodwill and reputation and, unless enjoined,

will cause timber irreparable injury, whereby plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at low.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE. llershey prays that this Court enter judgment against defendant as

follows:

A. Granting preliminary and permanent injunctive relief restraining defendant. its

officers, directors, agents, employees, servants, attorneys, successors, assigns and others

controlling, controlled by or alliliated with defendant and all those in privity or active concert or

participation with any of the foregoing (including without limitation each distributor or reseller

of defendant's Chocolate Drops or other candy products), and all those who receive actual notice

by personal service or otherwise:

(i) from using, in writing or in any media, the Kisses Product Trade Dress or

any other product configuration confusingly similar to plaintiffs’ Kisses Product Trade Dress for

any purpose;

I3
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Mark A. Grace

(See above for address)
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Robert C.J. Tuttle
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LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Thomas C. Wettach

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNE Y

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Jill L. Bradley

(See above for address)
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

V.

Counterclaim Defendant

QRG, LTD. represented by Andrew E. Falsetti

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Gene A. Tabachnick

(See above for address)
LEAD A TTORNEY

ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Robert B. Hoffman

Wolf Block Schorr and Solis-Cohen,
LLP

213 Market Street, 9th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17101

(717) 237—7182

Email: rhoffinan@wolfblock.com
LEAD A TTORNEY

A TTORNEY T0 BE NOTICED

Date Filed “ Docket Text
09/12/2006 01 Case transferred in from District of Western District of Pennsylvania;

Case Number 2:06-CV-500. Original file with documents numbered 1-

17, certified copy of transfer order and docket sheet received, filed by

QRG, LTD. (Attachments: # 1 Civil Cover Sheet # 2 Receipt# 3 Doc. 2-
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(2) from using in writing or in any media, the Kisses Packaging Trade Dress

or any other packaging configuration confusingly similar to plaintiffs' Kisses Packaging Trade-

Dress for any purpose; and

(3) from otherwise competing unfairly with plaintiffs;

B. Ordering that defendant be adjudged to have violated Sections 32, 43(3) and 43(c)

ofthe Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1114, 1125(a) and 1125(c), to have committed acts of

trademark infringement, trade dress infringement, false designation of origin, unfair competition

and trade dress dilution, and to have caused trademark dilution and injury to business or

reputation in violation of Pennsylvania Cons. Stat Ann. Title 54§ 1 124;

C. Ordering an accounting of all gains, profits, savings and advantages realized by

defendant from its aforesaid acts of trademark infringement and dilution, false designation of

origin and unfair competition, and awarding treble profits pursuant to Pennsylvania Cons. Stat

Ann. Title 54 § 1123 on the ground that defendant engaged in its wrongful acts with knowledge

or bad faith or under other circumstances warranting treble profits;

D. Awarding such damages as plaintiffs shall establish in consequence of

defendant’s aforesaid acts of trademark infringement. and dilution, false deSignation of origin and

unfair compdlition, together with appropriate interest thereon, including three times the amount

found as actual damages by the trier of fact to properly compensate plaintiffs for their damages,

pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1 l |7(a) and Pennsylvania Cons. Stat Ann. Title 54 § 1 123;

E. Ordering defendant to pay for and cause to be disseminated corrective advertising

to ameliorate the adverse consequences ofdel'endant’s acts of trademark infringement and

dilution, false designation of origin and unfair competition, the content, nature. fonn and extent

of which is to be approved by plaintiffs and this Court;
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F. ‘ Ordering defendant to recall from all chains of distribution all goods, product

packaging, product displays, promotional materials, advertisements, commercials, infomercials

and other items, the dissemination by defendant of which would violate the injunctiou herein

requested;

G. Ordering defendant to deliver up for destruction any and all goods, product

packaging, product displays, promotional materials, advertisements, commercials and other

items in the possession. custody or control of defendant which. if sold, displayed or used, would

violate the injunction herein granted, and to disable all web sites to the extent they contain any

content, the display or use of which would violate the injunction herein requested;

H. Ordering defendant to pay for and cause to be disseminated to each distributor

and reseller ofdefendant’s candy products a notice advising said persons oi'det'cndant‘s acts of

trademark infringement and dilution, [also designation of origin and unfair competition and

advising ol‘ the issuance and content of the injunction herein requested;

1. Ordering that, pursuant to Section 34(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.CI. § l l 16(a),

defendant shall serve upon plaintiffs within thirty (30) days afier service on defendant of an

order granting an injunction, or such extended period as the Court may direct, a report in writing

under oath setting forth in detail the manner and form in which defendant has complied with the

injunction;

J. Awarding plaintiffs their costs and expenses ot‘this action;

K. Declaring that this is an exceptional case pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1 1 17, because of

the willful and deliberate nature of defendant's acts ol‘trudernark infringement and dilutiOn, false

advertising and unfair competition, and awarding plaintiffs their reasonable altorncys’ fees;
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L. Declaring that defendant committed its wrongful acts with knowledge or bad faith

or under circumstances otherwise warranting attorneys fees under Pennsylvania Cons. Stat Ann.

 

Title 54 § I 123. and awarding plaintiffs their reasonable attemeys’ fees; and

M. Granting such other and further relief as this CULLI‘l may deem just and proper.

Dated: March w, 2007

Of'CounseI:

Paul C. Llewellyn

Christopher D. Baker

Kaye Scholar LLP
425 Park Avenue

New York, New York 10022

Telephone: (212) 836—8000
Facsimile: (212) 836-6463
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Respectfully submitted.

MCNEES W'ALLfiCF. 8; NURICK 11C(I

Han‘isburg, PA ”108-1166

Telephone: (717) 237-5267

Facsimile: (717) 237-5300

Attorneysfor Plaiririffir
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09/ 13/2006

09/ l 3/2006

09/20/2006

09/21/2006

09/21/2006

09/21/2006

1U!14>-                       
Disclosure Statement# 4 Doc. 3- Summons# 5 Doc. 4- Motion to

Dismiss# 6 Proposed Order to Motion to Dismiss# 1 Doc. 5- Brief in

Support to Motion to Dismiss# g Exhibit A# 9 Exhibit B# m Exhibit C#

u Doc. 6- Notice of Appearance by Thomas C. Wettach# Q Doc. 7-

Notiee; Response to Motion to Dismiss# 13 Doc. 8- Motion for

Discovery# 14 Proposed Order for Motion for Discovery# fl Exhibit 1#
E Exhibit 2# fl Exhibit 3# 18 Exhibit 4# fl Exhibit 6# @ Exhibit 7# 2_l

Exhibit 8# 2 Exhibit 9# 2; Exhibit 5 (Motion for Discovery)# 24 Doc.

9- NoticezResponse to Motion for Discovery# 25 Doc. 10- Brief in Opp.

to Motion for Discovery# 26 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 2_7

Exhibit B (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# 2_8_ Exhibit C (Brief in Opp. for

Discovery)# 23 Exhibit D- (Brief in Opp. to Discovery)# fl Doc. 11-

Order Granting Motion for Discovery# 3_l_ Doc. 12- Brief in Opp. to

Motion to Dismiss# 32 Exhibit A (Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)#

_3_3_ Exhibit B (Brief in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# fl Exhibit C (Brief

in Opp. to Motion to Dismiss)# Q Declaration of Richard T. Ting# fl

Declaration of Andrew E. Falsetti# fl Declaration of Harald Philipp# fl
Declaration of Chris Bede# fl Doc. 3 - Motion for Leave to File a Brief

in Reply# 40 Exhibit A (Motion to File Brief in Reply)# 41 Doc. 14-

Response to Motion for Leave to File a Brief in Reply# Q Supplemental
Declaration of Richard Ting# 13 Doc. 15~Order Granting Motion to File

Brief in Reply# 44 Doc. 16- Brief in Reply# fl Exhibit A (Brief in

Reply)# 5L6 Doc. 17- Order Denying Motion to Dismiss. ADDITIONAL
ATTACHMENTS ADDED-TRANSFER LETTER AND DOCKET

FROM WESTERN DISTRICT OF PA(s) added on 9/ 13/2006 (crh, ).
(Entered: 09/13/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSION FORM SENT to Andrew E. Falsetti, Mark A.

Grace & Thomas C. Wettach (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

02 Transfer Letter to Counsel (crh, ) (Entered: 09/13/2006)

03 NOTICEzA Case Mgmnt Conf has been set for 10/24/2006 @ 9:15 AM
before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by phone and the
call is to initiated by the pltf. unless otherwise agreed upon. A joint case

mgmnt plan is to be filed n/l/t 10/ l7/06.(ma, ) (Entered: 09/20/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Andrew
E. Falsetti on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Andrew E. Falsetti is

seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111

146455 (Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Gene A.

Tabachnick on behalf of QRG, LTD. Attorney Gene A. Tabachnick is

seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number: 111

146455 (Attachments: # 1 Receipt) (jc) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

NOTICE of Appearance by Robert B. Hoffman on behalf of QRG, LTD.

(Hoffman, Robert) (Entered: 09/21/2006)

 
  
  

  
  

  
  

 

 

09/22/2006 01 SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Andrew Falsetti,

Esq. on behalf of ORG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

https://ecf.pamd.circ:?.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658—L_3 53_O-1 05/10/2007
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10/19/2006

1 0/ 1 9/2006

1 0/24/2006
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09/22/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 09/22/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Gene Tabachnick,

Esq. on behalf of QRG, LTDSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

09/22/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 09/22/2006)

02 PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark D.
Chuey on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark D.

Chuey is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number:

111 146486 (crh, ) (Entered: 09/29/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Robert

C.J. Tuttle on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Robert

C.J. Tuttle is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt

Number: 111 146485. (crh, ) (Entered: 09/29/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark D. Chuey,

Esq. on behalf of Nartron/Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/02/2006)

OE SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Robert Tuttle, Esq.
on behalf ofNartron.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/02/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/02/2006)

0Q ANSWER to Complaint by NARTRON CORPORATION.
(Attachments: # l Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B)(Bradley, Jill) (Entered:

10/06/2006)

QM CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN by QRG, LTD.. (Falsetti, Andrew)
(Entered: 10/17/2006)

01: PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Mark A.
Grace on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Mark A.

Grace is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt Number:

111 146621. (crh, ) (Entered: 10/18/2006)

PETITION FOR SPECIAL ADMISSION (PRO HAC VICE) by Thomas

C. Wettach on behalf of NARTRON CORPORATION Attorney Thomas

C. Wettach is seeking special admission. Filing Fee: 25.00 Receipt

Number: 111 146621. (crh, ) (Entered: 10/18/2006)

011 SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Mark Grace, Esq.
on behalf of NartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/19/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/19/2006)

SPECIAL ADMISSIONS FORM APPROVED as to Thomas Wettach,

Esq. on behalf ofNartronSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 10/ 19/06.

(ma, ) (Entered: 10/19/2006)

029 ORDER - STANDARD CASE MANAGEMENT TRACK Case placed
on the 08/2007 trial list. Cases on this list are scheduled to begin on

9/4/2007 following all j/s's starting at 9:30 AM. A date certain may be

discussed at the PTC which is set for 8/ 17/2007 @ 1:30 PM; Discovery

due by 2/28/2007. Dispositive Mtns due by 6/20/2007. PTMs due by

05/10/2007
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8/1 0/2007. See order for other ddls. Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on

10/24/06. (ma, ) (Entered: 10/24/2006)

MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) by NARTRON

CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Certificate of Compliance With

Local Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: l 1/01/2006)

02 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to

Fed. R. Civ.P. 12(b) (I) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.

(Attachments: # 1 Declaration of John E. Nemazi# 2 Exhibit(s) A — G)

(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/01/2006)

02_3_ BRIEF IN OPPOSITION re 21 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to

Fed.R. Civ.P. 12(b) (I) filed by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # 1

Affidavit /Declaration of Harald Philipp# 2 Exhibit(s) 1# 3 Exhibit(s) 2#

51 Exhibit(s) 3# fi Exhibit(s) 4# 6 Exhibit(s) 5# Z Exhibit(s) 6# 3 Exhibit

(3) 7)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 11/ 16/2006)

0% REPLY BRIEF re 2_1 MOTION to Dismiss Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12

(b)(/) filed by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit

(3) 1)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 11/27/2006)

0;; MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: #1
Certificate of Compliance with Local Rule 7.1# 2 Proposed Order)

(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 11/3 0/2006)

0B
l

12/01/2006 °2_6 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re _2_5_ MOTION to Clarify The Case Caption filed
by QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 12/01/2006)

12/01/2006

02/12/2007

03/02/2007

03/02/2007

https://ecf.pamd.circ3

 ORDER deferring ruling on Motion to Clarify E pending decision on

dft's mtn to dismissSigned by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 12/01/06 (ma, )

(Entered: 12/01/2006)

03 NOTICE by QRG, LTD. ofDismissal ofRelated Action (Attachments: #
1 Appendix Eastern District of Michigan Order and Opinion Granting

Motion to Dismiss)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 02/12/2007)

030 MEMORANDUM AND ORDER: Denying in part dfi's mtn to dismiss
21 as follows: a) The Court will reserve ruling with regard to the

"capacitivetouch sensor products and related components" issue and

grant Pltf lv toamend the complaint on or before 4/2/07.b) Mtn is denied

in all other respects.2) Pltf's Mtn to Clarify the Case Caption 26

isGRANTED. The Clrk shall change the case caption as to pltf to read:

"QRG, Ltd., a/k/a Quantum Research Group,Ltd., Plaintiff." All future

filings shall display this caption. 3) An amended cmo will follow.Signed
by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 03/02/07 (ma, ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)

031 AMENDED CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER: J/S and Trial continued

to the 10/1/2007 list beginning at 9:30 AM before Honorable Sylvia H.

Rambo. Discovery due by 3/30/2007. Dispositive Mts ddl 7/20/2007.

PTMs due by 9/7/2007. PTC rescheduled for 9/ 14/2007 @ 10:00 AM
before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. See order for other ddls.Signed by

Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 03/02/07. (ma, ) (Entered: 03/02/2007)

.dcn/cgi—bin/DktRpt.pl?497l 24625369658-L_353_0-1 05/ 10/2007
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03/08/2007

 
03/ 1 9/2007

03/20/2007

03/23/2007

03/26/2007

03/29/2007

03/29/2007

04/12/2007 ‘

04/23/2007

04/23/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

05/07/2007

https://ecf.pamd.circ$.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0—1
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02 AMENDED COMPLAINT against NARTRON CORPORATION, filed
by QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/08/2007)

03_3'_ ANSWER to Amended Complaint, COUNTERCLAIM against all
defendants by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered:

03/19/2007)

Correction made to docket sheet to reflect QRG, LTD. as the

Counterclairn Defendant with appropriate counsel listed as per the

3/19/07 Amended Complaint and Counterclaim 2;. (dfm ) (Entered:

03/20/2007)

0% MOTION to Strike Counterclaim by QRG, LTD.. (Attachments: # I
Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 2 Exhibit(s) C# & Exhibit(s) D# i Brief in

Support# é Proposed Order)(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/23/2007)

0,3; BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by

\ QRG, LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 03/26/2007)

0% REPLY BRIEF re _3_fi MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by
NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit

(8) B# 31 Exhibit(s) C - Part 1# 4_ Exhibit(s) C - Part 2# Q Exhibit(s) D# Q

Exhibit(s) E# Z Exhibit(s) F# _8_ Exhibit(s) G# 2 Exhibit(s) H1319 Exhibit

(5) I)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)

Q3_7 CERTIFICATE of of Compliance by NARTRON CORPORATION re
E Reply Brief,. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 03/29/2007)

0 8 REPLY BRIEF re 3 MOTION to Strike Counterclaim filed by QRG,
LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 04/ 12/2007)

02 MEMORANDUM AND ORDER denying pltf‘s Motion to Strike
35.Signed by Judge Sylvia H. Rambo on 04/23/07 (ma, ) (Entered:
04/23/2007)

Qfl NOTICE: A scheduling Conference has been scheduled for 5/10/2007 @
9:00 AM before Honorable Sylvia H. Rambo. This conference is by

phone with the call to be initiated by the p1tf.Signed by Judge Sylvia H.

Rambo on 04/23/07. (ma= ) (Entered: 04/23/2007)

ofl REPLY/ ANSWER to Counterclaimfor Patent Infiingement by QRG,
LTD..(Falsetti, Andrew) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

Judgment Claimfor Unenforceabilt'ty ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-

Suit by NARTRON CORPORATION.(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/07/2007)

ofl STATEMENT OF FACTS re i2 MOTION for Partial Summary
Judgment on Plaintifi’QRG's Declaratory Judgment Claim for

Unenforceabt'lity ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-Suz‘t filed by
NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Index of Exhibits# 2

Exhibit(s) A# 2 Exhibit(s) B# 51 Exhibit(s) C)(Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/07/2007)

05/10/2007
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05/07/2007 0&4; BRIEF IN SUPPORT re 5; MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on
PlaintiflQRGk Declaratory Judgment Claimfor Unenjbrceability of The

Five Nartron Patents-In-Suit filed by NARTRON CORPORATION.

(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

i 05; EXHIBIT A to Briefin Support by NARTRON CORPORATION re 4;},
Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

0% EXHIBIT PROPOSED ORDER by NARTRON CORPORATION re 4_Z
MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment on PlaintiflQRG’s Declaratory

Judgment Claimfor Unenforceabiliol ofThe Five Nartron Patents-In-

Suit. (Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

 
 

 

 
 

  
05/07/2007

 
  

05/07/2007

05/07/2007 0&1 MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment that the Nartron Patents-In-
Suit Are Not Invalid by NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I

Proposed Order)(Grace, Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

04_§ STATEMENT OF FACTS re fl MOTION for Partial Summary
Judgment that the Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by

NARTRON CORPORATION. (Attachments: # 1 Index# 2 Exhibit(s) A#

3 Exhibit(s) B# 4_ Exhibit(s) C# § Exhibit(s) D# Q Exhibit(s) E)(Grace,

Mark) (Entered: 05/07/2007)

032 BRIEF IN SUPPORT re fl MOTION for Partial Summary Judgment
that the Nartron Patents-In-Suit Are Not Invalid filed by NARTRON

CORPORATION. (Attachments: # I Exhibit(s) A)(Grace, Mark)

(Entered: 05/07/2007)

Gig CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word-Count Limit by NARTRON
CORPORATION re fl Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered:

05/08/2007)

CERTIFICATE of Compliance with Word—Count Limit by NARTRON

CORPORATION re i9 Brief in Support. (Grace, Mark) (Entered:
05/08/2007)

 
 

 
  

05/07/2007

 
  
  
 

  05/07/2007

  
  
 05/08/2007

  
 

 

 05/08/2007

  
 

 
 

05/08/2007

 should be filed simultaneously with their corresponding proposed orders,
exhibits and any certificates as attachments to the main documents and

not as individual documents. (dfm ) (Entered: 05/08/2007)
 

  

https://ecf.pamd.circ3.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?497124625369658-L_353_0-1 05/10/2007
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Case 21:06-cv-00500-DWA DocumenH-t Filed 04/13/2006 Pagetoffi

Case 2:05-mc-02025 Document1075-1 Filed 04/13/2006 Page1of6v

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

QRG, LTD., )

Plaintiff, i Civil Action No.

i

NAR’I‘RONCORPORATION, ; [JURY TRIALDEMANDED]
Defendant. i

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT COMPLAINT

Plaintifl“ QRG, Ltd. (“QRG”), by its counsel Reed Smith LLP, hereby alleges the

following for its Declaratory Judgment Complaint against Defendant Nartron Corporation

(‘Nartmn"): i

1. This is a civil action arising under the provisions of the Declaratory

Judgment Act, 28 U. S.C. §§ 2201 et seq, and the patent laws of the United States,

35 U.S.C. §§ 1 er seq., to declare the rights and legal relations of the parties, an actual justifiable

controversy existing between the parties with respect to Plaintifl'QRG’s free right to make, use,

sell. and offer for sale its capacitive touch sensor products and related components which are

used in a wide array ofproducts in various industries.

2. Plaintifi‘is a British corporation with its U.S. office at 65! Holiday Drive,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

                             
PGlG-Wm-AEFALSET U13“ 3:31 PM
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO' ‘ 5,796,183
DATED : August18,1998

INVENTOR(s) : Byron Hourmand

Page 1 of 3

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
corrected as shown below:

Column 5, line 52, ”such a" should be —-such as—-.

Column 9, line 31, before ”water" insert --condensed-—.

Column 14, line 35, "is" should be "as“.

Column 13, line 65, "it's" should be --its——.

Column 18, line 38, "references" should be --reference--.

Column 20, line 7, "it’s" should be «its» (both occurrences).

Column 20, line 9, ”it’s" should be T'iIS“.

‘ Column 20, line 10, "it’s" should be --its—- (both occurrencesh

Column 20, line 13, ”it’s" should be --its--.

Column 20, line 20, ”it’s” should be --its--.

Column 20, line 39, “it’s" should be --its--.

Column 20, line 40, ”it’s" should be —-its--.

Column 20, line 46, ”it’s” should be -—its--;

Column 20, line 47, ”it’s" should be --its-'-.

 
228
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO. : $796,183 '
DATED : August 18, 1998

INVENTOR(s) ; Byron Hourmand

Page 2 of 3

It is certified that emor appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is herebycorrected as shown below:

Column 21, line 8, ”it's”.shou|d be --its--.

Column 21, line 9, ”it's” should be --its--.

Column 21 , line 15, "it's” should be --its--.

Column 21. line 42, ”it's" should be "its“.

Column 21, line 46, ”it's" should be -—its—-.

, Column 21, line 47, "it's" should be --its—-.

Column 21, line 56, "it's" should be --its—-.

Column 22, line 8, "it’s" should be --lts--.

Column 22, line 13, "schmitt" should be --Schmitt-—.

Column 26, lines 22—27, after ”microcontroller." delete ”by an operator’s body . . . higher
frequencies." 

229
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO. 5,796,183 Page 3 of 3
DATED : August 18, 1998

INVENTon(s) 3 Byron Hourmand

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
corrected as shown below:

Column 27, line 44, after ”electrical” insert "path-A.

Column 27, line 45, delete "path".

Column 29, line 1, after ”when” delete ”said”.

Signed and Sealed this

Eleventh Day of May, 1999

MW»
Q. TODD DICKINSON

Arresting Oflicer Acting Commisxioner of Patent: and Trademarks
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the United
States Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington DC.
20231, on the date indicated below. ’J"

l
1.0 1

Date

 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patentee : Byron Hourmand Gfififlfififi
Patent No. : 5,796,183

Issue Date : August 18, 1998 ‘ 9"} ' 4 1999

Assistant Commissioner for Patents ' "‘ N'flmwfimfii .
Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:

A request is being made for a Certificate of Correction in the above-identified patent,

which issued with the folloWing errors identified by page and line from the application file.

* Page 11, line 9, “such a” should be --such as—-.

Page 19, line 4, before “water” insert ——condensed—-.

* Page 31, line 5, “is” should be -—as--.

* Page 30, line 3, “it’s” should be —-its——.

* Page 40, line 3, “references” should be --reference--.

* Page 43, line 8, “it’s” should be —-its--.

* . Page 43, line 9, “it’s” should be --its--.

 
* Page 43, line 10, “it’s” should be --its-- (all occurrences).

* Page 43, line 12, “it’s” should be —-its--.

* Page 43, line 17, “it’s” should be ——its--.‘

* Page 44, line 8, “it’s” should be -—its—-.

* Page 44, line 9, “it’s” should be --its-—.

47 ,

A * Page 45, line 10, “it’s” should be ——its——.

01/29/1999 1111051111 00000207 5796183

01 FC:145 100.00 OP

Page 44, line 13, “it’s” should be ——its—— (both occurrences).

231
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Patentee : Byron Hourrnand

Patent No. : 5,796,183

Page : 2

* Page 45, line 11, “it’s” should be --its--.

* Page 45, line 14, “it’s” should be --its--.

* Page 46, line 11, “it’s” should be ——its--.

* Page 46, line 14, “it’s” should be --its-- (both occurrences).

* Page 46, line 19, “it’s” should be ——its——.

* Page 47, line 11, “it’s” should be -—its——.

* Page 47, line 15, “schmitt” should be --Schmitt--.

Page 55, claim 7 [11], line 3, after “microcontroller.” delete “by an operator’s body . . .

higher frequencies.”

* Amendment A, page 11, claim 18, line 12, after “electrical” insert —-path--.

* Amendment A, page 11, claim 18, line 12, delete “path”.

312 Amendment, page 1, claim 27, line 11, after “when” delete “said”.

Enclosed is the Certificate of Correction Form PTO 1050 identifying errors by column

and line from the patent which are chargeable to the Official Printer. Also enclosed is a check

for $100.00 to cover our errors, which are identified with an asterisk. The Commissioner is

hereby authorized to charge any additional payment, or to credit any overpayment, to Deposit

Account No. 16—2463.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

TSC/ras (616) 949-9610
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l , ., ' Page 1 of 2

He" | UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183

DATED : August 18, 1998
INVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is
hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 5, line 52, ”such a” should be «such asaa

Column 9, line 31, before ”water” insert --condensed--. C
Column 14, line 35, "is” should be --as—-. q

Column 13, line 65, “it's" should be --its--. q
Column 18, line 38, "references" should be --reference--. Q

Column 20, line 7, "it’s” should be --its-- (both occurrences). QI”
Column 20, line 9, "it 5 should be --its--.

Column 20, line 10, ”it’s” should be --its—- (both occurrences).q
Column 20, line 13, ”it's" should be --its-— ,

Column 20, line 20, "it’s” should be --its--

Column 20, line 40, ”it’s” should be --its-—

Column 20, line 39, ”it’s" should be -—its--.

Column 20, line 46, "it’s” should be --its--.

01

0g
q.
Cl

6%
Column 20, line 47, ”it’s” should be --its-—

5x,
Column 21, line 8, "it’s" should be --its--. Q
Column 21, line 9, "it’s” should be —-its--. 0L

Column.21, line 15, ”it’s" should be --its--. CE“

_______<35-____.________..______-—_________—_____-————___---———_________.._______-___-—__——_..____————_______________________-_____________________-___-__

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER: Terry S. Callaghan PATENT NO. 5,796,183
Price, Heneveld, Cooper, No. of add'l copies
DeWitT & Litton @ $0.50 per page
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, MI 49501

 
FORM PTO 1050 ' :>
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|— ' Page 2 of 2

Staple |

Here i UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 5,796,183

DATED : August 18, 1998
|NVENTOR(S) : Byron Hourmand

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is
hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 21, line 42, "it’s” should be --its--. Q
Column 21, line 46, "it’s" should be --its-—.

Column 21 , line 47, ”it’s" should be --its--CK
Column 21, line 56, "it’s" should be --its--.

Column 22, line 8, ”it’s” should be --its--. Q

Column 22, line 13, ”schmitt” should be --Schmitt--.Q
Column 26, lines 22-27, after "microcontroller." delete ”by an operator’s body . . , higher

frequencies."

Column 27, linegfter ”electrical” insert --path--.V Q
Column 27, line 45, delete "path". 6:

Column 29, line 1, after "when” delete “said". q 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER: Terry S. Callaghan PATENT NO. 5,796,183

Price, Heneveld, Cooper, No. of add'l copies
DeWitt & Litton @ $0.50 per page
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, MI 49501

FORM PTO 1050 2)
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"001111er

The Commissioner ofPatents
and Trademarks

Has receivedanapplimtionforapatentfora
newandusefitiinmttian. Thetitleandde-
:erlptlon of the invention are enclosed. The
requirement:aflaw have been compliedwith.
and it has been determined that a patent on
the invention :haii'be granted under the lam

Therefore, lhl':

United States Patent

Grant: ta the person“) having title to this
patent the right to exclude othersfrvrn mak-
ing, using, afen’ngfor sale. or telling the in-
vention throughout the United State: of
America or importing the-invention into the
United State: o/Arnen‘eafarthe term setforth
below subject to thepayment ofmaintenance
fee: a: pmvided by law.

If this applicatiah watfiled prior to Lime 8.
I995, the' term of this patent Lt the. longer of
seventeen yearsfrom the date ofgrunt o/thit
patent or twenty yearsfmrn the earliest efi'ec—
tt've U.s. filing date of the application. .mb-
ject to any statutory extension.

Ifthis application we:filed on or after June
8, 1995, the term nflht': patent is twenty years
from the us. filing date, subject to an statu—
tory attention. If the application contain: a
specific reference to an earlierfiled applica-
tion orapplication: under 35 U. 5.6. l 20, 121
or365(c). the term ofthepatent i: twentyyear:
fimn the date on which the earliest applied—
tion was/iled. subject to any .ttatutnty exten-siarL  

Commissioner quatenLt and Trademark

WW
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r"

n -. . 50;:UNL-eDJSTATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMEReyE-‘R ,
Patent and Trademark Ofllce
Mamas: COMMISSIONER OF‘PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. D.C. 20231

   
 

 

 
  —— msrwemmmn— 1;

L31501,268 01131195 HULIRMAND , - E: MARE-l—P—am fig3%. .

I- . ammo-4 —1 _
PRICE HENEUELD COOPER '- KAPLANJ

DENITT .21. LITTDN » . ‘
6'95 KENMUUR DRIVE SE ~

P D BDX 2567 21:37 - -
GRAND RaPIDs m 49501

. DATE MAILED: 03/ '34ng:

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or.

proceeding.

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks ‘

PTO-90¢ (Rev. 2/95) ' 1- File copy
uson 1996404496140510
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- E ‘4’"; .\. \ Application No. Applicant(s)UPP‘QMW 0 ' 08/601,268 . Hourmand
Notice 0f Allowability Examiner ‘ Group Art Unit “ “

—-|iiiliiiiliiiiliililliliiliiii
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be'
mailed in due course.

X This communication is responsive to the letter mailed 2/3/98

X The allowed claimls) is/are 7—32
 

C} The drawings filed on are acceptable.

E] Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.$.C. § 119(a)-(d).

B All Ci Some“ [3 None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

Li received.

i_i received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number)

Cl received in this national stage application item the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*Certified copies not received:

C] Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e).

  
A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTHS FROM THE "DATE MAILED" of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in
ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

-C; Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO—152, which discloses
that the oath or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH 0R DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

.1] Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

L__l because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.

[:1 including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, attached hereto or
to Paper No.

(3 including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on , which has been
approved by the examiner.

[3 including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/Comment.

 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see37 CFR 1.84('c)) should be written on the reverse side of the
drawings. The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal Iettter addressed to the Official
Draftsperson. ' ‘ -

1:) Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any response to this letter should include, in the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES
CODEISERIAL NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBE
and DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be included. _ '

Attachmenfls)

I] Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

X Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1449, Paper Nols). 5

El Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

[I Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

[:1 Interview Summary, PTO-413 . .

[I Examiner's Amendment/Comment WiLLiAivl M. SHOOP, J
(j Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material SUPERVISOR‘t’PATEiiIT EXAMIN

[3 Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance . - ART UNIT 217

U. 5. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) NotIce of Allowability . ' ' Part of Paper No. 14
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Form no.1414g)
‘Ké'fiuufi‘k 

BY APPLICANT

74/:
EiI

gQ

.~. citation if not in conformance and not consider

 
  

 

US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

 
 

 

 
 

EXAMINER: Initial if cifation is considered, whe

 

' A) Express Mail No. Rb782578764l
. Sheet 1 of _2SERIAL NO. I 

 
ATTY. DOCKET NO.

NAR01 P-310
APPLICANTS 

  

 
Bymn Hourmand .

FILING DATE ‘ GROUP

HUNG DATE
“APPROPRIATE
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Ill —==
fll —==
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an —==
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FOREIGN PATENTxDOCUMENTS '

TRANSLATION

 

ther or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through
ed. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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,‘FExpres's Mail No.‘RB782578764U:
Sheet 2 of_2_

ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIAL NQ.

NAR01 9.310 .
APPLICANTS

 US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  

 Byron Hourmand
- FIlINC DATE GROUP

C U! 3‘;.1"‘1 Z_' U0n. CZ MZ—(In

07/08/80 Deavenport et aI.

@- -“--‘ PATENT NUMBER » DATE CLASS SUBCLASS '5 APPROPRIATE

W/Alflflflflflflfl_—_—
Mil-II fl”-—fl==

II fllfl-—==
II II— -
II _

-07/01/80 Wern

06/26/79

05/01/79 Raupp
"Iii"

1 0/1 0/78a‘4
07/18/78

01/31/78 Talmage et al.
06/21/77
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Atty. Docket No. NAROl P-310

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Box

Issue Fee, Washington DC. 20231, on the date indicated below.

    

 

_ , _ j, V (1';

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

. FEB - 3 1998

Art Unrt : 2107 _ ,5
Applicant : Byron Ho and Publishing Division

Appln. No. : 08/601,268 \ Cares/A'Wed Files (10) ,
Filing Date : January 31, 1996
For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Batch No. : T51 \" '

Assistant Commissioner for Patents J14”?
Box Issue Fee 6 1998
Washington, DC. 20231

REQUEST FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CONSIDERATION
OF PREVIOUSLY—SUBMITTED REFERENCES

This is a request for the Examiner to acknowledge that he had considered the references

cited in the Information Disclosure Statement filed for this application on January 31, 1996.

Upon review of the undersigned’s file prior to payment of the issue fee, it was noticed that the

two sheets of Form 1449 that were submitted with that Information Disclosure Statement had

been returned to the Applicants with the Office Action mailed April 22, 1997, without the

Examiner having had placed his initials in the margin to acknowledge consideration of those

references. Applicants therefore respectfully request the Examiner to review the file and

acknowledge whether he has considered those references cited in that Information Disclosure
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 2

Statement preferably by mailing a copy of these sheets of Form 1449 bearing his initials. A

courtesy copy of this Information Disclosure Statement is attached.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

  xr23~7g \Nv
Date

Reg stration No. 34 559

695 Kenmoor, S.E./Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

TSC/ras (616) 949-9610
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. ~61‘SB325525 .
1—31—1995 dioiF’M FROM NARTRON 5158325525 P. 3. ’ Vl

. , Attorney Docket No. NARO'I P—SlO ‘

,5 . ' Express Mail No. RB782578764US

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY
As 3 below named inventor, I hereby declare.
 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am an original, first and sole inventor of the subject‘matter which is claimed and

for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC
SWITCHING CIRCUIT, the specification of which is attached hereto.

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, inc'uding

the .claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above
I. I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the

Ofiice), all information which is known by me to be material to patentability as defined1n Title 37

Code of Federal Regulations (C. F.R ), Section 1. 56.

POWER OF ATTORNEY .

I hereby appoint the patent law firm of Price. Heneveld, Cooper, DeWitt and Litton, R0
Box 2567, 695 Kenmoor Drive, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501, telephone number 616-949-
9610, facsimile number 616-957-8196, and the individual patent attorneys and patent agents at such _

patent law firm, namely, Lloyd A Heneveld, Reg. No 17 802; Richard C. Cooper Reg. No. 19 A
164; William W. DeWitt, Reg. No. 22 300; Randall G Litton, Reg. No 24 013; James A. Mitchell,
Reg. No 25 120; Harold W Reick Reg No.25 438; Robert J Carrier, Reg. No. 24 219; Carl S.
Clark, Reg. No. 28 288; Daniel L. Girdwood Reg. No 34 827; Barry C. Kane, Reg. No. 32 036; -
Mark J. Farrell, Reg. No. 37 826; Terry S. Callaghan, Reg. No. 34 559; Gunther J. 'Evanina, Reg.
No. 35 502; and Steven C. Wichmann, Reg. No, 37 758, my attorney(s) or agent(s) with full power
of substituticin and revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in and to

receive all correspondence from the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith. ‘ '

1 All statements made herein of myown knowledge are true and all staterhents made on
information and belief are believed to be true, and further, these statements are made with the
knowledge that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

. under 18_ U_. S.C. § 1001. and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of this .
application or any patent issued thereon.

Sole inventor:

 
  B' ron (NMI) Hori’rmand ' Date:
Citizenship. . United States of America '
Resident»: ’ Hersey, Michigan
Post Ofiice Address: 19009 23 Mile Rd.
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79:15 ~ I I ~ Maw. . DART B—I UE FEETRANSMITTAL i, w/ K
MAILING INSTRUCTIONS This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE'FEE Blocks 2 through 6 should be completed where appropriate. All further correspondence
including the Issue Fee Receipt. the Patent. advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to addressee enteredto Block 1 unless you direct otherwise.
by: (a) specifying a new correspondence address'In Block 3 below; or (b)providing the PTO with a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for maintenance fee notifications with the payment
of Issue l-‘ee or thereafter See reverse for Certificate of Malling, below. .
under the Papenivork Reduction Act of 1995, ,no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary w ,E' I n s 0
depending on the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the ér'nount'of time required to 2' ‘ Toms) ADDRESS c E‘ me my a m is a I m 93)
complete this‘torm should be sent to the Chief information Officer. Patent and Trademark Office,
Washington, DC. 20231, -
DO NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Box Issue Fee, smuddwss
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington D.C. 20231

1. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

 

INVENTOH‘S NAME

City. StaresnlePCode

‘-.51"ifiii'fl'V i co-INVENTon-s NAME
 

PRICE HENEVELD CUDPER Pvahnfiflwmb=ammNmM§
DEwITT a LITTDN i

695 HENMUDR DRIVE SE JA '29‘398‘0W5mnmame
P 0 BDX 2557‘ ' .

GRAND RAPIDS MI £19501 C7 DChecklfadditionalchanges are enclosed

[w/(».II1.__'I~." 21"?" i‘IAFLAN. J

HuuRMAND. 
TITLEOF w ._ g _ .
INVENTION IZQPIL‘ICIITIVE REEiF'CiN-S'IVE ELECTRUNIEI SNITLIHINti LLIR‘LIUIT

 
      

 
  

 
 

 
. _ <

T51 UTILITY YES $6643 . till] El 1 f27/‘3:   307—11e.oou
 

 

4. Farprimingor’tthepatentrmm Prlce , Heneyeld
page.llstthenamesotnotmorethan ICOOQCT, HQWJII a3 registered patent altomeys or agents - '
Ofi.attem_atlvely.thenameotatlnn thton
having asa memberamglstered 2
attorney or agent. If no name is listed.
no name will beprlmed

3. Correspondence address change (Complete only If there Isa change)

02/09/1998
01 E1242 mt 0000015805“
02mm ‘ . .. ' ' 13:30.09

 

 
s. ASSIGNMENT DATA To as PRINTED ON THE PATENT (prim or type)

(1) NAME or ASSIGNEE:

Nartron‘Cor o , ._ ‘. . . . Sam'dwwimmwm- 5
2 ADDRESS: crrvssnTE’oncouuva , . . _ _ [XissueFee [KAI-Immacmer- carcapaaa
U ( ReedrC1tY2 M1Ch1gan paneIpIIowIngIaassrouIdbaahargedIo-

- - DEPOSITACCOUNTNUMBER [6 2463
' ' ' . ,. . . (ENClOSEACOPYOFTHISFOFIM)

' ' DIssIIaFae El WWI-mm‘ spptlwlon is Tasslgned.ADM "0 (flAnyoanaIanaIaaIn EnclosodFeesfilmmwwmmmmrmmm.
Umtsbelngsubmfltedmdersepmoover. Assignmentsehoutobe   

  
I"

 ammmasmmsms ‘ , _ ~ =fill/IPLEASENOTE:UMeeamassigneolsWaififledebdrs.masslgneedataMllappearmmepatem W .. AWdemummmmwmmmmwmmmm p lgVSZIIf|/'"//
PTOortebelngsuxnittedundereeparatecover. demlsuorammmmm NOTE ‘9, mw‘lmbo ...AF",.'mmmm
Mm , _ ' wmaregisteredattuTIeon-uu ortheasslgneeorctherpanylnimarestasshown- MmdttanandTradermotflce.

CerflflcateotMalllng .
Note: itthiscertificateotmaiiingisused. itcancnlybeusedtotransrnittheissueFee. miscertifnatecannotbemdforanyotheraccompanyingpapers.
Eachadditionalpaper. suchasanassignmentorfonnaldrawing.musthaveitsowncertificateotmailing. -

thereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States PostalSewice with sufficent postage as first class mailInan envelope addressed to: Box ISSUE FEEAeolian!Commlsaloner tor Patents

Washington, o.c. 20231
(Date)

(Name of person making deposit)

(Signature)’

(Date) ' . 4 .

1.TRANSMIT.THIS FORM WITH FEE f ' . . ' .1 , . .. _. y/mm act: Iocu n‘: not Inn-mud tau-nah AA......L nan: M ”In MEI Mm
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I ‘ ' ' 1. "ART B—ISSUE FEETRANSMITTAL‘ . uu-A- .

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used tortrc ng the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 2 through 6 should be c‘or’i where appropriate. All further correspondence
including the Issue Fee Receipt, the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to addre.199 enteredIn Block 1 unless you direct otherwise,
by. (a) specifying a new correspondence address"In Block 3 below: or (b) providing the PTO with a separate “FEE ADDRESS" for maintenance fee notifications with the payment
of Issue Fee or thereafter. See reverse for Certificate 0! Mailing, below.

under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary
depending on the needs oi the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time required to
complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, Patent and Trademark Office, 'NVENTOR'S NAME

— Washington, DC. 20231.
DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Box Issue Fee, Street Address
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington D.C. 20231

2. INVENTOR(S) ADDRESS CHANGE (Complete only if there is a change)

City. State and ZIP Code
1. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

CO-INVENTOFI'S NAME
  

Street Address

City. State and ZIP Code 
I: Check if additional changes are enclosed

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT DATE MAILED

 
 
 

 
 

  

  

 
First Named
Applicant

TITLE OF
INVENTION  1M” "rm":..- i .L'ui

 

4. For printing on the patent front P I' i C e, H e ne ve l d
page. list the names of not more than 1 C O 0 e r
3 registered patent attorneys or agents
on, alternatively, the name of a firm L1 t t O n
having as a member a registered 2
attorney or agent. II no name is listed,
no name will be printed.

3. Correspondence address change (Complete only if there is a change)

5. ASSIGNMENT DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (prinl or type)
(1) NAME OF ASSIGNEE: -

N a 'r t TO 1’) C o r . . _ ' . . - 6a. The following fees are enclosed: 5
(2) ADDRESS: (CITY 8. STATE on COUNTRY) f... . . ,. 5Q Issue Fee [XAdvance Order- It oi Genie:

Re e d C l t)’ s -M1 C h 1 g an 6b. The following fees should be charged to:
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER I f) 2 4 f) 5
(ENCLOSE A COPY OF THIS FORM)

A. I] This application is NOT assigned. D Issue F93 ‘3 Adlrance Old” ' ” DI Copiesmmy Deficiencies In Enclosed Fees

The COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND I' I = ’r AR — ‘
KI Assignment previously submitted to the Patent and Trademark Office.
CI Assignment ls being submitted under separate cover. Assignments should bedirected to Box ASSIGNMENTS. ’

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified in Block 5. no assignee data will appear on the patent.
Inclusion of assignee data is only appropriate when an assignment has been previously submitted to the
PTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute ior filing
an assignment.

n--..\

01/26/98 
NOTE; III'ssue Fee will not be acc:fl'rom anyone other than the
applicant; a registered anomey or agent or the assignee or other partyIn Interest as shown b the records oi the Patent and Trademark Office.

Certificate of Malling

Note: If this certificate of mailing'Is used it can only be used to transmit the Issue Fee. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying papers.
Each additional paper. such as an assignment or formal drawing, must have its own certificate of mailing.

I hereby certify that this correspondenceIs being deposited with the United States Postal Service with sufficent postage as first class mailIn
an envelope addressed to: Box ISSUE FEEAssistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, no 20231

~4-

0"; January 26, 1998

Rebecca A. Schwartz

Date)

Name of person making deposit)

Signature) '

Date)

1. TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE

PTOL-658 (REV05--96) Approved for use through 05/31/96. 0MB 06510033 Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

(

(

(

(  
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i 013 N i Atty. Docket No. NAROl P-310
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Box

Issue Fee, Washington DC. 20231, on the date indicated below.M\

tux ‘ ‘ ”a,ill—1&1— QM_‘,IA ’ A ’A‘AAJLA,Ah /‘
Date ’ . "ebecca A. Schwartz I ‘ “J  

IN-THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Art Unit : 2107

Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268

Filing Date : January 31, 1996

For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHIgG CIRCUIT
Batch No. . T51 pub/ltS/SQVso

. . . 90/1,,
Ass13tant Comm1ssmner for Patents " 8/0,,
Box Issue Fee 11/9
Washington, DC. 20231 ‘9}

Attention: Official Draftsperson

TRANSMITTAL OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

In response to the Notice of Allowability mailed October 27, 1997, the Applicant requests

that the enclosed 13 sheets of formal drawings be entered in the above—identified application.

The enclosed drawings correspond to the informal drawings now on file and approved as to

content, correct the informalities noted in Form PTO-948 from the Official Draftsperson dated

August 1, 1996, and include the corrections filed on August 22, 1997, which were approved by

the Examiner in the Notice of Allowability.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

 
  

//v/3-?7
Date . allaghan

Registration No. 34 55

695 Kenmoor', S.E./Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

TSC/ras (616) 949—96 10
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, 1ti @' Att . Docket No. NAROI P-310Aic . y

gI

f.

I hereby certify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Box
Issue Fee, Washington DC. 20231, on the date indicated below. 

. A v g“V) SIB Art Unit : 2107 v x ‘3 ‘3’ k8 gfld

“NY“ Examiner : J. Kaplan LE) 52‘;
\3 Applri. No. ; 08/601,268 a. 4,..:\1':14>‘

\JV Filing Date : January 31, 1996 ‘ {fix
Applicant : Byron Hourrnand
For I CAPACTIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Batch No. : T51

Asst. Commissioner for Patents

Box Issue Fee

Washington, DC. 20231  
Dear Sir:

E C

w bl [Mg/1'41 Q AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.312
g1/1 46' '

1 Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.312 and subject to the recommendation of the Examiner and

‘ the approval of the Commissioner, and without withdrawing the case from issue, kindly

_/‘ amend the subject application as follows.

In the Claims:

Claim 27, line 11, after "when" delete "said".

REMARKS

' The above—identified application was allowed in the Office Action mailed October 27,

1997. The issue fee has not been paid. Subsequent to the receipt of the Notice of

261
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~ :3

Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 2

Allowance, Applicant noted a typographical error in claim 27. The requested amendment is

submitted to correct this error. The requested amendment is fully supported by the

specification and drawings, will not require an additional search, and does not raise new

issues. Therefore, Applicant respectfully requests that this amendment be entered and the

requested change made.

The reference for the application within the issue branch as indicated on the Notice of

Allowance, is T51. If there are any fees due in connection with the filing of this

amendment, please charge the fees to our deposit account No. 16 2463.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

//’ 3 , 97

Date T S. Callagha

Registration No. 34 559

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
(616) 949-9610

TSC/ras
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address: Box ISSUE FEE
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Washington, 0.0. 20231

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE

21M1/1IZI27
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IIIE‘IIII'T'T‘ a LITTIZIN 91
£395 IEIIMIIIle IIIF'IIVIE‘ LEE 1F' I__I BIZIX f3:- 7' /
GRAND RRFII‘I‘E MI 4‘95”]

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT DATE MAILED

I"IC,/EI_II...=......—,.- _ . . ::_'-"~'I~=III1§I-II!§N J .2107 121ml'f/‘EI7

P IN d - . -. , “
Liam" , HUUEIVIANL ,. avaum 

m—EENglgN IIIFIF'rCIIIiITIVE FtEEIF‘UNE—IZWE ELECTRONIC: SIAII'ITIHINIZI IZIIRIZII...IIT

 

ATTY'S DOCKET NO. CLASS~SUBCLASS BATCH NO. APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY FEE DUE DATE DUE

manque-«31:3 :3I:I"7~:IIE...I:II:II:I T51 UTILITY \ES semantic: I:I 112?;93 
THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PA TENT.
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Atty. Docket No. NAROl P—310 THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE Q
‘ : 2107 \
Examiner : ,J. Kaplan . ,
Appln. No. : 08/601,268 "

Filing Date : January 31, 1996

Applicant : Byron Hourmand

For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT?
3: 5

Assistant Commissioner for Patents '5

Washington, DC. 20231 RECEIVED
SEP 2 2 1997Dear Sir:

, GROUP 2100

This is a response to the Office Action mailed April 22, 11997. The time for filing a

AMENDMENT ,

response to the Office Action has been extended by the petition for a one—month extension of

time and payment of the appropriate fee filed concurrently with this amendment. Applicant

requests that the Examiner amend the above-captioned application as follows.

In the Drawings:

Subject to the approval of the Examiner, please amend Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13,

14, and 18 as shown in red on the attached sheets of drawings.

In the Specification:

Please amend the specification as follows:

Page 1, line 9, change "movement" to —-movements--.

Page 2, line 17, after '.'is" insert —-(are)--.

\ Page 12, line 1, change "ground" to -—common—-.

Page 12, line 5, change "approved" to -—listed--.
\.

Page 12, line 9, change "ground" to —-floating common--.

\ Page 12, line 12, delete "true".
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 2

\ Page 13, line 19, after "operator" insert —-t0--.

\ Page 14, line 2, after "capacitance" insert —-to ground—-.
\ Page 15, line 2, change "groun " to --common--.

\ Page 17, line 9, change "an external" to --a--.
\ Page 17, line 12, change "ZB" to ——ZB--.

\ Page 18, line 11, change "ZW" to ——Zw——.

\ Page 21, line 11, change "an external" to --a--.

\ Page 21, line 16, change "it’s" to --its--.

\Page 23, line 12, change "will" to ——well—-.

\ Page 23, line 20, delete "preferably".

.\ Page 25, line 7, delete ”relative to an external ground such as the earth".

\ Page 26, line 4, change "groun " to -—common—-.
/

Page 26, line 6, change "ground" to ——common—-.

Page 26, line 7, change "ground" to ——common——.

Page 26, line 9, change "groun " to --common--.

Page 26, line 10, change "ground" to —-common—- (both occurrences).

Page 26, line 12, change "groun " to —-common—-.

Page 26, line 14, after "capacitance" insert ——to ground——.

Page 26, line 17, after "capacitance" insert --to ground--.

\ Page 29, line 13, change "coupled" to --directly connected—-.

Page 29, line 14, change "coupled" to -—directly connected——.
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. N0. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 3

\
Page 29, line 14, delete "output of the".

Page 29, line 14, change "213" to ——216—-.

Page 30, line 8, after “between" insert --near to--.

Page\30, line 15, change "generate" to -:l;he floating common generator 300 such that

iI together they supply a——.  

\ Page 30,1ine 16, change''and powers "to —-to power-. - M N

\ Page 30, line 16, change "circuits" to --circuit(s)——.

\ Page 31, line 4, change "must" to --can—-.

\ Page 31, line 6, delete "and preferably".

\ Page 31, line 17, delete "between the".

\ Page 31, line 18, delete "collector of transistor 410 and floating ground line 301".

\ Page 32, line 11, after "includes" insert -—resistor 412 and--.

\ Page 32, line 12, before "resistor" insert --to--.

 \ Page 32, line 16, change "Resistor 413 is used to limit the base current. " to - 

\ Page 33, line 15, change "thereby reducing" to —-and also reduce--.

\ Page 40, line 11, after "length" insert ——451-—.

' ” ’\ age ,line5, after'— 'capacitance' insert-—t0 ground—-.

\ Page 33, line 11, after "capacitance" insert --to ground--.

\ Page 33, line 11, delete "earth".

‘\Page 33, line 15, after "reverse" insert --bias--.

W
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268

Page : 4

\ Page 40, line 11, change "pad 451" to ——pad 450——.

\ Page 41, line 9, change "and an earth relative ground" to —-with ground connection——.

\ Page 41, line 10, after "1103," delete "and".

\ Page 42, line 9, change "to relative earth ground 1103" to --via line 1103 to ground——.

\ Page 42, line 17, change "power line" to ——power common line~-.

\ Page 42, line 17, delete "relative".

\ Page 44, line 8, change "a transistor" to --a bipolar PNP transistor--.

\

\

Page 44, line 8, change "1420" to ——1420a~-.

Page 44, line 9, change "power line" to --power common line--.

\ Page 44, line 18, change "1424" to --1424a--.

\ Page 45, line-2, change "power line" to «power common 1ine-—.

\ Page 45, line 4, change "negative" to --inverting input--.

Page 45, line 4, change "positive" to —-non—inverting input--.

\ Page 45, line 11, change "power line" to --power common line——.

\ Page 45, line 12, after "base of" insert --bipolar PNP—-.

\ Page 45, line 13, change "power line" to --power common line».

\ Page 46, line 4, change "power line" to -—power common line--.
\ Page 46, line 5, change "negative" to --inverting input--.

\ Page 46, line 6, change "positive" to —-non—inverting input——.
\

Page 46, line 7, change "positive" to ——non—inverting input-—.

\ Page 46, line 8, change "power line" to «power common line--.
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 5

\
Page 46, line 10, change "1639" to —-1630--.

\
Page 46, line 11, change "positive" to --non—inverting--.

Page 46,\line 12, change "invertor gate" to --invertor NAND gate-—.
\

Page 46, line 14, change "invertor gate" to ——invertor NAND gate-—.

\
Page 46, line 15, change "invertor gate" to --invertor NAND gate-- (both

occurrences).

Page 46, line 15, change "power line" to --power common line--.

Page 6, line 16, after "switching" insert —-bipolar PNP~—.\
\

Page 46, line 17, change "power line" to --power common line--.

Page 47, line 15, change "(1628)" to -—(invertor NAND gate 1628)--.
\

Page 47, line 17, change "(1536)" to -—(1636)--.

Page\47, line 18, after "when" insert --the——.

Pag>47, line 19, change "button" to --touch terminal--.
\

Page 48, line 15, after "one" insert «of the touch switch circuits——.

\

Page 48, line 15, after "redundant" insert --re1ay driver--.

Page 48, line 16, after "one" insert --of the driver circuits-—.

Page\48, line 20, change "2201" to --2205. Palm button 2201——.

Page 49, line I, delete "secon " (first occurrence).

Page 50, line 6, change "sid" to --side--.

\
Page 51, line 4, after "smaller" insert —-series—-.

\

Page 51, line 6, after "body" insert —-to ground-- (both occurrences).
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268

Page : 6

\

Page 51, line 8, after "capacitance" insert --to ground--.
\

Page 51, line 10, change "earth" to --gr0und—-.

Pag 53\, line 1, change "decrease and increase" to --adjust—-.

Pag<53, line 2, delete "respectively".
Page 53, line 5, after "200" insert ——(Fig. 6)—— (first occurrence).

Pa; 53, line 10, change "pulls" to ——sources--.
In the Abstract:

Please amend the abstract as follows:

\
Line 6, before "touch" insert --proximity and--.

. \ . .
Line 9, after "capac1tance" insert ——to ground-—.

Lin 9, after "when" insert —-in proximity or--.

In the Claims:

Please amend claims 1, 3, 5, 6, 12—18, and 20, and add new claims 21-32 as follows:

1. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a frequency of 50 kHz or

greater;

an input touch terminal having a dielectric cover defining an area for an operator to

provide an input by proximifl and touch, an operator’s body capacitance to ground as sensed

through said input touch terminal vaging as a function of the area of said input touch

terminal that is proximate the operator’s body; and
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Page : 7

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminal, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance

to ground coupled to said touch terminal when proximal or touched by an operator to provide

{MK} _ a control output signal, wherein said detector circuit includes means for generating said
control signal when the sensed body capacitance to ground exceeds a threshold level in order

to prevent unintended activation based upon an operator’s inadvertent proximity and touch

with said input touch terminal.“iv“ ..__ _ .__.‘,_  

.4

E \ Claim 3, line 2, delete "reference to an external".
 

 
mflm“mpg” H, ,.

‘7.
~57 (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic [The] switching circuit [as defined in

claim 1 and further including] comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a freguency of 50 kHz or

greater;

an input touch terminal defining an area for an operator to provide an input by

proximity and touch;

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminal, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance

[9%
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Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268

Page : 8

to round cou led to said touch terminal when roximal or touched b an o erator to rovide 

a control output signal; and

a floating [ground] common generator coupled to said oscillator for receiving said

square wave output signal, said floating [ground] common generator generating a floating

[ground] common reference for said detector circuit that is set at a fixed voltage below and

tracks the square wave output signal.

J

00- 7(‘1 ‘6'. (Amended) The switching circuit as defined in claim‘S', wherein said detector circuit is\

powered by said square wave output signal provided by said oscillator and py said floating

[ground] common reference provided by said floating [ground] common generator [to

increase] thereby increasing the sensitivity of said detector circuit to proximity and touching

——-—-——_.w_____..__.——_’-:T-7‘}?::===_w_-.r:-==g.w-——g'v~.W Vs ‘” _.—-——~\_, ,._..,“of said touch terminal by an operator’s body. 
. . -. . . V ‘AVAN‘ - ... «Wm..m—mv~—vw—FW‘-I—-—~nmmwr—r—TJ .w‘. .Lm.n u..u::1m,u.»:a.=.wemw «dawn-m Ha... aw— 

12. (Amended) A proximity and touch controlled switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a square wave output signal having a frequency of 50 kHz or

greater;

( a touch terminal having a dielectric cover defining an input terminal for coupling to
an operator’s body capacitance to ground; and

a charge pump circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said square wave output

signal, and coupled to said touch terminal, said charge pump circuit having an output

terminal that supplies an output signal having a voltage that varies when said touch terminal
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is proximal or touched by an operator’s body the volta e of said out ut si nal varies as a 

function of the area of said touch terminal that is roximal or touched b an o erator, 

wherein said charge pump circuit includes at least one high speed diode coupled

between said oscillator and said touch terminal, for enhancing a sensitivity at which said

charge pump responds to sensed body capacitance to ground at said touch terminal for higherA \
M frequencies.

13. (Amended) The [touch control] proximig and touch controlled circuit as defined in

claim 12 and further including a DC power supply for supplying power to said oscillator and

a [reference to an external] ground.  

L \ Claim 14, line 1, change "touch control" to ——proximity and touch controlled-—.
Hm’fimfiwxinz‘a—wa‘: . .lmagnum-mugumw..w»«m..w.x-WWW 

”To. . .
+51 (Amended) A proximity and [The] touch [control] controlled switching circuit [as

defined in claim 12 and further including] comprising:

an oscillator providing a square wave output signal having a frequency of 50 kHz or

&) greater;
a touch terminal definin an in ut terminal for cou lin to an o erator’s bod 

capacitance to ground;

a charge pump circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said square wave ougput

signal, and coupled to said touch terminal, said charge pump circuit having an output

tall
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terminal that su lies an ou ut si nal havin a volta e that varies when said touch terminal 

is proximal or touched by an operator’s body; and

a floating [ground] common generator coupled to said oscillator for receiving said

square wave output signal, said floating [ground] common generator generating a floating

[ground] common reference for said charge pump circuit that is set at a fixed voltage below

and tracks said square wave output signal;

wherein said charge pump circuit includes at least one high speed diode coupled

between said oscillator and said touch terminal, for enhancing a sensitivity at which said

charge pump responds to sensed body capacitance to ground at said touch terminal for higher

frequencies.

I7. I6

'1'67 (Amended) The proximity and touch [control] controlled circuit as defined in claim-1'5:

wherein said charge pump circuit is powered by said square wave output signal provided by

said oscillator and by said floating [ground] common reference provided by said floating

[ground] common generator [to increase] thereby increasing the sensitivity of said charge

pump circuit to proximig and touching of said touch terminal by an operator’s body.

\ Claim 17, line 1, change " touch control" to «proximity and touch controlled-~.
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18. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a plurality of input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric substrate for

an operator to provide inputs by proximipg and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance

q to ground coupled said touch terminals when proximal or touched by an operator to provide a
control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator is selected to decrease the

impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to the impedance of any contaminate that may

/create an electrical on said dielectric substrate path between said adjacent areas and wherein
W

said detector circuit compares the sensed body capacitance to ground proximate an input

 

touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal .mam.==—:=.:u‘rf- ,. .._.V - . 0* 

 

20. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

% an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;
i/\ a dome-shaped touch terminal defining an area for an operator to provide an input by

proximity and touch, wherein the dome shape of the touch terminal is constructed to

ergonomically fit the palm of a human hand; and

W
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a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal

% from said oscillator, and coupled to said [input] touch terminal [terminals], said detector
0\/ circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body

capacitance to ground coupled 19 said touch [terminals] terminal when proximal or touched

W ' by an operator to provide a control output signal, said detector circuit including means for
discriminating between a proximity and touch of said dome-shaped touch terminal by the

palm of a human hand and a proximity and touch bya human fingerw-2mm~e--—-———~~———1-—-—m—z—nm—r— —.1 2.2.4:.»- 1 .r c.r.~..:...-_=.11..— -~~ -* — 7m - .2 .2. _ ....::. M::..am.-....—~..—~;_ E ,MWWWWWWMWI M. V ._ . _
   
 

(New) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a touch terminal defining an area for an operator to provide an input by proximity and

touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal$2)
from said oscillator, and coupled to said touch terminal, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance

to ground coupled to said touch terminal when proximal or touched by an operator to provide

a control output signal, said detector circuit including discriminating means for discriminating

between a proximity and touch of said touch terminal covering substantially all of said area

of said touch terminal and a proximity and touch covering less than substantially all of said

area of said touch terminal.
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22. (New) The switching circuit as defined in claim 21, wherein said touch terminal

includes a dome-shaped dielectric cover.

23. (New) The switching circuit as defined in claim 21, wherein said touch terminal

includes a palm-sized dielectric cover.

24. (New) The switching circuit as defined in claim 23, wherein said discriminating means

determines that a proximity and touch of said touch terminal covers substantially all of said

area of said touch terminal when said dielectric cover is proximal or touched with the palm 
of an operator’s hand and determines that a proximity or touch covers less than substantially

all of said area of said touch terminal when said dielectric cover is proximal or touched with

one of an operator’s fingers.

25. (New) The switching circuit as defined in claim 21, wherein said discriminating means

discriminates between a proximity and touch of said touch terminal covering substantially all

of said area of said touch terminal and a proximity and touch covering less than substantially

all of said area of said touch terminal based upon a sensed level of body capacitance to

ground proximate said touch terminal.
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26. (New) The switching circuit as defined in claim 21, wherein said coupling of

capacitance to ground occurs when an operator’s body is proximate, but not touching, said

touch terminal.

27. (New) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit for a controlled device

comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

first and second touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an input by

proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal

from said oscillator, and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector

circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body

capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by an operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled

device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal whe

an operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after'the operator is prox'

or touches said first touch terminal.

«\‘
. i

said /

ls/

28. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27,

wherein said detector circuit generates said control signal only when an operator is proximal

279
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or touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined time period after the operator

is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

29. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27,

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on different surfaces

of the controlled device.

30. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27,

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on non—parallel

planar surfaces of the controlled device.

' 31. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27,

wherein said first and second touch terminals are adapted to be mounted on perpendicular

planar surfaces of the controlled device.

32. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27 and

further including an indicator for indicating when said detector circuit determines that an

operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal. 

C7
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REMARKS

In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated that claims 5 and 15 would be allowed if

rewritten in independent form including all the limitations of the base claim and any

intervening claims, and that claims 6, 7, and 16 would also be allowed if rewritten to

overcome the rejection under 35 U.S.C. §112. Applicant wishes to thank the Examiner for

the early indication of allowable subject matter. By this amendment, Applicant has amended

claims 5 and 15 by rewriting them in independent form and by amending claims 6 and 16 to

overcome the rejection under 35 U.S.C. §112. Therefore, claims 5—7, 15, and 16 are in

condition for allowance.

In the Office Action, the Examiner rejected claims 6, 7, and 16 under 35 U.S.C.

§112, second paragraph; rejected claims 1—4 and 12—14 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being

anticipated by US. Patent No. 4,352,141 issued to Kent; rejected claims 8—11, 18, and 19

under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over Kent in view of US. Patent No.

5,087,825 issued to Ingraham; and rejected claims 8-11, 18, and 19 under 35 U.S.C. §103

as being unpatentable over Kent in view of US. Patent No. 5,235,217 issued to Kirton.

By this amendment, Applicant has amended claims 1, 5, 6, 12-18, and 20 to more

clearly define the present invention, and has added new claims 21-32 to define additional

features of the present invention. Accordingly, claims 1-32 are now pending.

With respect to the rejection of claims 6, 7, and 16 under 35 U.S.C. §112, second

paragraph, Applicant has amended claims 6 and 16 to more clearly recite the present
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invention. Applicant submits that amended claims 6, 7, and 16 meet the requirements of 35

U.S.C. §112, second paragraph.

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection of claims 1—4 and 12-14 under 35 U.S.C.

§102(b) as being anticipated by Kent. As pointed out on page 51 of the present specification,

the present invention provides a mechanism by which the touch control circuit can

discriminate between an intentional touching of the touch terminal and an inadvertent contact

by the operator. Specifically, when the touch terminal is palm-sized and includes a dielectric

cover, users may intentionally touch the touch terminal by placing their palm over the entire

surface of the touch terminal. When the operator touches the touch terminal in this manner,

the touch control circuit of the present invention generates a control signal. On the other

hand, if the operator inadvertently touches the touch terminal with one or two fingers, the

touch control circuit of the present invention senses a lower body capacitance in the

proximity of the touch terminal and thereby determines that the touch was unintentional and

thus does not generate the control signal.

As amended, independent claim 1 recites a capacitive response electronic switching

Circuit comprising a combination of elements including at least "an input touch terminal

having a dielectric cover defining an area for an operator to provide an input by touch, an

operator’s body capacitance as sensed through said input touch terminal varying as a function

of the area of said input touch terminal that is proximate the operator’s body," and a detector

circuit that “ includes means for generating said control signal when the sensed body
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capacitance exceeds a threshold level in order to prevent unintended activation based upon an

operator’s inadvertent contact with said input touch terminal."

The Kent patent discloses a touch switch device that also generates the control signal

in response to the touching of a touch terminal. The Kent patent, however, fails to teach or

suggest a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit having a detector circuit that K

includes means for generating a control signal when the sensed body capacitance exceeds a

threshold level in order to prevent unintended activation based upon an operator’s inadvertent

contact with the input touch terminal. Thus, the Kent patent does not anticipate nor render

obvious the invention as defined in independent claim 1. Clearly, the Kent patent does not

disclose any way of discriminating between a partial touch and a full touch of the touch

terminal.

With respect to independent claim 12, the Kent patent fails to teach or suggest a

touch-controlled switching circuit comprising a charge pump circuit that supplies an output

signal having a voltage that varies as a function of the area of the touch terminal that is

touched by an operator. Therefore, the Kent patent fails to teach or suggest each and every

element recited in independent claim 12.

For these reasons, independent claims 1 and 12, as well as claims 2—4, 13, and 14

which depend therefrom, are allowable over the Kent patent.

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection of claims 8—11, 18, and 19 under 35

U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over Kent in view of Ingraham. Like the Kent patent,

the Ingraham patent, which is assigned to the assignee of the present invention, fails to teach
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or suggest a touch control circuit that discriminates between a full intentional contact with a

touch terminal and an inadvertent partial contact of the same touch terminal. Therefore, the

combination of the Kent and Ingraham patents fails to teach or suggest each and every

element recited in independent claim 1. For this reason claims 8.11, which depend from

independent claim 1, are allowable over the combination of the Kent and Ingraham patents.

With respect to independent claim 18, the Kent and Ingraham patents both fail to

teach or suggest a capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising a detector

circuit that compares the sensed body capacitance proximate an input touch terminal to a

threshold level in order to prevent inadvertent generation of a control output signal. For

these reasons, Applicant submits that independent claims 1 and 18, as well as claims 8-11

and 19 which depend therefrom, are allowable over the Kent and Ingraham patents whether

considered separately or in combination.

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection of claims 8-11, 18, and 19 under 35

U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over Kent in view of Kirton. The Kirton patent, like the

Kent and Ingraham patents, does not disclose a touch control circuit that is capable of

discriminating between a full intentional touch of a touch terminal and an inadvertent touch

of a portion of the surface of the touch terminal. For these reasons, independent claims 1

and 18, as well as claims 8-11 and 19 which depend therefrom, are allowable over the

teachings of the Kent and Kirton patents whether considered separately or in combination.

It is noted that the Examiner has not rejected claims 17 and 20 in the Office Action.

Claim 17 depends from independent claim 12 and is believed to be allowable for the reasons
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discussed above with respect to claim 12. Independent claim 20 recites a dome-shaped touch

terminal. By this amendment, Applicant has amended independent claim 20 to recite that the

detector circuit includes means for discriminating between a touch of the dome-shaped touch

terminal by the palm of a human hand and a touch by a human finger. For the reasons

stated above with respect to independent claims 1, 12, and 18, Applicant submits that

independent claim 20 is allowable over the combined teachings of the Kent, Ingraham, and

Kirton patents.

In this amendment, Applicant has presented new independent claim 21, and claims 22—

26 which depend therefrom. New independent claim 21 defines a capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit comprising at least a detector circuit "including discriminating

means for discriminating between the touch of said touch terminal covering substantially all

of said area of said touch terminal and a touch covering less than substantially all of said

area of said touch terminal. For the reasons discussed above with respect to the other

independent claims, Applicants submit that neither the Kent, Ingraham, nor Kirton patents

teach or suggest the touch control circuit including a detector circuit having such

discriminating means. Therefore, new independent claim 21 as well as claims 22-26 are

allowable over the references cited of record.

New independent claim 27 recites a switching circuit for a control device that

comprises at least first and second touch terminals and a detector circuit that generates a

control output signal for actuation of the control device when an operator is proximal or

touches the second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches the first touch
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terminal. Dependent claim 28 recites that the detector circuit generates the control signal

only when the second touch terminal is actuated within a predetermined time period after the

actuation of the first touch terminal. Applicant submits that none of the cited references

teaches or suggests such features. New claims 29-32 depend from new independent claim 27

and are believed to be allowable for the same reasons stated above with respect to

independent claim 27.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, Applicant submits that the present

invention as defined in the pending claims, is allowable over the prior art of record. The

Examiner’s reconsideration and timely allowance of the claims are requested. A Notice of

Allowance is therefore respectfully solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,

\ DeWitt & Litton

Date Terry allaghan

Registration No. 34 559

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

(616) 949-9610

TSC/ras
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

 
I : - ~~ - tates Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents,
Washington DC. 20231, on the date indicated below. R

Atty. Docket No. NAROer—310

= ify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, 'are being deposited with the

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK O
‘ REFEtENED

éf/M/fl’

 

  

  
 

Art Unit : 2107 ' .

Examiner : J. Kaplan\ SEP Z 2 I997
Appln. No. : 08/601,268 ,

Filing Date : January 31, 1996\1 .° GROUP 21 00 ”11
Applicant : Byron Hourmand 3 :1}
For : CAPACITIVE RES‘PONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT CI]
Assistant Commissioner for Patents \'
Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:  
Enclosed is a response to the Office Action dated April 22, 1997. Also enclosed are

nine sheets of corrected drawings. The items checked below are appropriate:

x Applicants hereby petition for a one-month extension of time to respond to the
above Office Action. The fee of $55.00 for the Extension is enclosed.

Any fee for additional claims has been calculated as shown below:

‘., CLAIMS AS AMENDED

 
:- ; I.

Independent *08 Minus ***04 =04 x $40 $160 x 55 80
Claims .

' Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Small Entity Other Than A
' Small Entity

Claims Highest No. Present Rate Add’l Add’l
Remaining Previously Extra Fee Fee

After Paid For

Amendment

First Presentation of Multiple Dependent Claims $130 $00 x $260

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR THIS AMENDMENT $292 --
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If the entry in C01. 1 is less than the entry in C01. 2, write "0" in C01. 3

 

** If the "Highest No. Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20"

in this space.

*** If the "Highest No. Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write "3" in

this space.

The "Highest No. Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number

found from the equivalent box in Co]. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of

claims originally filed.

x Small entity status of this application under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.9 and 1.27 has been

established by a verified statement previously submitted. .

__ No additional fee is required.

x A fee of $292.00 to cover the cost of the additional claims added"; by this response is
enclosed.

x Please charge any additional fees or credit overpayment to Deposit Account 16 2463.

A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

PRICE, HENEVELD, COOPER,
DEWITT & LITTON

Date .

Registrat’on No. 34 559

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

(616) 949-9610
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Atty. Docket No. NAROl P-310

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

,1, that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the
. "39’“ 'ostal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

‘M; [1 DC. 20231, on the date indicated below.

 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFlgECEJ " I
SEP 22 1997

Art Unit : 2107

Examiner : . J. Kaplan _ GROUP 2100
Appln. No. : 08/601 ,268

Filing Date : January 31, 1996

Applicant : Byron Hourmand
For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is a response to the Office Action dated April 22, 1997. Also enclosed are

nine sheets of corrected drawings. The items checked below are appropriate:

x Applicants hereby petition for a one—month extension of time to respond to the
above Office Action. The fee of $55.00 for the Extension is enclosed.

Any fee for additional claims has been calculated as shown below:

CLAIMS AS AMENDED

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Small Entity Other Than A
Small Entity

Claims Highest No. Present Rate Add’l Add’l

Remaining Previously Extra Fee Fee
After Paid For

Amendment  
 

  
 

  
Total _ *32 Minus =l""20 =12 x $11 $132 x $ 22 $00
Claims

Independent *08 Minus ***O4 =04 x $40 $160 x $ 80 $00
Claims '

First Presentation of Multiple Dependent Claims $130 x $260 $00

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR THIS AMENDMENT $292 - $00  
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this space.

The "Highest No. Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number

found from the equivalent box in C01. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of

claims originally filed.

x Small entity status of this application under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.9 and 1.27 has been

established by a verified statement previously submitted.

_ No additional fee is required.

x A fee of $292.00 to cover the cost of the additional claims added by this response is
enclosed.

x Please charge any additional fees or credit overpayment to Deposit Account 16 2463.

A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

PRICE, HENEVELD, COOPER,
DEWITT & LITTON

Date

Registrat'on No. 34 559
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Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

(616) 949-9610
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\iiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiii Atty. Docket No. 11.111019311139257

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this paper, together with all enclosures identified herein, are being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as first class mail, addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Washington DC. 20231, on the date indicated below. 
IN THE UNITED ATES PATENT ANDTRADEMAiK OFFICE

RECEIVED Examiner : Jonatha S. Kaplan

Art Unit : 2117 AUG 2 0 1997
Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268 . GROUP 2100

Filed : January 31,1996 iv , “W EFor : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC S ITCHING DEVICE 2

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER 37’C.F.R. §1.97(c)

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§1.56 and l.97(c), Applicant brings to the attention of the

Examiner the document listed on the attached Form PTO—1449. This Information Disclosure

Statement is being filed after the events recited in §1.97(b) but, to the undersigned’s knowledge,

before the mailing date of either a Final Action or a Notice of Allowance. Under the provisions

of 37 C.F.R. §1.97(c), this Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by a certification

as specified by §1.97(e).

Based on reasonable inquiry, no document listed in this Information Disclosure Statement

was known to any individual designated in 37 CPR. §1.56(c) more than three months prior to

the filing date of this Information Disclosure Statement.

A copy of the listed document is attached.

This submission does not represent that a search has been made or that no better art

exists and does not constitute an admission that the listed document is material or constitutes

"prior art." If it should be determined that the listed document does not constitute "prior art"
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under United States law, Applicants reserve the right to present to the Oflice the relevant facts

and law regarding the appropriate status of such document.

Applicant further reserves the right to take appropriate action to establish the patentability

of the disclosed invention over the listed document, should the document be applied against the

claims of the present application.

If there is any fee due in connection with the filing of this Statement, please charge the

fee to our Deposit Account No. 16-2463.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

M 7
Date Terry . Callaghan

Registration No. 34 559

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
Post Office Box 2567

Grand Rapids, MI 49501

(616) 949—9610
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El This action is FINAL.

Ci Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed
in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11; 453 0.6. 213.
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 Application Papers
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Serial Number: 08/601,268 Page 2

Art Unit: 2107

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

1. Claims 6, 7, and 16 are rejected under 35 USC. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

Claims 6 and 16 are vague and indefinite because it is unclear what is meant by “to

increase the sensitivity of said charge pump circuit t_o touching of said touch terminal by an

operator’s body.”

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 USC. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

3. Claims 1-4 and 12-14 are rejected under 35 USC. 102(b) as being anticipated by Kent.

(4,352,141)

Kent discloses a capacitive responsive switching comprising: an oscillator (N5, N6, R1,

C1) having a frequency of 1 MHZ, an input touch terminal (3), a detector circuit (E) coupled to

said oscillator and said touch input terminal, DC power supply (1), wherein said periodic input

signal provided by said oscillator is a square wave see column 2, lines 9-12, and a plurality of
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active elements coupled to an output of said oscillator to buffer and improve the shape of the

square wave output therefrom (C3, C4, R2), and a charge pump (D1, N1, R4, and C6).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 USC. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 8—11, 18, and 19 are rejected under 35 USC. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Kent in view of Ingraham (5,087,825).

Claims 8 and 9 add the limitations of a microcontroller. Kent does not disclose the

detector circuit including a microcontroller. However, Ingraham discloses a detector circuit

including a microcontroller, (80) It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

replace the detector circuit of Kent with the detector circuit of Ingraham in order to provide a

computerized control circuit that can control a plurality of different load requirements sent by a

plurality of touch sensors.

Claims 10 and 11 add the limitations of a plurality of input touch terminals and a plurality

of touch circuits. Kent only teaches one touch input terminal and one touch circuitry. However,

Ingraham discloses a plurality of input touch terminals (18) with corresponding touch circuits. It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
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utilize the teachings of Ingraham into Kent’s device for the purpose of providing a plurality of

ways in which the load may be controlled see column 2, lines 36-40.

As to claims 18 and 19, Kent discloses a capacitive responsive switching comprising: an

oscillator (N5, N6, R1, C1) having a frequency of 1 MHZ, an input touch terminal (3), and a

detector circuit (E) coupled to said oscillator and said touch input terminal. Kent only teaches

one touch input terminal and one touch circuitry. However, Ingraham discloses a plurality of

input touch terminals (18) with corresponding touch circuits. It would have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to utilize the teachings of Ingraham

into Kent’s device for the purpose of providing a plurality of ways in which the load may be

controlled see column 2, lines 36-40. Kent also does not disclose the details of the touch input

comprising a dielectric substrate. However, Ingraham does disclose a touch sensor comprising a

dielectric layer substrate (26). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to utilize the teachings of Ingraham into Kent’s device as this is a

well known way to activate a capacitor switch input.

6. Claims 8-11, 18, and 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(3) as being unpatentable over

Kent in view ofKirton (5,235,217).

Kent discloses a capacitive responsive switching comprising: an oscillator (N5, N6, R1,

C1) having a frequency of 1 MHZ, an input touch terminal (3), and a detector circuit (E) coupled

to said oscillator and said touch input terminal,
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Kent does not disclose the shape of the touch terminal. However, Kirton discloses a

touch terminal (14) which is domed shaped. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to utilize the teachings ofKirton into Kent’s device

for the purpose of providing a touch sensor which is easy to operate.

7. Claims 5 and 15 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would

be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and

any intervening claims.

8. - Claims 6, 7, and 16 would be allowable if rewritten to overcome the rejection(s) under 35

USC. 112 set forth in this Office action and to include all of the limitations of the base claim and

any intervening claims,

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner
should be directed to Jonathan 3. Kaplan whose telephone number is (703) 308—1216.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be
directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-1782.

 April 11, 1997
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Form Pro 948 (Kai/{1094) US. DEPARIMFJ‘IT OF COMMERCE - Patent and Trademark Office Application Newl268

NOTICE OF DRAFTSPERSON’S PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

P10 Drafipersons review all originally filed drawings regardless of whether they are designated as formal or informal. Additionally.

patent Examiners will review the drawings for compliance with the regulations. Direct telephonemquiries conceming this review tothe Drawing Review Branch. 703-305-8404.

objected to by IheDrthpermn w -_ 37 CFR 1.84 or,l.152 as
’in ed below. The Examiner will require submissions)! new. corrected
drawings when necessary. Corrected drawing! must be submitted-
according to the instructions on the back of this Notice.

1. DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.84(a): Acceptable categories of drawings:
Black ink. Color.
_ Not black solid lines. Fig(s)
_ Color drawings are not acceptable until petition is granted.

F136)_—
2. PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR 1.84(b) . .
_ Photographs are not acceptable until petition is granted.

Fists) _____._
__ Photographs not properly mounted (must use brystol board or

photographic double-weight paper). Fig(s)
__ Poor quality (half-tune). Fig(s)

3. GRAPHIC FORMS. 37 CFR 1.84 (d)
_ Chemical or mathematical formula not labeled asseparate figure. .

Fig(8)__._____ '
_ Group of waveforms not presented as a single figure. using

common vertical axis with time extending along horizontal axis.
F130)

_Individuals waveform not identified with a separate letter
designation adjacent to the vertical axis Fight)

4. TYPEOFPAPER 37CFR1.34(c) ~' .
__Paper not flexible. strong. while. smooth. nonshiny, and durable.Sheet(s)

ures. alterations. overwritinga, interlineations. rac
and folds commits not accepted. Fig(s)f—’11%_Mylar. velum paper is not acceptable (too thin). Fig(s)____

5. 5—122 OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1. 84(0: Acceptable sizes:
21.6 cm. by 35.6 cm. (8 1/2 by 14 inches)
21.6 cm. by 33.1 cm. (8 1/2 by 13 inches)
21.6 cm. by 27.9 cm. (8 1/2 by 11 inches)
21.0 cm. by 29.7 cm. (DIN size A4)

_ All drawing sheets not the same size‘.- Sheer(s)
_ Drawing sheet not an acceptable size. Sheet(s)

6. MARGINS. 37 CFR 1.84(g): Acceptable margins:
Paper size

21.6 cm. X 35.6 cm. 21.6 cm X 33.1 cm. 21.6 cm. X 27.9 cm. 21.0mm X 29.7 cm.
(8V2X 14inches) (81/2X 13inches) (111le 11 inches) (DINSireA-i)
T 5.1 cm. (2") 2.5 cm. (1") 2.5 cm. (1") 15cm.
L .64 cm. (174') .68 cm. (114') .61 cm. (114-) 7.5 cm.R .64 cm. (1/4“) .64 cm. (1/4") 54cm. (1/4") 15 cm.
B .64 cm. (1/4“) .64 cm. (1/4') 54 cm. (1/4") 1.0 cm.

Margit; do no abf©l 15A ’77§mp(1)-_Strung9(L) _imgm‘(R) __Bonnm )WS 37 CFR 1.8401)
REMINDER. Specification may require revision to correspond to
drawing changes.

_ All views not grouped together. Fig(s)
_ Views connected by projection lines or lead lines.

Finn—__—
Partial views. 37 CFR 1.84(h) 2

 

COMMENTS:

Afiacmacm To PAPER NO.

PTO copy

 
V_iew and enlarged view not killed separally or properly.

Fists)__'
Sectionalviews. 37CFR 134(11):!

Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an object.Flats).._-__ ~
_Cross section not drawn same as view with parts in cross section

with regularly spaced parallel oblique strokes. Frg(s)
8. ARRANGEMENT 0F VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.114(1)
_ Words do not appear on a horizontal. lefl--to-right fashion when

page is either upright or turned so that the top becomes the rightside. except for graphs. Fig(s)
9. SCALE. 37 CFR 134(k) .

_Scale not large enough to show mechanism with crowding
when drawingis reducedin size to two-thirds'in reproduction.
Firm—__—

_1ndication such as “actual size" or scale 1/2" not permitted.
fig(,)__~—‘ 1.

10. CHARACTER 0F LINES NUMBERS, & LETTERS. 37 CFR
1 34(1) «

_nes. numbers 81 letters not uniformly thick and well defined.clean. 11 1e. except for color drawings).
Fisk) -’

11.‘ ‘SHADING. 37 CFR 1. S4(m)
So_lid black shading. areas not pennitted.

Fl3(5)—
_Shade lines pale. rough andbluried. Fig(s)

12. NUMBERS LETTERS. &' REFERHVCE CHARACTERS. 37 CFR

1B“(P) be d f
um IS an I”! B

@prl) Fig(5)___are:' Numbers and reference characters not oriented in same direction
as the view. 37 CFR 1. 84(p)(l) 1313(5) .

_English alphabet not used. 37 CFR 1.84(1))(2). v. ,Firm—
umhers. letters. and reference characters do not measure at least

i g 3.2 up. 'nch) in height.737 mane)
“50.3%— '

13. LEAD LINES. 37 CFR 1.84(q)
_Lead lines cross each other. Fig(s)
_Lead lines missing. Pig(s) ' 1. .

14 NUMBERING 0F SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.134(1)
Sheers not numbered consecutively. and'in Arabic numerals.

beginning with number 1. Sheet(s)
15. NUMBER OF vrcws. 37 C171: 1.11461) '

_Views not numbered consecutively. and in Arabic numerals.
beginning with number 1. Fig(s) .

_View numbers not preceded by the abbreviation FigFina)
16. CORRECI'IONS. 37 CFR'1.84(W)
_ Corrections not made from prior Fro-9411.

Fi11(5)
17. DESIGN DRAWING. 37 CFR 1.152
_ Surface shading shown not appropriate. Fig(s)
_ Solid black shading not used for color contrast.

Fis(s)

_plain and legible. :37 CFR
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ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIALJNO.

if émaérAPPLICANTS  

  

 

 

 
 
 

US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

BY APPLICANT Byron Hourmand .
FILING DATE _ GROUP

  
  

 

 
 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
EXAMINER
INITIAL ISSUE

PATENT NUMBER DATE

09/26/95

FILING DATE
NAME CLASS SUBCLASS IF APPROPRIATE

Yap et al.iil 91/31/95 Greanias et al.

8/10/93
\v \I O

 
Wieth et al.

05/04/93

5 O

OOa$ -‘Oa2CO‘5onm
2/1 1/92 lngraham

1 1/19/91 Miller et al.

G4/30/91 Hollaway

07/03/90 Gruodis

3/20/906

05/1 6/89 lngraham

07/19/88 Ingraham

Ingraham

10/09/84 Ng et al.

02/15/83 Ng et al.

7 1 1/23/82 Leopold

04/06/82 Witney et al.

12/29/81 Tucker et al.

9/15/81O McLaughlin

09/15/81 Wern

04/28/81 Wern

7 03/1 7/81 Besson

 
~
 FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

TRANSLATION

PUBLICATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLASS YES

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

EXAMINER _ DATE CONSIDERED

3 cna‘ifikkm \l\\_\<4~. L\ ll. 4“
EXAMINER: Initial if citation is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIAL 0. g/if“ 7 Wz 7
APPLICANTS

 

  
 

 

 

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

  
 
 

  1?» séfi
- {IgNODISCLOSURE STATEMENT

'BY APPLICANT Byron Hourmand

_—
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

EXAMINER ISSUE
"“7"“ PATENT N R DATE

1/20/81

   

 
 

FILING DATE

  
FILING DATE

IF APPROPRIATEcI3 NAME CLASS SUBCLASS

  C Chiang

  

 

 

1 2/02/80 Waldron

5 9/02/80 Gibson et al.

7/15/80 Conner

Deavenport et al.

7/01/80 Wern

O6/26/79

5/01/79 Raupp

10/10/78 Petrizio

5 7/1 8/78 Stone

O 1/31/78 Talrnage et al.

C

ococooc
ic: an\mc

6/2 1/77

4/05/77 Moennig

7 1 0/05/76

06/22/76

1 1/11/75

Gott et al.

AlexanderU!

5 10/07/75

7 3 08/12/75 Barkan et al.

7 nun-n—
flflflflflfl—

. annual——
m-Innnnnn_—=
Illa-ll-llflflllfl——-=—' \Jn ud’

FOREIGNILPATENT DOCUMENTS

PUBLICATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLASS YES

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

EXAMINER

  
  

   
 
    
 
 

DATE CONSIDERED

It

EXAMINER: Initial if citation is consi ered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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FORM PTO-1449 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COH3U‘CE

\'.//'
‘ ATTY. DOCKET NO.

(Rev. 2-32) PATENT AND TRADEMARK orflxggw
'fimfiR01 p—310

 
SERIAL NO.
08/601,268
(unofficial)

 

   
"”3[Iv-

   INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

 
   

 
 

 

APPLICANT(S)
Byron Hourmand

FILING DATE GROUP
01/31/96

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
 (Use several sheets if necessary)

 

EXAMINER FILING
INITIAL DATE

IF
APPRO-
PRIATE

flfl_—-E__
um
__M

_lIi.
5gi

! ‘dil 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

EXAMINER DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUB-
INITIAL CLASS

-—_--- 
OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance
with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 
(Form PTO—1449 [6-41)
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‘ f§\ UNITED STATE.» DEPARTMfiN‘I' OF COMMERCE. , . Patent and Trademark Offieo

x Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKSa1 Washington. D.C 20231

. 08/601,268 01/31/96 HOURMAND B NAROl-PBIO

.. 0232/0506
TERRY -s CALLAaHAN
PRICE HENEVELD COOPER

DENITT a-nITToN 7
595 KENMOOR 95 P 0 BOX 2557

GRAND RAPIDS Ml 49501 DAER‘H'%'
NOTICE TO FILE NIISSING PARTS OF APPLICATIONS/06/96

I FILING DATE GRANTED

An Application Number and FilingDatehavebeen assigned to this application. However, the items indicated

below are missing. The required items and fees identified below must be ‘ ely subgified ALONG WITHTHE PAXMENT OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only of E i E for large entities or
$L for small entitiesvwho have filed a verified statement claiming such status. The surcharge is set forth in37 CFR 1.16(e).

If all required items on this form are filed within the period se below, the total amount owed by applicant as a fig] largeentity, El small entity (verified statement filed),'13 $ S‘l "i .

 Applicant is given ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS FROM THE'
FILING DATE of this application, WHICHEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

  
  

”a The statutory basic filing fee'is: El missing Ninsufficient. Applicant as a B large entity El small
entity, must submit 3 “i \‘i to complete the basic filing fee.

2. E] Additional claim fees of $ as a E] large entity, D small entity, including any
required multiple dependent claim fee, are required. Applicant must submit the additional claim
fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

3.36 The oath or declaration:
‘E is missing.

Cl does not cover the newly submitted items.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4. U The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

5. U The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are: Cl missing; E] by a person other than the inventor
or a person qualified under 3’7 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. A properly signed oath or declaration in
compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

6. D The signature of the following ioint inventozis) is missing from the oath or declaration:

An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

" 7. [:1 The application was filed in a language other than English. Applicant must file a verified English
translation of the application and a fee of $ under 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless this fee has
already been paid.

8. U A $ processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment.
(37 CFR 1.21(m)).

9. CI Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment.

10. D The application does not comply with the Sequence Rules. See attached Notice to Comply with
Sequence Rules 37 CFR 1.821-1.825.

11. Cl Other.

Direct the response to Box Missing Part and refer any questions to the Customer Service Center
at (703) 308-1202.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the response.
COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE

roan mimmsv. “a.
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VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY

STATUS (37 C.F.R. S 1.9“] and 1.27ch) - SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

reby declare that i am

I ) the owner of the small business concern identified below:

()0 an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the concern
identified below. ' '

NAME OF CONCERN Nagmn gammy;

ADDRESS OF CONCERNWag

Qd gm, Michigan ggzzflgnz

i hereby declare that the above identified small business concern qualifies as a small business concern as
defined in 13 C.F.ii. 9 121.348. and reproduced in 37 cm. 5 ram, for purposes of paying reduced fees
under sections 41(a) and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, in that the number of employees of the
concern. including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons. For purposes of this statement, (1)
the number of employees of the business concern is the average over the previous fiscal year of the concern
of the persons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis during each of the pay periods of the
fiscal year. and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other when either, directly or indirectly. one concern
controls or has the power to control the other, or a third party or parties controls or has the power tocontrol both.

i hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the small business
concern identified above with regard to the invention, entitled CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC

SWITCHING CIIKIUIT by inventor Byron Hourrnand described in the specification filed herewith.

II the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each individual, concern
or organization having rightslto the invention is listed below' and no rights to the invention are held by any
person, other than the inventor, who could not qualify as an lMependent inventor under 37 (LEI. I mm
or by any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 C.F.R. 5 1.9“) or a
nonprofit organization under 37 CPR S 1.9(ei- ‘NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from
each named person, concern or organization having rights to the invention averring to their status as small
entities (37 CHI. S 1.27).

NAME 

ADDRESS

() INDIVIDUAL () SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN I I NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

 

NAME 

ADDRESS
( ) INDIVIDUAL I) SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN ( I NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

t acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting
in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying, or attire time of paying, the earliest of the issue
fee or any maintenance fee due alter the date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate.
(37 C.F.R. S 1.29M).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made
on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that willful false statements and the Iiite so made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment. or
both. under Section 1001 of Title ill of the United States Code. and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified
statement is directed. ‘

NAME OF PERSON SIGNING Qr‘. Inc! calm“

TITLE OF PERSON OTHER THAN OWNER Pmignt

ADDRESS OF PE 0 KIN? 131 Reed Ci Mi h nd 7 07SIGNATURE » DATE El flair/flit an
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\5

Sole inventor:

Attorney Docket No. NARO] P—3 1‘0

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my
name .

\
I believe I am an original, first and sole inventor of the subject matter which is

claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled CAPACITIVE
RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT, the specification of which was
filed on January 31, 1996, Application No. 08/601,268 (unofficial).

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above—identified specification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

.\
I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(the Office), all information which is known by me to be material to patentability as defined
in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), Section 1.56.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

I hereby appoint the patent law firm of Wpegfleflmandifitgm,

P. O. Box 256Z._625.Ke.anOLDr'mQ,.S.E., Grand @pids, Michigan 49501, telephone
number 616-949—9610, facsimile number 616—957—8196, and the individual patent attorneys
and patent agents at such patent law finn, namely, Lloyd A. Heneveld, Reg. No. 17 802;
Richard C. Cooper, Reg. No. 19 164; William W. DeWitt, Reg. No. 22 300; Randall G.

Litton, Reg. No. 24 013; James A. Mitchell, Reg. No. 25 120; Harold W. Reick, Reg. No.
.25 438; Robert J. Carrier, Reg. No. 24 219; Carl S. Clark, Reg. No. 28 288; Daniel L.
Girdwood, Reg. No. .34 827; Barry C. Kane, Reg. Nomfirry S. Callaghan, Reg.

No. 34 559; Gunther J. Evanina, Reg. No. 35 502; and Steven C. Wichmann, Reg. Nag
758, my attomey(s) or agent(s) with full power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute
this application and to transact all business in and to receive all correspondence from the
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

 

All statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true, and further, these statements are made with

the knowledge that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. § 1001, and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of this application or any patent issued thereon.

 

  
 B ron (NMI) Hourmand

Citizenship: United States of America

Residence: Hersey, Michigan M $’
Post Office Address: 19009 23 Mile Rd.

Hersey, MI 49639
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Atty. Docket No. NAROl P-310 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : B. Hourmand
Serial No. : 08/601,268

Filing Date : January 31, 1996
For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Box Missing Part
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that the attached Notice to File Missing Parts of Application

Filing Date Granted, Declaration and Power of Attorney, Verified Statement Claiming Small

Entity Status (Small Business Concern), Check in the amount of $65 (surcharge fee), and

Return Postcard are being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail

in an envelope addressed to:

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Box Missing Part
Washington, D.C. 20231

on 5/Iv/wy

 
 
Rebec a A. Schwartz

' , Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
PO. Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
(616) 949-9610

310 as DS/QKIfié (“35912;u

y 505 65,00 Ch
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PATENT

Atty DEcket No NARCl P-310 . tI

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

AUG 019%
Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601,268 (unofficial) 4 GQMUP 2‘10Filed : January 31,1996 (unofficial)

For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITGBHING CIRCUIT
Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

A check of our files indicates that the above—identified application has been filed

more than three (3) months without a Filing Receipt being received by us. Therefore, would ‘
you please give us the status of the above application. This request is made to avoid any lack

of diligence being attributed to the Applicant.

Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

 / ? 76 7
Date Terry S. allaghan

Registration No. 34 55
695 Kenmoor S.E.
P.0. Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
(616) 949-9610

TSC/ras
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53 PATENT

Atty Docket N0.NAR01 P_—310
 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

AUG 0 6 19%
Applicant : Byron Hourmand

Appln. No. : 08/601268 (unofficial) , LALKJJLIJ 2110
Filed : January 31,1996 (unofficial) !-
For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that the attached Status Request Letter and Return Postcard are '

being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed

to:

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

on 5/‘1 MU.

 
a A. Schwartz

Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton

695 Kenmoor, S.E.
P.O. Box 2567

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
(616) 949-9610
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fi‘, mumso STA )EPAH‘I'MENI' or commence

 

Patent and T ark Office

Xéfiggj Ammam: cmwmesrmrnnrpAHmHSANnnmuemmmsWashington. on 20231 _ ,7
“Ix/L:

—lmr.n- awn-mm

'08/601,268 01/31/96 HDURMAND B NARoi—P31o

0232/0506
TERRY 8 CALLAGHAN
PRICE HENEVELD COOPER

DEWITT 8: LITTUN .
695 KENMUUR SE P 0 BOX 2567 DA‘IEMGRAND RAPIDS MI 49501
- ' NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION) 5 / a .5 /96

FILING DATE GRANTED

AnApplication Number and FilingDatehave been assigned to this application. However, the items indicated

below are missing The required items and fees identified below must be tam y 812% ALONG WITHTHE Pam OF A SUBCHABGE for items I and 3—6 only of LlLfor large entities or3 for small entities who have filed a verified statement claiming such slams. The surchargers set forthIn
37 CFR 1.15m.

If all required items on this form are filed within the period so below. the total amount owed by applicant as 34? largeentity, Cl small entity (verified statement filed), is $_§fl__.

 Applicant is given ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE 01'" THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS FROM THE
FILING DATE ofthis application, WHICI-IEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(11).

 
  

  
The statutory basic filing fee ' : Cl missing Mneufiicient. Applicant as a wlarge entity El small
entity, must submit $' to complete the basic filing fee.

2. E] Additional claim fees of $ (as s [1 large entity, D small entity, including any
required multiple dependent claim fee, are required.‘ Applicant must submit the additional claim
fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

SlB‘The oath or declaration:

1a is missing.
El does not cover the newly submitted items.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4. E] The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies An oath or declaration
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

5. E] The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are: El missing; D by a person other than the inventor
or a person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. A properly signed oath or declaration in
compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

6. E] The signature of the followingjoint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration:

An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

7. CI The application was filed in a language other than English. Applicant must file a verified English
translation of the application and a fee of $ under 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless this fee has
already been paid.

8. E] A $ processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment.
(37 CFR l.21(m)).

9. [1 Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment. .4
10. C] The application does not comply with the Sequence Rules. See attached Notice to Complywith

Sequence Rules 37 CFR l.821-1825. r

11.1] Other.

Direct the response to Box Missing Part and refer any questions to the Customer Service Center
at (703) 308-1202.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with thérespon§é¥ ‘ -OFFICE COPY

maumrmmsv.11—94> . MM.” [2/
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57/ /% fig”
P—ATEN

NARO 1 P-3 1 O

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Byron Hourmand
Serial No. : ' 08/601,268 (unofficial)

Filing Date : January 31, 1996 (unofficial)
For : CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97gb1

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§1.56 and 1.97(b), Applicant brings to the attention of

the Examiner the documents listed on the attached Form PTO—1449. This Information

Disclosure Statement is being filed Within three months of the filing date of the

above—referenced application.

Copies of the listed documents are submitted herewith along with Form

PTO—1449. Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner consider the listed documents

and evidence that consideration of relevant portions thereof by making appropriate notations

on the attached form.

This submission does not represent that a search has been made or that no

better art exists and does not constitute an admission that each or all of the listed documents

are material or constitute "prior art." If it should be determined that any of the listed

documents do not constitute "prior art" under United States law, Applicant reserves the right

to present to the Office the relevant facts and law regarding the appropriate status of such

documents.

Applicant further reserves the right to take appropriate action to establish the

patentability of the disclosed invention over the listed documents, should one or more of the

documents be applied against the claims of the present application.
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' Enclosed herewith is the above-identified patent application comprising the

following parts:

1) Postcard

2) Assignment, Assignment Cover Sheet, and Assignment Recording Fee of
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3) Patent Application (60 Total Pages including 6 Pages of Claims (Claims 1—20),
and 1 Page of Abstract

4) 13 Sheet of Drawings (in duplicate)

5) Certificate of Mailing by Express Mail

6) Declaration and Power of Attorney

7) Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status — Small Business

8) Information Disclosure Statement, PTO Form 1449 (2 Sheets) and copies
of information referenced

Filing Fee:

Basic Fee $375.00 $375.00

Additional Fees

4 Each independent claim in excess
of three, times $39.00 $ 39.00

Number of claims in excess of

twenty, times $11.00 $000.00 .

Filing multiple dependent claims

per application $125.00 $000.00

Total Filing Fee $414.00
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A check in the amount of $414.00 is enclosed to cover the fees noted above.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following

fees associated with this communication, and during the pendency of this application, or to

credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 16—2463. A duplicate copy of this sheet is

enclosed.

1) Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR

1.16 for which full payment has not been tendered.

2) Any patent application processing fees under 37

CFR 1.17 for which full payment has not been

tendered.
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BYRON HOURMAND

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
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3) Patent Application (60 Total Pages including 6 Pages of Claims (Claims 1-20),
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per application $125.00 $000.00 .

Total Filing Fee ‘ $414.00
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A check in the amount of $414.00 is enclosed to cover the fees noted above.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following

fees associated with this communication, and during the pendency of this application, or to

credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 16-2463. A duplicate copy of this sheet is

enclosed.

1) Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR

1.16 for which full payment has not been tendered.

2) Any patent application processing fees under 37

CFR 1.17 for which full payment has not been

tendered.

' Respectfully submitted,

BYRON HOURMAND
Wfi

By: Price, Heneveld, Cooper,
DeWitt & Litton
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CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC

P—SWITCHING'CTRCUITfi—q

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an electrical circuit and particularly a capacitive

responsive electronic switching circuit used to make possible a "zero force" manual electronic

switch.

Manual switches are well known in the art existing in the familiar forms of the

5 common toggle light switch, pull cord switches, push button switches, and keyboard switches

among others. The majority of such switches employ a mechanical contact that "makes" and

"breaks" the circuit to be switched as the switch is moved to a closed or an open condition.

Switches that operate by a mechanical contact have a number of well known

a, problems. First, mechanical movement; components within any mechanism make those
10 components susceptible to wear, fatigue, and loosening. This is a progressive problem that

occurs with use and leads to eventual failure when a sufficient amount of movement has .
occurred.

Second, a sudden "make" or "break" between conductive contacts typically

produces an electrical arc as the contacts come into close proximity. This arcing action

15 generates both radio frequency emissions and high frequency noise on the line that is switched.

Third, the separation between contacts that occurs on each break, exposes the
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contact surfaces to corrosion and contamination. A particular problem occurs when the are

associated with a "make" or "break" occurs in an oxidizing atmosphere. The heat of the arc in

the presence of oxygen facilitates the formation of oxides on the contact surfaces. Once

exposed, the contact surfaces of mechanical switches are also vulnerable to contaminants. Water

borne contaminants such as oils and salts can be a particular problem on the contact surfaces of

switches. A related problem occurs in that the repeated arcing of mechanical contact can result

in a migration of contact materials away from the area of the mechanical contact. Corrosion,

contamination, and migration operating independently or in combination often lead to eventual

switch failure where the switch seizes in a closed or opened condition.

An additional problem results from the mechanical force required in operating a

mechanical switch. This problem occurs in systems where a human operator is required to

repetitively operate a given switch or a number of switches. Such repetitive motions commonly

occur in the operation of electronic keyboards such as those used with computers and in

industrial switches such as used in forming and assembly equipment among other applications.

A common type of industrial switch is the palm button seen in pressing and insertion equipment.

For safety purposes, the operator must press the switch before an insertion or pressing can

(ML)

occur. This ensures that the operators hand(s) is/{on the button(s) and not in the field of motion
of the associated machinery. It also ensures that the mechanical motion occurs at a desired and

controllable point in time. The difficulty arises from the motion and force required of the

operator. In recent years, it has been noted that repeated human motions can result in

2
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debilitating and painful wear on joints and soft tissues yielding arthritis like symptoms. Such ‘

repetitive motion may result in swelling and cramping in muscle tissues associated with

conditions such as Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. Equipment designers combat these Repetitive

Motion or Cumulative Trauma Disorders by adopting ergonomic designs that more favorably

control the range, angle, number, and force of motions required of an operator as well as the

number of the operator’s muscle groups involved in the required motions. Prosthetics and tests

are used as well to provide strain relief for the operator’s muscles, joints, and tendons.

In mechanical switches, the force required to actuate the switch may be minimized

by reducing spring forces and frictional forces between moving parts. However, reducing such

forces makes such switches more vulnerable to failure. For instance, weaker springs typically

lower the pressure between contacts in a "make" condition. This lower contact pressure

increases the resistance in the switch which can lead to fatal heating in the switch and/or loss

of voltage applied to the switched load. Reducing frictional forces in the switch by increasing

the use of lubricants is undesirable because the lubricants can migrate and contaminate the

contact surfaces. A switch designer may also reduce friction by providing looser fits between

moving parts. However, looser fits tend to increase wear and contribute to earlier switch

failure. A designer can also reduce friction by using higher quality, higher cost, surface finishes

on the parts. Thus, as apparent from the foregoing description, measures taken to reduce

actuator force in mechanical switch parts generally reduce the reliability and performance of the

switch and/0r increase the cost of the switch.
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In applications such as computer keyboards or appliance controls, the electric load

switched by a given switch can be quite low in terms of current and/or voltage. In such cases

it is possible to use low force membrane switches such as described in US. Patent No.

4,503,294. Such switches can relieve operator 'strain and are not as susceptible to arcing

problems because they switch small loads. However, the flexible membrane remains susceptible

to wear, corrosion, and contamination. Although such switches require very low actuation

force, they are still mechanically based and thus suffer from the same problems as any other

mechanical switch.

A more recent innovation is the development of "zero force" touch switches.

These switches have no moving parts and no contact surfaces that directly switch loads. Rather,

these switches operate by detecting the operator’s touch and then use solid state electronics to

switch the loads or activate mechanical relays or triacs to switch even larger loads. Approaches

include optical proximity or motion detectors to detect the presence or motion of a body part

such as in the automatic controls used in urinals in some public rest rooms or as disclosed in

US. Patent No. 4,942,631. Although these non—contact switches are by their very nature truly

zero force, they are not practical where a multiplicity of switches are required in a small area

such as a keyboard. Among other problems, these non-contact switches suffer from the

comparatively high cost of electro—optics and from false detections when the operator’s hand or

other body part unintentionally comes close to the switch’s area of detection. Some optical touch

keyboards have been proposed, but none have enjoyed commercial success due to performance

4
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and/or cost considerations.

A further solution has been to detect the operator’s touch via the electrical

conductivity of the operator’s skin. Such a system is described in U.S. Patent No. 3,879,618.

Problems with this system result from variations in the electrical conductivity of different

operators due to variations in sweat, skin oils, or dryness, and from variable ambient conditions

such as humidity. A further problem arises in that the touch surface of the switch that the

operator touches must remain clean enough to provide an electrical conductivity path to the

operator. Such surfaces can be susceptible to contamination, corrosion, and/or a wearing away

of the conductive material. Also, these switches do not work if the operator is wearing a glove.

Safety considerations also arise by virtue of the operators placing their body in electrical contact

with the switch electronics. A further problem arises in that such systems are vulnerable to

contact with materials that are equally or more conductive than human skin. For instance, water

condensation can provide a conductive path as good as that of an operator’s skin, resulting in

a false activation.

A common solution used to achieve a zero force touch switch has been to make

use of the capacitance of the human operator. Such switches, which are hereinafter referred to

as capacitive touch switches, utilize one of at least three different methodologies. The first

method involves detecting RF or other high frequency noise that a human operator can

capacitively couple to a touch terminal when the operator makes contact such as is disclosed in

U.S. Patent No. 5,066,898. One common source of noise is 60 Hz noise radiated from
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commercial power lines. A drawback of this approach is that radiated electrical noise can vary

in intensity from locale to locale and thereby cause variations in switch sensitivity. In some

cases, devices implemented using this first method, rely on conductive contact between the

operator and the touch terminal of the switch. As stated, such surfaces are subject to

contamination, corrosion, and wear and will not work with gloved hands. An additional

problem can arise in the presence of moisture when multiple switches are employed in a dense

array such as a keyboard. In such instances, the operator may touch one touch terminal, but end

up inadvertently activating others through the path of conduction caused by the moisture

contamination.

A second method for implementing capacitive touch switches is to couple the

capacitance of the operator into a variable oscillator circuit that outputs a signal having a

frequency that varies with the capacitance seen at a touch terminal. An example of such a

system is described in U.S. Patent No. 5,235,217. Problems with such a system can arise where

conductive contact with the operator is required and where the frequency change caused by a

touch is close to the frequency changes that would result from unintentionally coming into

contact with the touch terminal.

Another method for implementing capacitive touch switches relies on the change
/

in capacitive coupling between a touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing such a method

are described in U.S. Patent No. 4,758,735 and U.S. Patent No. 5,087,825. With this

methodology the detection circuit consists of an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)
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providing a signal to a touch terminal whose voltage is then monitored by a detector. The touch

terminal is driven in electrical series with other components that function in part as a charge

pump. The touch of an operator then provides a capacitive short to ground via the operator’s

own body capacitance that lowers the amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch terminal.

A major advantage of this methodology is that the operator need not come in conductive contact

with the touch terminal but rather only in close proximity to it. A further advantage arises in

that the system does not rely upon radiated emissions picked up by the operator’s body which

can vary with locale, but relies instead upon the human body’s capacitance, which can vary over

an acceptable range of 20pF to 300pF.

An additional consideration in using zero force switches resides in the difficulties

that arise in trying to employ dense arrays of such switches. Touch switches that do not require

physical contact with the operator but rather rely on the operator’s close proximity can result

in unintended actuations as an operator’s hand or other body part passes in close proximity to

the touch terminals. Above-mentioned US. Patent No. 5,087,825 employs conductive guard

rings around the conductive pad of each touch terminal in an effort to decouple adjacent touch

pads and prevent multiple actuations where only a single one is desired. In conjunction with the

guard rings, it is also possible to adjust the detection sensitivity by adjusting the threshold

voltage to which the sensed voltage is compared. The sensitivity may be adjusted in this manner

to a point where the operator’s body part, for instance, a finger, has to entirely overlap a touch

terminal and come into contact with its dielectric facing plate before actuation occurs. Although

7
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these methods (guard rings and sensitivity adjustment) have gone a considerable way in allowing

touch switches to be spaced in comparatively close proximity, a susceptibility to surface

contamination remains as a problem. Skin oils, water, and other contaminants can form

conductive films that overlay and capacitively couple adjacent or multiple touch pads. An

operator making contact with the film can then couple multiple touch pads to his or her body

capacitance and it’s capacitive coupling to ground. This can result in multiple actuations where

only one is desired. Small touch terminals placed in close proximity by necessity require

sensitive detection circuits that in some cases are preferably isolated from interference with the

associated load switching circuits that they activate.

As mentioned, in industrial controls, switches can be used to control actuation

time and to ensure that the operator’s hand(s) or other body part(s) are out of the field of motion

of associated machinery. A common type of switch used in this application is the palm button.

The button is large enough so that the operator can rapidly bring his or her hand into contact

with the button without having to lose the time that would be taken in acquiring and lining up

a finger with a smaller switch. Zero force touch switches are also desirable in this application

as Repetitive Motion or Cumulative Trauma Disorders have been a problem with operator’s

utilizing palm buttons —— especially those palm buttons that must be actuated against a spring

resistance. In this area capacitive touch switches have also been employed. US. Patent No.

5,233,231 is an example of such an implementation. Due to the proximity of machinery with

the potential to cause injury, false actuations are a particular liability in such applications.
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Capacitive touch switches that exhibit vulnerability to radiated electromagnetic noise or that

operate off operator proximity have the potential to actuate when the operator’s hand(s) is not

at the desired location on the palm button(s). In general, this is addressed by the use of

redundancies. In US. Patent No. 5,233,231, a separate detector is used to measure RF noise

and disable the system to a safe state if excessive RF noise is present. Other systems such as

UltraTouch vended by Pinnacle Systems, Inc. use redundant sensing methodologies. In

UltraTouch, both optical and capacitive sensors are used and actuation occurs only when both

sensor types detect the operator’s hand at the desired location. These implementations have a

number of disadvantages. In the case of the RF noise detection system, the system is unusable

in the presence of RF noise. This forces the user to employ a backup mechanical switch system

or accept the loss of function when RF noise is present. The second system is less reliable and

more expensive because it requires two sensor systems to accomplish the same task, i.e. , detect

the operator. Such system may also suffer from problems inherent in any optical system,

namely, susceptibility to blockages in the optical path and the need to achieve and maintain

specific optical alignments. A further problem is that this system considerably constrains the

angle and direction of motion that the operator must use in activating the switch.

Currently, there are several zero force palm buttons in the market. These

products utilize optical and/or capacitive coupling to activate a normally closed (NC) or a

normally open (NO) relay, and thereby switching 110 V AC, 220 V AC, or 24 V DC to

machine controllers. The UltraTouch by Pinnacle Systems Inc. uses two sensors (infrared &

9
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capacitive) with isolated circuits to activate a relay when a machine operator inserts his hand into

a U-shaped sensor actuation tunnel. The company claims that by permitting the machine.

operator to activate the machine with no force or pressure and with the operator’s hand and wrist

in the ergonomic neutral position (i.e. 0° wrist joint angle and 100% hand power positions as

shown in Figure 1.0-1), hand, wrist, and arm stresses are minimized and contributing elements

to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome are negated. After a machine cycle is initiated, the operator must

maintain an initial posture until the cycle is completed. A typical cycle time lasts approximately

one to two seconds and is repeated about 3000 times daily. This adds up to about one hour to

one hour and a half per day while the operator is in the posture. While this module reduces

stress on wrist and hand, it strains the muscles in the forearm. Also, because of limited space

permitted for the operator to insert his hand, it stresses the operator mentally and reduces

productivity by causing fatigue. Furthermore, the infrared emitters and detectors rely on a clean

path between the transmitter and receiver and will not operate properly if contaminants block

the beam of light.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the above problems by using the method of

sensing body capacitance to ground in conjunction with redundant detection circuits. Additional

improvements are offered in the construction of the touch terminal (palm button) itself and in

the regime of body capacitance to ground detection which minimizes sensitivity to skin oils and

10
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other contaminants. The invention also allows the operator to utilize the system with or without

gloves which is a particular advantage in the industrial setting.

The specific touch detection method of the present invention has similarities to

the devices of U.S. Patent No. 4,758,735 and U.S. Patent No. 5,087,825. However, significant

improvements are offered in the means of detection and in the development of an overall system

to employ the touch switches in a dense array and in an improved zero force palm button. The

touch detection circuit of the present invention features operation at frequencies at or above 50

kHz and preferably at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of surface contamination from

materials such a skin oils and water. It also offers improvements in detection sensitivity that"W-

allow close control of the degree of proximity (ideally very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard. The circuitry of the present invention minimizes the

force required in human operator motions and eliminates awkward angles and other constraints

required in those motions. The outer surface of the touch switch typically consists of a

continuous dielectric layer such as glass or polycarbonate with no mechanical or electrical feed-

throughs. The surface can be shaped to have no recesses that would trap or hold organic

material. As a result it is easily cleaned and kept clean and so is ideal for hygienic applications

such as medical or food processing equipment.

In a first preferred embodiment the circuit offers enhanced detection sensitivity

to allow reliable operation with small (finger size) touch pads. Susceptibility to variations in

11
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